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is to be found in the settling of the foundation
men *would a t once have condemned ; takes all
L awrence , Jan . 11. —Terrible as our calamity I loom, and called to Elizabeth Fish and Phclia
C ruise o f th e V an d alia.
caused by its close vicinity to the river-bed ; is, 1 think it is much over-estimated in the num Barnes to follow her example. They did 6o,
The following account of the late cruise of on board again, and proceeds on his voyage, a t
this is a difficulty which has been experienced her of killed. As near as I have been able to and were all three saved.
the trifling expense of less than four thousand
the
U.
S.
sloop-of-war
Vandalia
in
the
Pacific,
A T I,A W K E N C I2,
elsewhere, and which m ight very well have been ascertain this morning, I find dead and missing
dollars ! having saved a ship insured for about
An affecting scene occurred during the early
W e smiled amid our falling tears,
silently a t work, undermining the building, (what is equivalent to dead) 115, and 105 part of the evening, which melted the hearts of which we take from the naval record of the $40,000, and a cargo valued at some $250,000.
The baby grew so fair,
preparing for the sudden catasthrope, and giv wounded. Some of the wounded will die, hut all who witnessed it. A little boy, whose only Boston Daily Advertiser, will be read with in
And as a result of all this, Capt. Simmons
And bright!} ’gainst our sable rubes
has sacrificed his health from fever contracted
very much the largest number will survive.
friend on earth was his mother, and th at moth terest :—
FULLER PARTICULARS. ing no sign nor note of warning.
Fluttered her golden hair.
We might fill colums with the incidents which
during
his work, so far that he has been com
er
employed
in
the
mill,
wandered
about
among
W h a t i s S a id o f th e M ill*
None other, with such winsome ways
The officers attached to the sloop Vandalia,
are reported of personal adventures, escapes and
From the owners of the factory, we learn the crowd, sobbing as if his little heart would which recently arrived a t New York from the pelled to give over his ship to his mate, aa I
Could have repuid our care.
50 Bodies Recovered—165 Wouuded. misfortunes. Some of the stories, currently th at the estimated value of the mill and ma break, and begging the bystanders to save his Pacific, have been detached and each granted have before stated, and remain here for medical
treatment. I am happy to say he has so far
told, merit confirmation. Of this character are chinery was between $000,000 and $700,000. mother. The prayers of the little fellow were
She seemed to us a messenger
the statements th at one or more persons were The picker and dye-houses, the machine shop answered ; his mother was saved, and clasping three months’ leave of absence. The Vandalia improved as to be able to sail for home in the
6 6 M IS S IN G .
From the bright unseen land,
went into commission on the 11th of November, whaler Yantho, for W arren, R. I., this day,”
her
son
in
her
arms,
his
joy
knew
no
bounds—
taken
alive
from
the
ruins
in
the
course
of
the
Th links that held the severed chain
and store house, are still standing. In the lat
1857, a t Portsmouth, N. 11. and sailed from
day yesterday—one of them a t a very late hour, ter was stored some 2000 bales of cotton, worth one extreme succeeding another.
Of our bioken house-hold band ;
A boy at work in one of the upper rooms, th at port on the 1st of Decemlicr. She arrived
L ists o f D ead, M issin g and W ou n d ed after a long imprisonment in the chimney.— about $100,000, which is uninjured.
W e prayed that God would always hold
S po ilin g B uttons .—Buttons are sometimes
a
t Rio Janeiro Jan 1, 1858, making the pas
This, we believe, is a mistake. Altogether,
Our durling in his hand.
made to do duty for which they were not origi
The mill was built by the Essex Company, hearing thc crash, had the presence of mind to
about twenty bodies were taken from the ruins under the direction of Mr. Storer, a former jum p into a waste box, which with itsoccupant sage in 31 days, one of the shortest on record. nally intended when the contribution box is
from Kio January 11, and arrived a t Val
In all our plans, in all our joys,
. 1 G O JV IZIJYG S C E 1YE S. la the course of the day, yesterday, but in all Mayor of Lawrence, and Chas. II. Bigelow.— was buried several feet beneath the ruins.— Sailed
passed round. A venerable preacher a t the
The baliy formed a part I
of them the vital spark was extinct. The as Mr. Storer, with whom our reporter conversed, When the rescuers raised thc pile of rubbish paraiso the 23d of February. Sailed from that West announced a collection somewhat as fol
But our rarest house-hold treasuie
pect of these bodies, as they were laid out for regarded the mill as safe as any in the country, from the box, the young hero sprang from his port for Callao on the 10th of March, calling lows : ‘ My Christain friends, a collection will
a
t
Caldera,
Iquique,
Aric
and
Chincha
Islands
;
W as the earliest to depart,
M I R A C U L O U S E S C A P E S . identification a t the City H all, was most hideous, never having had any misgivings as to its se narrow prison, and walked away as coolly as if
arrived a t Panama 25th of April from Callao, now be taken up for the benefit of the heathen
We cried, “ O never woe like ourg
and we cannot undertake to describe it. We curity. Soon after the mill was erected, it was nothing had happened.
in the Sandwich Islands. And here I wish to
Fell on a grief-worn heart.”
Another boy, who had acquired the use of having sailed 14,000 miles, and visited seven warn those of you who p u t in buttons against
trust our readers may never behold, even men discovered th at the floor sagged, and before the
tally from description, the horrible sight ol machinery was put in, the structure was tho “ dudeen,” on being extricated from be ports in less than five months. After staying the too prevalent custom of flattening down the
W h a t is sa id o f th e M ill.
00
days
at
th
at
port,
sailed
for
the
Island
ot
“ Our prayers thus answered ? we bereft!
roasted human corpses.
eyes ; which, while it has no effect in deceiving
strengthened by the introduction of iron gird neath a mass of machinery, walked away, took
Justice this cannot be.”
The ruins in themselves present but few points ers, two being placed under each and every floor a pipe from his pocket and went to smoking. Nukashira, Marquesas Group, where she arrived tha poor heathen into tho use of these articles
So blinded were our eyes with tears
The Luck sisters had one uncle killed and in 30 days. A t this island (says one of her of for coin, nevertheless renders them totallv tire
of
interest.
A
large
area
of
smouldering
ashes,
From the Boston Advcrticcr Thursday, Jan. 12.
timber, except those in the upper room. These
ficers)
we
found
the
natives,
from
the
strict
dis
Mercy we could not see.
upon which five or six jets of water were con were tightened by means of nuts upon the out another fatally injured. All these girls were
less for buttons.’
cipline administered to them by the French, re
In this one stroke our hearts forgot
The universal topic of conversation yesterday stantly playing, masses of cotton bursting into
near the windows.
The tears oi Getbsemaue.
was the terrible catastrophe which overwhelmed Haines a t intervals, and a chaotic debris of ma side.
Three women were in the privy when the mill duced to a state of traetability, in a great meas
R afts on t u e D ela w a re . — About one hun
We have it upon the authority of the owners,
the Pemberton Mill nt Lawrence on the preced chinery, twisted and distorted from its primary that a crack has never been discovered in the fell, and were all saved, as th at portion of the ure differing from the manner and customs of dred rafts came down the Delaware river dur
Our prayers were answered ; she was sav
their savag^aneestors. Many of the men were
ing evening, the sad tidings of which were shape, shafting, wheels, and cards, here and
building
remained
standing
until
last
evening.
ing.
this last fall. One shipped by Thomas
walls, and so confident was Mr. Storrow of the
By God’s own high behest ;
spread broadcast over the land by means of the there spools of cotton half consumed by fire,
Mr. Looney, a third hand in one of the rooms tattooed from head to feet, giving them a hor Barnes was 190 feet long, 63 feet wide, and
security of the mill, that he would have sent
Faith whispered of our darling clasped
rible appearance ; and the women tattoo their
telegraphic despatches in the morning newspa made the whole of the picture on which thou
had
both
of
his
legs
broken,
and
died
in
half
an
his own son there as soon as into any mill in
To her angel mother’s breast
lips in lines running from the inside to the out drawing 2 1-2 feet water.—It was manned by
pers. The telegraphic account was almost sands gazed sadly yesterday. I t was necessary
eight men, and was composed of 3,000,railroad
the eountry. No machinery has teen added hour after being taken out.
We knew that unto those he loves
dramatic in its succession of horrors, as it faith to force the mind to recall th a t less than 24
James Davis had both his jaw-bones broken, side ; this is peculiar to the women of this ties, 6,000 hoop poles, 35,000 feet of joist,
since the factory was sold by the Pemberton
Our Father givetli rest.
Group.
On the day after our arrival a t these
fully portrayed, hour by hour, the progress of hours previously this confused wreck, level with
but
was
still
alive
last
evening.
108,000 feet wharf timber, 2,500 feet tie tim
Company
to
the
present
owners.
On
the
other
(
the disaster. A whole day of careful examina the ground, had been a stately mill, full of in
Two men in the basement threw themselves islands, a small schooner arrived in port, on ber, 10 ship knees.
Rockland, J an, 3, 1660.
hand, improvements have been made by taking
board of which was Captain Knowles, Mr.
tion has added little to the stock of positive in genious meehanism, superintended by hundreds
under
a
loom,
and
were
finally
saved.
out heavy machinery, and substituting lighter.
formation contained in our paper of yesterday of intelligent operatives, and in full tide of sueA man named Adams was confined amidst the Bartlett, first mate, and three men who report
N arrow E scape. —The Livermore Falls Ga
For the Gazette.
This work has been pursued of late, and a rumorning, although there are a vast number of cessful work,—in order to make the picture su g -1,uor ;s current that a t the time of the catas- timbers, and calling fo ra saw, which was given ed the wreck of the clipper ship Wild Wave on zette says that one day last week, a young man
H U M A N L IF E .
personal experiences, and of stories, rumors and gestive and interesting. Many of the visitors ■troplie, workmen were engaged in moving a him, he succeeded in opening a passage, through the Island of Oeno in the South Pacific Ocein, by the name of Melville Adams, in attem pting
and that they had left most of the crew and
suggestions, connected with the affair. Thou picked up little pieces of the metallic cardinjr, heavy piece of machinery, which accidentally which lie escaped.
to get upon the train, missed his hull and fell.
Human life is like a river,
sands of people visited the scene of the disaster as mementoes of the disastrous occasion. It ;hll several inches, producing a shock to which
An only brother of Mr. W . J . Rolfe, teacher passengers on the island. We immediately The steps of the car struck him, bending him
Deep and rapid, strong and free ;
made preparations to go to their relief, and
yesterday,
tasking
to
their
utmost
thecapacities
was shocking to think th a t the spot was the so!11(. attribute the fall of the structure. This, in the Lawrence High School, was killed, and sailed on the following morning for Tahiti, up almost double, and in this condition he was
Ever llowiug, ceasing never
of the railroads to convey them thither. Among grave of so many human beings, called to their however, needs confirmation,
rolled in the snow by ihe car till it had passed
his mangled corpse taken out of the ruins yes
Till it reach Eternity.
where we spent a day replenishing our stores
these visitors were many friends and relatives last account with a want of preparation th a t ; j n the absence of all positive testimony as to terday morning.
over him. He was quite seriously injured.
and watering Bhip. Wo made a good passage
ol the operatives in the mills, who sometimes
Gently flows at first the streamlet,
A
mother
sat
by
the
bedside
of
her
injured
A lady, while aw aiting for the same train,
the most enthusiastic description of the the cause of this frightful disaster, numerous
to Oeno. On our arrival a t this island we
had the unspeakable satisfaction of finding thoee beggars
Peacefully iis wavelets m ove;
suddenness of the last trum p. Indeed one ol alld conflicting conjectures naturally arise.— daughter a t the City Hall, when the latter commenced making preparations to bring off lost her port-monnaie, containing $78.83. A
i in whom they were interested, safe and uninOn its banks so fair and fertile,
closed
her
eyes,
as
if
falling
into
a
quiet
sleep,
n?
| little boy found it, and started for the depot to
the survivors, who was thrown out from the (jno w;n tell you that compared with the foun! jured, and sometimes, alas ! arrived upon the fiftli story, told us, th at she really thought (lotions of the Bay State, now Washington hut which was, in reality, thc sleep of death.
Ol "fie Knd the mvnpr
in rr f-Ur. lo rl rr
1___
Bloom the flowers of peace and lore.
: w r . V.l™ r * were eskerl ( o r .. « .
~ J" £ „ tr
f
“ J X T 3 S K ?
( ground only to identify the mangled remains,
The lire had made considerable progress, and
ithing
else
than
th
at
tl'.e
end
of
the
world
had
tlills,
those
of
the
Pemberton
were
far
inferior;
our boats, and w ithout exception the crew L n.i
.• „
. » , ,
^
p
Soon the stream grows broad and rapid ;
(or to wait in anxious expectation until they
was
approaching
the
spot
where
a
man
was
come.
^
j th at while the foundations of the former were
Dark and turbid is its flow,
stepped forward, and could with difficulty be i ‘restored it to her. ' She took .T a ^ T h u ^ ie d
; shall be extricated from the mass of ruins.
The Mayor of Lawrence, Daniel Saunders, ]a;j several feet below the bed of the river, the surrounded by timbers, yet had room to move restrained. The best swimmers and most ath- towarda the depot> whcn turni
she
ualy
On its banks once fair and fruitful,
! I t is quite certain that the loss of life was
about.
A
stream
of
water
was
directed
upon
J r ., Esq., (late representative in the legislature )atter were laid much nearer the surface,
letm men were selected. Mr. B artlett piloted rewardcd the v£ uth w ith_ . j a”
obli e^
Thorns spring up where flowers did grow.
i greatly exaggerated in the first accounts. The
from the 11th Essex district,) General Oliver,
Many are found who support the theory that him, and every exertion made to save him, but
. and yaniahed
B
despatch of the Mayor of Lawrence, which and other leading citizens, were indefatigable the pent stockandsluice way, which run length- in vain. He and three others, in nearly the the boats through the surf, which was running t0
Loud and louder roar the waters,
high
over
the
reef,
and
after
some
six
hours
of
1gives the number of dead or missing as 115 and in their eiiorts to rescue the survivors, to relieve wise under the main building from the Canal to same position were left to perish.
Fast and faster still they glide ;
great exertions we succeeded in getting all
of wounded as 105, no doubt very nearly ap the sufferings of those who were rescued, and t |1L, rlVer, was imperfect in its original constracB athing in tiie D ead S ea . —A pleasant cor
Dr. $. A. Lord of South Danvers, was called
As they near that boundless Ocean
those left from the Wild Wave safe on board,
proximates to the tru th . We desire to say that
to protect the surrounding property. The in- t;0n, anij th a t gradually the water has under to attend two young women,, who were in the and then sailed for Pitcairn Island, where Cap- respondent of the Boston Post writing from Je
Broad and broader swells the tide.
i we are satisfied th a t this is the case from the
thus humorously describes a Dead sea
habitants of Lawrence and of all the neighbor- mined the foundation. It must be left to the third story of the mill. In falling, one of tain Knowles had left three men. Tiiey were . rusalem,
hath
i results of personal inquiries of the operatives ing towns worked with assiduous industry and ; inquest to develop the facts,
them, Mary Welch, had two fingers caught in
Suddenly the roar is stilling ;
averse to leaving the island, having been there
The Dead ^ ha8 nothin of t[]e desolation
j who were .saved, who almost invariably account
Now the stream has reached the sea :
with most praiseworthy zeal. We believe th at
Many of the persons who were rescued from the machinery. In an agony of despair she lit our months, and having become very much at-1 which it ha3 been the pleasure of travellers to
! from knowledge for the safety of a large num- everything was done th at the circumstances per- the ruins alive, owe their escape from instant erally tore them off', and crawled out through
And life’s broad and tapid river
tached o it preferring ita s a place of residence describe, and it seemed to smile a t the secret
j te r of their companions in the same rooms at
Flows into Eternity.
mitted ; but the extraordinary nature ol thedis- death to the arches of the looms, which resisted nn opening in the ruins, tearing her clothes above all others. After much persuasion they dread with which it inspires the pilgrim. I, of
S. E. P. ! the mill of fellow-lodgers in the same boarding
aster, the season of the day a t which it occur- tbc immense weight of timbers and machinery, completely from her body. Her hip was badly were induced to come on board ; we then sailed
South Danvers, Mass.
house. A t one boarding-house, out of 25 oper
course, took a bath here ; and for a swimmer
injured.
Her
companion,
who
escaped
through
red, and the complication of calamities caused aad left a space between the floors in which the
for Tahiti, where we arrived on the 8th of Sep who has a fancy to keep his legs as well as his
atives working in the mill, 17 are known to
the same opening, was dreadfully bruised and
by the breaking out of the fire, combined to j sufferers could move about,
tember. We visited thc Island Baiatea, in the head out of the water, I can imagine th at it
have
escaped
;
and
a
t
others
reported
to
us,
the
T h o u g h ts for Q u iet M om ents.
scratched.
make almost all effort unavailing. In this view
T h c F ir c lllld ilM K xtill„ u u blneiii.
same group, where we settled some American must be quite pleasant. My French friend,
proportion of escapes is still larger. Tne opin
A man named Damon Wyhom, an overseer
Tb(J orj j„ of the ^ is a trri|)uted to various
Ilow often we have disquieted ourselves w ith ion that several huudred operative had been de of the ease it is truly surprising th a t so many
claims against the natives. We then visited
f n the opi„ ion of men of judgm ent, in charge of the looms in the basement and first Perry Island, Cook’s group, Ilorotonga Tongo- who is not a little inclined to corpulency, com
the apprehension of evils which, after all, may stroyed arose from the fact th at the mill was of the persons w ithin the mill have reap e d
plained that he could not get down into the
story, was buried beneath twelve feet of ruin.
never have befallen u s ! How often we have of a capacity to employ 800 or 000 ; and suffi w\t1!
l\ es' .. , c
it proceeded from the innumerable gas pipes Byalmost superhuman exertion, and after re taboo, Friendly group, where we settled large water, and floated about, now one side up, now
ih e following luffs of names are beheved to be wh‘lch nuilified tho mill ; others feed equally
indulged in vain hopes and ambitious specula cient allowance was not made for the escape
American claims and severely punished the na another, for all the world like an inflated blad
peatedly
sinking
back
in
despair,
he
succeeded
,.ertain tb at it proceeded from the furnace ; hut
tion which, if they have apparently been real and immediate withdrawal of large num ters.— authentic, although necessarily incomplete
tives of Cooza Island, who had killed and eaten der- On emerging from the water it was rap
Offleinl L is t o f D e a d a u d M i n i n g .
all ugree that in the alleged dropping of a eam- in clearing a passage to where he could be two Americans. On our passage to Sail Fran- idly evaporated by the sun ; and the salt crysized, have peradventure brought with them The strong impulse of those who escaped unin
none of the happiness which we anticipated as jured, was not only to fly a t once from the
Dead whose bodies have been found and rec- phene Ion tern, the cause was inadequate to the reached by those outside, aud was thereby cisco from Ovalow, we hove to oil Rotches and ; talizragim our bodies, gave us the appearance
saved.
their result. It is likewise a wholesome prac scene, but to leave the city of Lawrence a t the ognized ;
sudden, rapid and wide spread advancement of
Damon IIowc of Lowell, seriously injured Peruc Islands. Thc inhabitants of both these ! 0f animated sticks of rock candy or a family
tice to trace back whatever good we may enjoy earliest opportunity.
Mary McDonnell,
Mrs. Job Jewett,
thc devouring clement.
came off in their sanpans ; tho people of resemblance of Lot's wife. With a sensation
about thc head. He was taken to Lowell, islands
Dennis Leonard,
John Dearborn,
to something th a t, a t the time might appear a
the latter were completely naked. A peculiar upon oul. skillj as if we had !jeen pickeied for
Thc
water
works
connected
with
the
mill
were
How it was possible for so large a number1 to Bridget Ryan,
Margaret Hamilton,
where his wounds were dressed, and a t last ac
great trial to us, and yet actually, in the con escape indeed seems scarcely comprehensible ; iMurgire) Sullivai
feature in the inhabitants ot these islands is, famjly use, and witb a ta3te in ou/ mouth comrendered useless by the destruction of thc build counts he was quite comfortable.
Hannah Mullinax,
Joanna Cronan.
sequences connected with it, may have been but it is not absolutely inexplicable when we Ellen Sullivan,
ing ; still there was an ample supply of water
tliat if you offer them anything, and they take pollndeU 0f glauber salts and asafeetida, we con
Paltrier (o’ seer),
Martha Hughes,
indirectly, under the direction of the Divine consider the manner in which the disaster ap .Morris
poured upon the fire from various sources.— A g r i c u l t u r a l C o n v e n t io n a n d L e c t u r e s it, if it does not suit they faucy, they will im- eluded that one hath in the Dead sea was
Ellen Colbert,
Ann Manning,
Providence, the cause of the very good on which pears to have developed itself. According to Ellen Roach,
mediately drop it, seemingly unconscious ol enough for a lifetime,
Eleven streams were obtained from the hydrants
William Keith,
a t Y a le C o lle g e .
Patrick Kattaghan,
we are felicitating
having had it in their possession.
of the Washington Mills.
„ ourselves.
the best theory which we can deduce from the Hannah Shay,
I t iu p r o p u a o j fc/i I n c . w h n t lxm jr t u t e r m e d a
Mary McCann,
We arrived a t San Francisco on the 3d De.
r
We are all ready enough to complain of our descriptionB 0f 1HL1iica concerned t h a p p im u tl Bridget Loughrey,
F e m a le F ir e m e n .
r ,A*elC>,
great
agricultural
“
protracted
meeting
”
at
Richard Midgley,
cember, 1858, where we remained thirty-seven
N e w Y e a r ’s S e n t im e n t . — We find the foldisappointments, on the other side of the ques as follows ;—(if we may divide into periods, n Barnard Hiillifield,
The
women
of
Lawrence,
heroines
in
every
Yale College during the present W inter, to last days. Making slight repairs, we then visited lowing as a wait in our exchanges :
Anne McKee,
Sullivan,
tion—if we were ub free to acknowledge unex process which was really almost instantaneous) Bridget
sphere during the fearful scenes of the hour, throughout the whole month ot February.—
Catharine Kalligau,
Michael Sweeney,
pected good as to murm ur nt an unexpected —the long wall on the northerly side of the Anne Shay,
Margaret Falland,
won laurels in the l ire Department, also.— The exercises are to consist of lectures by lead Guaymas, in Mexico, and adjusted some Ameri- , " hen Vie summer of youth is slowing wastJnha Roberts,
evil (if we may speak of the dispensations of building fell first, outwards ; leaving, of course Ellen Orr,
When, after hours of extreme exertion, the ing reliable men, eminent in the different de can claims a t that place. Thence we sailed forj*nS awaY *n l° the nightfall of age, and the
Michael O’Brien,
Divine providence as such ) we should main the roof (which was fiat) and all the floors, Peter
Matthew C. Rv
firemen, worn down and quite exhausted, called partments of agriculture, horticulture, stock- Acapulco, calling a t Mazatlan, Manzanillo and shadows of past years grow deeper and deeper,
Kullaghan,
were on its close, it is pleasant to look
tain a more equal temperature of mind. The without support on that side, so th at they
The following are the missing who are b e-! for help, a bevy of Indies who were standing on raising, etc. About eighty lectures are pro Realejo, in Nacaragua. We arrived at Pana- jas *1
whole 175 volumes of universal history would dropped into a slanting position, and literally licved to be buried in the ruins :
the sidewalk in Canal street, flew over to the vided lbr,—two to four each day,—each lecture rna on the 17th A pril, 1859, having been a lit- !jack through the vista of time upon the sor
not instruct us so much on this subject as the shded many of the operatives out of the build
tie over nine months among the island. We rows and felicities of earlier years. If we have
1
engines,
and,
“
m
anning”
the
brakes,
worked
Mrs. Griffin,
Margaret Furness,
to be followed by conversational exercises, ques adjusted claims to the am ount of nearly seven- a l‘,oaip to shelter and hearts to rejoice with us,
history of thoughts, feelings, and projects of ing upon the fallen wall; when, to complete the Bridget Rouder,
William Jordan,
j tho machine amid the cheers of the firemen.
tions to the lecturers, and discussions. Twenty
Margaret Coleman,
the humblest individual, im partially related by catastrophe, the southerly wall fell imoards over Bridget Keily,
ty thousand dollars. We sailed from Panama and friends have lieen gathered by our fireside,
M i r a c u lo u s E scap cw .
or
th irty gentlemen, well known in Agricul
Catherine
Clark,
Mary
Ryan,
himself, for a single twelve month. All our the whole. In this way it will lie seen that the Alice Murphy,
for the Uuited States on thc 31st of August, then the rough places of our way-faring will
Mary Grillin,
The circumstances attending the delivery of ture, besides the Professors in Yale College, are
misfortunes appear more formidable a t a dis operatives in the upper story, for instance, were Willimn Meiculf,
via Valparaiso. It will take about thirty-three have been worn and smoothed away in the twiBridget Reardon,
I the operatives from their living grave, consti- engaged to take part in the exercises as lectures thousand dollars to pay thc crew of the Vanda- 6gbt ot life, when the sunny spots we have
Catharine Hickey,
tance then when we actually come to grapple simply thrown out of the build in g ; and al Tho.nas Neil,
j tute in themselves a startling chapter. Among and teachers, while numerous other eminent lia ,
Roll,
Ellen A. Hearn,
; passed through will grow brighter and more
with them ; ‘ for nothing is so dreadful as it though so sudden and steep a fall would ordi Samuel
Jeremiah O’Levin,
Lizzie Towne,
j those foremost in their efforts to save life were agriculturists and horticulturists have expressed
Our average sailing per day has been 123 beautiful. Happy indeed arc those whose in
seems.’ The clouds that are the precursors of narily be disastrous, they were supported more John McNahL.
Alice Cutting,
i Gen. Oliver, wiio, w ith the greatest self-posscs- their intention to be present and participate in
Martin
Hughes,
Lufayete
Branch
(ove
miles ; hourly sailing, six miles. We have s a -1tereuurse with the world has not changed the
a storm do not appear so black to us when they or less by the wall which fell under them, and
i ion and a degree of judgment invaluable a t such tne discussions.
John Hughes,
Elizabeth Kimball,
hang immediately over our hands as when we many of them escaped. The operatives below Gavett Sweeney,
luted thirty-eight times, firing 520 guns with holier feeling or broken the musical chords of
Patrick Connor,
a moment, went from place to place giving di
Among the lecturers are Lewis F. Allen, Cas
Ellen Connor,
see them rising up at the edge of the horizon. who happened to be on the northerly side of the Catharine Connors,
an
expenditure of 2080 pounds of powder.— the heart, whose vibrations are so melodious, so
rections to the rescuers, cheering the sufferers, sius M. Clay and Francis Roteh, on C attle;
Hickey,
William Cram,
Its te tte r to know the worst than to dread the building were more or less protected from the F.lien
The maximun and minimum temperature of touching in the evening of age.
Dora Ryan,
John H. Allen,
and laboring w ith all his might to extricate Sanford Howard and Dr. Gulliver, on Horses ;
the air has been 100 degrees 8 minutes ; range
worst.— The Curate and the Rector.
Ira G. I.ocke,
same cause, and those on the southerly side re A. P Murtin,
them. Major Frank Watson, the Postmaster of C. L. F lint and others, on the D ia ry ; Hon.
Jew ett,
Bridget Kellny,
of barometer 28 deg. 80 rain, to 30 deg. 78
ceived some protection from the fact th at the Mary
The Century tells us that “ Cow Bay ” haa
Lawrence, worked unceasingly ; and Capt. Fox Marshall P. Wilder, Dr. C. W . Grant, Messrs.
Catharine Looney,
I.orenda Gilson,
We crossed the line, or Equator, five departed ; that Tophet of New York, the last
Mr. Packard,
of the W ashington Mills, labored heroically, P. Barry and R. G. Pardee, on F ru its ; Prof.
S mart S tea lin g . —A portion of the scholars floors above them did not fall a t once on th at Margaret Smith,
Bridget Dougherty,
John Huse,
times.
V
e
have
been
from
long.
23
deg.
04
■
3£at;on
side.
In
this
explanation,
of
course,
we
do
regardless
of
his
own
life
in
his
efforts
to
save
Porter on Organic Chemistry ; Prof. S. \Y. min. W. to 174 deg 22 min. E ; westerly lat. - - - 0n the road to ruin, has been demolin one of the schools in Trescott had a falling
Augusta Ashworth,
Martin Huse,
ished, and the place that knows it now shall
Cathorine Connor,
others.
Johnson on A gricultural Chemisty ; Prof. B.
out with their teacher not long since, and in not mean to assume th a t there was any consid -------- Sampson,
Ahbie
Pottle,
Doro
Hickey.
erable
pause
in
the
several
stages
of
the
disas
know it no more henceforth forever. This head
Mr. Jason II. Dana, assisted by Messrs. Silliman, J r ., on Meteorology; J . Stanton 41 deg. 40 min. N. to 56 deg. 39 min. S.
order to punish, vex and aggravate him , they
Mary York,
We had a very heavy shock of earthquake on quarters of vice and misery is to be converted
Leonard Stoddard and Augustus W ilder, suc Gould on Grasses an Irrigation ; Judge Freneli
stole the stove pipe from the school house and ter, which everybody agrees was almost instan
the 25th of December, on our passage home.
The whole eountry around Lawrence was in ceeded in rescuing about twenty persons. Mr.
taneous,
but
simply
to
indicate
the
manner
of
into a play-ground for the children of the House
ou Drainage ; Joseph Harris on Cereals ; Prof.
carried it off. The next day the pipe was re
a state of feverish excitement. Persons who Dana was on the ground in about three minutes
of Industry. Benevolence, like Nature, thus
Brewer on Commercial Plants, (flax, hemp, to
placed, and the teacher, suspicions th a t a sec its occurrence. The instinct of self-preserva
came
into
the
city
from
the
neighborhood
dur
R emarkable A chievement of a S hu -master.— produces out of loathsomeness and corruption
after the accident, at which time the heads and bacco, etc.;) Geo. B. Emerson on Forest Trees;
ond attem pt to carry off the pipe would be tion is so strong, however, th a t an atom of
made, concluded to keep guard over it, person time scarcely appreciable is sufficient in such ing the night, say th at the houses were all hands of the victims were to be seen protruding Dr. Comstock on Fish Culture ; Donald G. A St. Helena correspondent of the New York new forms of beauty and worth. So says the
Journal o f Commerce reports th at the New Portland Advertiser, and very prettily said too.
ally, and catch and punish the rascals. W ith cases to allow the unhappy subjects of misfor lighted, and the inmates were either hastening in every conceivable posture of distress, from Mitchell (Ik Marvel.) on Rural Economy.
the assistance of a neighbor whose sympathy tune an opportunity to avail themselves of any to the scene, or standing by the roadside eager between the different layers of the ruin, from
The whole is to be free, except the nominal Bedford ship Crystal Palace, Capt. B. F. Sim
ly questioning everybody for particulars of the top to bottom. The first persons extricated were charge of say ten dollars or less to meet the mons, recently touched there, leaving thc Cap
he had enlisted in his favor he sat watch for favorable circumstance for their protection.
N ew M arble Q uarry . — A correspondent at
Miss
Selina
Weeks
of
Dover,
N.
II.,
a
very
disaster
.W
hen
the
bright
light
of
the
flames
ta
Lm
from
the
top
of
the
rubbish.
Twelve
perthe night. In the mroning, lo and behold, the
necessary expenses of lecturers and other inci tain, who was suffering from severe deafness and
were rocover‘d from onc Bpot on the west dentals. Thc occasion will doubtless be one of fever, and then proceeded on to London in com St. Albans (Vt.) communicates the following :
stove pipe was gone as before ; and as before the intelligent and interesting young lady about 16 arose their sympathy and e xcitemcnt were re- I
“ About four miles from this place, upon the
teacher knew not who had taken i t .— Machias years of age, was at work in the spool-room, in
rni* C. ’
i
i i
i ii
.i I side of the mill, near the machine shop. Three njat interest to cultivators generally, and call mand of the Mate. The illness of Captain main road to Swantou Falls, is a ledge of un
the uppermost story of the building, and de
ih e townspeople worked manfully over the . f ^
wiao dead and several others terribly together a large attendance Irom all parts of Simmons, it appears, was occasioned by his ex
Republican.
couth
looking rocks, whose sombre appearance
scribed to us her escape in precise accordance rums, and many narrowly escaped destruction ! niaimed
the country. Inquiries with reference to this traordinary exertions to save his ship and cargo
with the theory stated above. O f a sudden themselves Some were compelled by faintness j lU‘Re8cuer8 in pursuing their melancholy task, project may be addressed to Prof. John A. Por after being nearly wrecked. The letter is dated casts a gloom upon the passer by. Last fall it
At a ball given in Nottingham, in honor of
attracted
the attention of a gentleman who em
November 12. The writer gives the following
she found the building slinking, as if it were resulting from the horrid scene, to desist from
upon a fittle b° confined beneath the ter, New Haven, Conn.—Agriculturist.
Lord Howe's victory on the first of June 1794
ployed workmen to open it, and it p oved to be
. A,,„
___,.,„,i„,i t„
interesting particulars :
sliding away, and woke to consciousness to find their humane labors. One of the operatives, |
amidst the glare of diamonds, pearls, and
a
beautiful
and unique kind of marble, mot
Olive
Bridges
lettin -r. i him, begged them to leave him and get out his
“ The Crystal Palace sailed from Macao on
A Gorgeous C ar .—Messrs. Wason & Co., of
herself upon a pile or ruins in the yard.— Miss
i
ir
a
r - ,,of Calais, .Me., after
,
plumes, there was one lady whose head-dress
was near him 0ne m a n found too Springfield, Mass., have ju st completed a rail the 9th of Ju n e last, bound to Bombay with a tled, of a chocalate and white color and which
Most of her companions escaped likewise, and herself down from the fifth story by means ol
consisted of a simple wreath formed from a
she was able to recapitulate them by name — the hoisting chain of the elevator, proved her- . , s .
comparatively comfortable position, way ear for the Viceroy of Egypt which is said cargo of teas, silks, sugars, &e. VVhen passing admits of a high polish. It is very hard and
branch of natural oak. On the following morn
sell a second rlorence Nightingale in her nn-1b
. . .
...
----through the Straits of Basilan, separating the is cut with difficulty. It lias been largely or
ing after breakfast, the Countess Howe, in She left Lawrence last evening for tier New wearying attentions to the sufferers during the and handed them coffee, with the cheering as to he “ perfectly splendid.” It cost upwards
dered for ornamental work.”
Hampshire
home,
in
company
with
an
elder
surance th at in fifteen minutes they would he of $10,600, and is sixty-seven feet long, with island of th at name from the isle of ‘ Mindanao'
presence of the company, planted three of the
whole night.
rescued. B ut alas for thc delusion of hope.— three sets of springs, bo th at irregularities in of the • Philipine G roup,’ on the 28th day of
acorns taken from the wreath. They ger sister who had come to seek her in uncertainty
J unior A pplied to F emale N ames. —It is sel
The fire approached, and as it gradually neared the road will scarcely be felt by the occupant. Ju n e, he found himself in a calm, drifting on
minated. and at this day form three handsome of her fate.
L’he carriage is divided into three compartments, to a reef of rocks nearly abreast of the town dom th a t a mother and a daughter having the
As a witness from another part of the build
trees; While thus evincing her taste, the lady
From thc Boston Journal Thursday, Jan. 12. the two sufferers, their entreaties to he saved each twenty feet long and ten wide. At the of 1 Sainbaunjvn,’ and was compelled to let go same Christian name are distinguished other
were enough to make the stoutest heart quail.
could not have found a more efficient method ing we mention Miss Anna Leach, with whom
we also had an opportuning of conversing.—
S c e n e s a t th c C ity H a l l.
Men redoubled their exertions, but in vain, the ends are two saloons of like character, and be his anchor to save his ship. The cable, taking wise than aa Mrs. and Miss ; but a single in
of perpetuating her memory.
She was working in the basement, heard the
The agonizing scenes a t the City Hall cannot flames enveloped the poor creatures, who per- tween them an open pavilion. This pavilion is in the scarf of the stem and false keel, tore stance of the daughter's being called junior has
sudden crash, and got out a t the window.— be described to the reader. D uring the early ! islied before the eyes of their would be deliv- the leading feature of the car. It is surmount clean off up to the ten ft. mark, causing in a come to my knowledge. Among the grantees
W iiat You do , do well . —This is a lesson Most'of her companions likewise escaped. She
ed by a raised roof, Hke the central part of a few moments a leakage of twenty-two inches in the charter of Irasburg, V t., appear the
part of the day, all of the wounded and nearly j erers.
which cannot he too earnestly imp>ressed upon had three sisters and a brother a t work in the all of the dead were removed to the places where
One entire family of five persons, all ein, house, supported by silver-plated columns with per hour. He them fouud it necessary to make names of Jerusha Enos and Jerusha Enos, J r .,
the young. Even the oldest may profit by heed mill ; they all escaped, one of the sisters being they had boarded. The recognition of friends ployed in the m ill, were providentially saved, lighly ornamental brackets.
A heavy wire a temporary repair of the ship. He fouud the well known to be the wife and daughter of one
ing it. No person of experience but knows the immured live hours in the ruins, but finally ex here, or the failure to find them here, caused ( and the pour mother, gathering her childr;n. fence or railing, about three feet high, runs local Spanish authorities very prompt in offer of the early settlers.— Historical Magazine.
ill policy of poorly done work, and yet the tricated with no serious injury.
along
the
outer
sides
of
the
pavilion,
finished ing every aid in their power, who a t oucc placed
the most violent outpourings ol grief. The \ about her, amid the darkness that surroundeu
world is tilled with botching. It is labor go
Carlyle described the young soul of Frederick
Six or seven hours after the building had corridors and stairways were crowded all the ( her, her heart bursting with gratitude for their with a silver-plated top rail, and with gates on at his disposal a store-house in the town, which
ing on its tasks slip shod, earing not fpr per fallen in, the fire broke out, and once started, day. Men and women pushed each other in j deliverance, offered up a fervent prayer to each side, and steps th at may be let down to enabled him to lighten his ship sufficiently, and of Prussia, during some youthlul aberrations,
manent accomplishment, but only to provide spread with fearful rapidity. All efforts to frantic excitement, and the shrill cries of thc | Heaven,
leave the car. The windows are large and of afterward to tow her up into a little river, as “ a rhinoceros wallowing in its mud-bath,
for tiie moment's emergency. H alf the world's save the imprisoned sufferers became almost im women mingled with the deep groans and sobs
with nothing but its snout visible, and a dirty
Miss Selina Weeks of Dover, N. II., worked plate glass, with blinds and silk ourtains. At whose depth of water was not known.
work has to he mended almost as soon as done, possible upon the occurrence of this new disas of sturdy men. Perhaps the most painful of in the spool room, in the sixth story. She went each end of the saloon are two large mirrors.—
Capt. Simmons first surveyed the river and gurgle all the sound it makes 1” Very like
the half-doing and mendings—producing at ter. It seems to he pretty clearly proved that all was the emotion of those fine looking New down with the building, and when she recover L’he floors of the saloons will be covered with staked out thc ehaunels w ith little flags, find Carlyle.
best only wretched, slovenly results—costing the fire originated from the accidental breaking England matrons, from the distant country ed from tiie shock, she was standing upon the rich Turkey velvet carpet. A center table will ing seven to eight fathoms of water. He then
more than would, with greatercare and path nee of a lantern which was used to light the pas towns, who had a son or a daughter here.— floor of the spool room, her body half conceal stand in the middle, and four large arm chairs, hauled up his ship in a snug little basin, shut
I can tell you how to save th at horse,’ Baid
have done everything well. Every man, how sage of refreshments to some of the immurred Coming to the City Hall, they found the wound ed amid the ruins. She escaped un h u rt, to her one of them nearly three feet square, for the in by a forest, where, on a neck of land, he
a boy to a man who was looking a t the skele
ever, poorly he may do himself, is quick to ap  operatives. The very combustible materials of ed removed. All of the officers w'lio had charge
Viceroy, complete the furniture. The decora erected store houses out of sails and the native ton attached to a vehicle. ‘ H ow?’ 1 W hy,
home last evenin
preciate what is well done, so that well-doing which the wreck of the mill was composed of of the room were busy, and were flying in every
tions of the car, inside and out, are of marvel
A marvelous escape from death is related of a ous beauty. All varieties of woods and paints, thatching, and discharged the balance of his ju st slip him away while the crows are a t roost.
commands the te st market for labor, and gives course furnished food for the flames. Nothing direction. “ Where are those who were wound
cargo. lie then planted posts down in the
the greatest profit equally to the serving and could be done but to let them buru out, and ed ?” was thc continual question. They were little girl about ten or twelve years old. She gold leaf, papcr-mache and carving have been ground, by which to make a purchase with his
the served. If a labor is worth doing a t all, it strive to save the surrounding buildings. In scattered to their various boarding places, and was found with her feet spread wide ap art by a wrought into elegant figures of arabesque or windlass ; and, a t low water, placing beneath A brigand has been captured in Sardinia who
huge
mas
of
iron
th
at
would
probably
weigh
a
is known to haxc perpetrated sixty murders.—
is worth well-duing, Plant well, cultivate well the latter respect, the efforts were successful.
there they were sought. Too often kind and thousand pounds. Close on either side were oriental design, and w ith such variety and the shipJs bows a firm raft of bamboos lashed He was followed a t all times by three enormous
build well, think well, act well, and live well,
With regard to the cause of the falling of loving fathers and mothers were denied thc sad heavy pieces of machinery, and over her hack shading of colors that thc eye is dazzled by with cables, upon which, as the tide rose, he mastiffs, fed, according to the tradition of the
and all will be well—or, if the aggregate res jit
their
resplendence.
Prominent
among
thc
fig
consolation of finding their beloved ones among
rode her up high and dry, and there repaired
chance to be ill, we shall not have to reproach the wall, there is no satisfactory explanation. the wounded, or even among the dead. A fate a large timber, while one of her arms was thrust ures appears in various places the Turkish em her so as afterwards to take in all her cargo and peasantry, upon human flesh.
ourselves witli neglect of means and opportuni We cannot find that any explicit or direct ob still worse had been suffered by many of these ; through an iron ring. All these heavy articles blem of the moon and stars. The car is so proceed on his voyage. He had no proper work
jection
had
lieen
expressed
with
regard
to
the
were
in
close
contact
with
her
body,
so
th
at
she
A Yankee editor, noticing the decease of a
ties.
manner in which the mill was built, before the and then the flood of grief was terrible indeed. could not move, and yet strange to say, sho was built th a t it may be taken ap art for shipment man’s tools, nor had the government any to rich subscriber, observes that ‘ He has died re
loan him, and he was forced to resort to every gretted by a numerous circle of friends, and
K i l l e d , M iH iiing a u d W o u n d e d .
disaster, although since it has occurred there
rescued with only slight injuries. How she
A ttention to S mall M atters.—It is related
P olitical.— Of the President’s Message, the are plenty of people to say th a t it had never
There is a difficulty iu getting a t the totals of could have got into such a position is a marvel. of a well known Manchester m anufaturer, that ingenuity to accomplish his great work. The leaving a widow as disconsolate as any widow
W ashington correspondent of the New York Iicon considered sofe. A person who was em losses here, and we now find it impossible to as
Another young girl was buried ten feet deep on retiring from business, he purchased a large government placed him in full oBarge of that need lie who has obtained the uncontrollable
place, with no one to approach w ithout his possession of twenty thousand dollars per an
Tribune says ; “ Politically, it is considered ut ployed in fitting up the interior a t the time it certain how many bodies have been taken from under rubbish, but her screams beiu"- heard,
terly disasterous to the Democracy, by the rec was built, told us th a t he always thought the the ruins during the day. Those taken out parties set to work to extricate tier. After toil estate form a uoble lord ; and it was part ot the consent; and as two piratical crafts with large num .' Above twenty young men have sent let
ommendation of protection to slavery in the walls shabbily built. Objection was made by have been carried to different places, and have ing long and hard, they succeeded in removing arrangements th at he was to take the house, bodies of men came near thc mouth of the riv ters of condolence to her.
with all its furniture, precisely as it stood.—
Territories, which is more than leading South another person to the circumstance th at the been in charge of different persons.
the superincumbent mass, when, to their as On taking possession, however, he found th at a er one night to attack him, they fouud his five
ern men desire, and which the Supremo Court beams were not secured to the walls by iron
Tiie figures of the Mayor announced the tonishment, the girl jumped ulrnbly up, and cabinet, which was in thc inventory, had been guns planted to defend his position, and so
Tho Earl of bouthesk has sent a number of
quietly retreated. Capt. Simmons lay there
never decided, as asserted by the President.— nuts on the outside, but simply by iron stanch whole number of dead and missing a t one hun ran skipping awayr greatly pleased a t her liber
removed ; and on applying to the former owner for sixty days, and during all this time the heavers from Canada to England, in the hope
This, and the proposed iuvasion of Mexico, have ions set into the bricks. Anna Leach says the dred and fifteen.
ation, and not in the least h u r t !
tiiat
these useful animals may become natural
about
it,
the
latter
said,
‘
Well
I
certainly
did
excited much comment, as a hare-laced bid fora floor in her room settled so badly th at she no
Spanish authorities anchored a gun boat by his
The number of operatives entered on the pay
Among the companions of Miss Weeks who order it to be removed ; h u t l hardly thought
ized iu the country.
ship, w ith about forty men on board, for his
renomination. Mr. Douglas’ friends arc great ticed water was spilled from a pail standing roll of the company was 965, all but 300 of
shared a similar experience and were saved; you would have cared for so trifling u m atter in
ly excited, as the whole movement i6 aimed there only the very morning of the disaster.— whom were in the main building when it lell.
were Sarah Furbush, Lucy Campbell, Jenny so large a purchase.’ ‘ My lord,’ was the char protection, w itk o u ta single charge, nor was lie
Among the articles announced for sale in an
principally against him .” The Herald's corres Mr. Branch, a carpenter, (not the overseer of The number dead and missing is 115, of whom
p u t to the first dollar’s expense by them for the
Blanchard, Anna Goodwin and Mary York. At acteristic reply, 1 if I had not all my life a t
perceive an article entitled “ ma
pondent says : “ The friends of Mr. Cobb pro the same name, who was killed,) was quoted 50 are known to bo dead, and the remainder are
warehouse and other aid, which to the utmost auction,
the
depot,
last
evening,
our
reporter
met
three
hogany
child’s chair.” The father must have
tended
to
trifles,
I
should
not
have
been
able
to
nounce it a bid for the Charleston nomination. to us as authority for the statement th a t the believed to be under the ruins. One hundred
of their ability they rendered. I think such
young women, members of a family of seven, purchase this estate ; and, excuse me for saying conduct ought not to pass unnoticed bv our been of the Wood family.
So say some of the supporters of General Lane. moving of a heavy piece of machinery in the and fifteen are more or less wounded. About
The Anti-Lecompton and Douglas Democrats fifth story, caused the wall to start. There is, fifteen bodies still remain a t the City Hall, un named Luck, who were all in th e’mill a t the so, perhaps it your lordship had cared m ore government, and that a suitable mark ol its
time of the tall, all of whom escaped w ithout about trifles, you might not had occasion to
denounce it, if possible, in stronger terms than however, no evidence upon all these points recognized. Most of them are charred trunks.
An old lady the other day, entered the Bel
appreciation ought to be made.
serious injury. Oue of them, Jane Luck, af sell it .’
the Republicans.” The Times' correspondent which seernB to us satisfactory or conclusive of
Here, then, with no proper facilities, an fast Bank and drew from her capacious work
Early yesterday morning, Mayor Saunders de ter being buried five hours beneath the ruins,
says : “ Neirher wing of the Democratic party
bag a double eagle. “ Here,” said she, ‘ these
tailed the police force to thoroughly canvass the was rescued w ithout receiving bo much as a
Telegrams from Russia announce the failure American shipmaster, in the brief space of two
is pleased with the manner in which the Presi
It has been suggested and, ns we the think city, for the purpose of definitely ascertaining scratch. Anna Luck, one of the oldest sisters, os Mr. Frederick H ill, of St. Petersburg, w ith months, w ith everything to discourage him dis pesky banks are failing so, and so much coun
terfeit stuff about—give me Belfast Bank bills,
dent treats the subject of slave property in the with a good degree of probability, th at the the number of dead and missing. The iollowcharged
a
valuable
cargo,
repairs
a
ship
utterly
was standing near her loom when the crash liabilities estimated a t 250,000 silver roubles, or
Territories.”
only rational explanation of the fall of the wall ing is a statement of thc re s u lt:
unfit to continue her voyage, and which most and then I know what Tve got l"
caiae. She instantly threw herself under the about £40,000
For the Gazelle.

THE

BABY.

THE GREAT CALAMITY

tempting appearance to those provided for the
affairs, to see the slave-trade denounced as pi
T he C alam ity at L aw rence.
A d ju ta n t G e n era l ’s R e po r t . —Ben. Hadad, (an allusion to which was made in my last anracy by our national laws, while, a t the Bame
the A ugusta correspondent of the Boston Jour nual report,) payment has been made through
The daily papers continue to be filled with previous evening, while they far exceeded them
The stcamship^Europa arrived a t Boston Mon
time a large body of our national legislators details qnd incidents concerning the recent ter in quantity. The children were served a t an
nal thus alludes to the report of A djutant Gen. my deputy a t St. John, and duly accounted for
day evening 10th, with news from Europe to
in the Land Office.’
brand as unw orthy of public place or private rible calamity a t Lawrence, together w ith re appointed time, on giving up their tickets a t the 1st inst.
eral Tillson :
T h u r s d a y , J a n u a ry 19, 1 8 6 0 .
l'he report also contains an interesting narra
citizenship those who could recommend a book ports of the testimony given before the coro the tables. The rush of juveniles, on the an
I t is reported in P aris, th at A ustria, Naples,
I have ju st enjoyed an opportunity of look tive of the running the boundary line between
nouncement for them to present their tickets, and Spain will not send Plenipotentiaries to the ing over Adjutant-General Tillson’s report. It Maine an New Hampshire.
8. M. PETTI NG11.L & CO., are authoriz-ed Agenda K*» deprecating the practical results which have ner’s ju ry , which is still In session a t our last
is a very different document from those of the
receiving Advertisements and Subscriptions lor ihis pnper
was quite amusing, but all obtained their por Congress unless the Pope is represented.
QmCc&— 1U Estate St., Boston, and 119 Nassau tit., Me" flowed directly from this same system of piracy. reports.
Lord Macaulcy died on the 25th ult. a t Lon last two years. There is less poetry, philoso
tion in duo time. The assembly dispersed a t a
Thirty-Sixth. C ongress.
The South cries out for its rights under the con
York.
don.
He
had
been
unwell
about
a
fortnight,
phy, metaphysics, history, etc., in it than we
We continue to read of heart-rending inci
proper hour, and tho children doubtless went from disease of the heart, but had rallied to have lately had, but it is nevertheless a sensible,
6 R. NII.ES, (successor to V. B. Palmer0 Newapape stitution, but, in its denunciation of those who
!n tho Senate Tuesday Mr. Green of Me. de
dents connected w ith this 6ad tragedy. We artAdvertising Agent, No. 1, ticollay’s Building, C ourstree:
home pleased with their evening's entertain such an extent th at his medical men did not ap straight-forward document, w ith ju st enough fended the Dred Scott decision. In the House
Bo»um, i» BUihitriiod lo receive advertisements for 'Jus pa now hold their sentiments, it casts obloquy, dis told of a young and beautiful girl, who, busy at
prehend danger. The result was, therefore sud said and not too much.
Mr. Gartrell of Aa. threatened a dissolution of
per, at the rales re'iuired by us.
grace and the accusation of treason upon those work in one of the upper stories of the mill at ment.
den amt unexpected. He was only 59 years
The Enrolled M ilitia returned are, in all, the Lnion unless the abolitionists cease their
leparted patriots who formed th a t instrum ent. the time of the crash, was thrown down by n
old,
and,
as
he
was
never
married,
his
title
be
aggressions. There was no ballot for Speaker.
59,559.
Cumberland
County
gives
the
most,
C orrespondence.
Sou thern C on sisten cies.
comes extinct.
In the Senate AVcdnesday, Mr. AVilkinson,
(7032,) and Aroostook thc least, (1108.) There
It disregards their intention in forming that piece of shafting, which fell across her neck,
D
amariscotta
,
Jan
.
15,
1800.
Tiie South does not yet avow the justice and compact and their practice in its interpretation,
Another elopement in high life is reported. are fifty-two volunteer companies. Besides the the new member from Minnesota, appeared and
preventing her from rising. As the shaft was
The
wife
of
Mr.
Smith
Bennermann,
residing
took
his seat. In thc House, after Mr. Camp
M
r
.
E
ditor
:
—Five
years
ago,
Damariscotta
Commander-in-Chicf,
and
A
djutant
General
necessity of the African slave-trade, and de and tramples their opinions in the dust. This
prevented from bearing heavily upon her neck, was one of the first ship-building villages in the near Maidstone, ran off w ith Rev. A. \V. Green, and the Governor's Aids, there are nine Major- bell of Pa. had shown that the mineral and
mand the re-oppning and protection of the for was pertinently brought home to the pro-slavery
she could watch w ith comparative ease, and the country. Like its contemporaries, its ship curate of the parish, where the parties resided Generals, nine Division Inspectors, nine Divis agricultural products of Pennsylvania amount
eign negro-traffle, as the test of patriotism and radicals, in a brief debate which occurred be
The lady has property in her own rig h t amount- ion Quartermasters, sixteen aids to Major-Gen ed to 70 times the value of the whole cotton
confidence of delivery, the efforts of the rescu
erals, twenty-live Captains, 104 Lieutenants, crop of the South, two ballots were taken for
lovalty to the Union, but contents itself with tween Mr. Smith, of Virginia, and J lr. Bing ers to extricate her. B ut, alas! the flames building failed; unlike them, it has nothing left ' g to £100,000.
A belief was current that a new loan would 127 commissioned and 1312 non-commissioned Speaker. On the first Mr. Sherman had 108
for
a
livelihood,
except
w
hat
the
villagers
con
demanding the fullest liberty for the home trade- ham of Ohio, in the House of Representatives
came first, and claimed her for th eir victim.
tribute to the alewive business, which is prose be negotiated a t the commencement of the year. officers and privates, giving a grand total of votes, and on the second 106 ; 111 being neces- /
in living ebony and in asking the government fast Friday. Says the telegraphic re p o r t:
sary to a choice in both cases.
(
Vienna letters say th a t Austrian statesmen 00,998 Active and enrolled Militia.
There is another incident told of a little girl cuted and lucrative about a month in the Spring
The poor encouragement given to the mili
In the Senate, Thursday a communication
l
were beginning to see the impossibility of res
to continue a national insurance policy upon its
“ Mr. Bingham of Ohio wished only to say who was entangled in the ruins beyond hope oi
uf
the
year.
Eeling,
smelting
and
clamming
tary
by
our
legislature
has
caused
many
of
the
was
received
from
the
Secretary
of
the
Treasury
|
toring
the
Italian
Dukes,
and
were
almost
re
merchandise in human flesh, and guarantee it a to the gentlemen of the House and the country, rescue. The cruel flames came crackling towards
conciled to the idea of a central Italian organi companies to languish, and keeps the m ilitia in in reply to the resolution calling for informa
are
resorted
to,
and
measurably
profitable.—
that
when
the
gentleman
denounces
th
at
book,
m arket. But we cannot fail to sec where the
tion
in
relation
to
the
unexpended
balance
of
her,
and
as
a
companion
near
her
was
rescued,
a
less
flourishing
condition
th
a
t
could
be
de
zation.
without lim itation, as an incendiary produc
Much to their credit, some of the leading citi
m atter will end, if the ultra slavery party ol tion, he denounces the last will and testament and being borne away, the little doomed hero
the appropriation under the treaty of GuadaI t is reported that the elite of the aristocratic sired.
zens have instituted the pickerel business, which party engaged in offices, have resolved to serve
A very successful encampment was held in loupe- Hidalgo to pay the claims of American
the South has its way. The fact is, slavery is of W ashington, a copy of which is contained ine took her time hill from her pocket, and
citizens. Mr. A\ ilaon presented the petition of
wq are informed, pays well. These fish are w ithout pay, in order to lighten the public bur Bangor Oct. 4, 5 and 0.
in
that
Book.
The
resolution
denounecsall
the
all right or all wrong. If it is a right and in
Gen. Tillson makes several very sensible and -Alessrs. Sampson it Tappan and others of this
truthful words of th a t distinguished Governor handing it to her companion, scorched by the plenty, and taken in Pemaquid Pond, about dens.
nocent, and just practice to hold and traffic in of V irginia, McDowell, viz: “ You make the flames between, she said : “ You will he saved
Thirty of the crew of the ship Flora Temple judicious observations relating to thc improve city, relative to Manila cordage. Mr. Sumner
one mile from “ Uncle George’s ” in Noblepresented a petition in favor uf thc Homestead
slaves in the States, it is proper that the widest yoke ol'your slave to labor like an ox. You I shall n o t; give this to my father and say
whose loss was reported by the Hungarian, had ment of the military service.
boro. Camps are erected on the margin, in reached Manila. I t is supposed th a t all the
Bill. A debate arose upon Mr. Pugh's resolu
facilities for increasing this just system should may compel him to work and work to live, and ;ood bye to him for m e.”
which the piscatorians lodge and cat.
others on board, including 850 coolies for Ha
S t a t e R eform S chool .—The Sixtli Annual tion, in which Messrs. Douglas of 111., Davis of
yet
the
idea
th
a
t
lie
was
created
free,
will
abide
be enjoyed, and that the slave-trade should be
The dead-room a t the City Hall witnessed
with him, because he has the rig h t to a hope ol
The Rockland fancy-fishing fraternity will vana, were drowned. The vessel struck a rock Report of this School shows the whole number Miss., Greene of Mo., and Clay of Ala., took
re-opened. If the negro is blest and enlight im m ortality.” The resolution denounces the many thrillingly mournful scenes. A husband
and foundered.
in thc school a t the commencement of the year part, after which the Senate adjourned.
find this an available, pleasant, remunerative,
In the House, a personal debate occurred be
A system of free immigration of Chinese to 214. Committed since 43. Number remaining
ened and christianized by being owned and living sentiment of Jefferson, copied from his who had searched anxiously for his missing
and
cool
resort.
All
the
comforts
peculiar
to
the
West
Indies
had
been
organized
by
an
agent
a t close of the year 182. The whole number tween Mr. Sherman of O. and Mr. Houston of
worked and bought and sold by the white man, Notes on V irginia, viz : “ I tremble for my wife, examined a charred and misshapen mass
the very best country hotels, they may find at of the British government. The native author of commitments since the school was opened is A la., which was followed by a very excited de
country
when
I
reflect
th
a
t
God
is
ju
st,
and
then certainly it must be a very philanthropic
ities at Canton approved and co-operated in the 532, sent from counties as follows :—Andros hate upon Helper’s book, and personal matters.
has no attribute to take sides against the slave brought into the room for tho dead, and upon “ Uncle George's.”
and christianlike business to take the poor black for their rights and liberty.” The gentleman
measure.
coggin 20 ; Cumberland 123 ; Franklin 7 ; Han The members a t last became reconciled, and the
tho clasped fingers of the skeleton hand lie
Have you never, observed, Mr. Editor, with
A t Amoy business had improved. An ad cock 5 ; Kennebec 70 ; Lincoln 32 ; Oxford 8 ; House adjourned w ithout a vote for Speaker.
man from his native wilds and subject him to from Virginia should also remember that the found the wedding ring, engraven w ith his own
The Senate was not in session on Friday.—
what
pertinacity
people
invariably
believe
and
vance
was
demanded
for
tea.
Penobscot 90; Piscataquis 2 ; Sagadahoc 30;
these beneficent influences. To blacken the for denunciation in the resolution is a denuncia name, which he had placed on the hand of a
The American war vessels were thus dis Somerset 17 ; Washington 32; York 07. P ort In the House Mr. Pennington of N. J . (repub
tion of the words of the Continental Congress,
contend tli:it their watches, opinions, conduct aud
eign, slade-trade and, a t the same time, white
lican)
offered a plurality resolution, th at the
when about entering on the Seven Years’ W ar, happy bride. He was borne from the sad scene places o f residence are perfectly faultless ? So tributed ; frigate Germantown a t Shanghae ; land has sent 97, Bangor 07, Biddeford 30,
wash the home slave system, does not seem to u - wherein it was said in the Articles of Associa
steamer Hartford a t Hong Kong; steamer Pow Bangor 07, Biddeford 30, Bath 24, Augusta 22, House proceed to a vote, ami if there be no
raving like a maniac. A mother who had lost with these denizens of Damariscotta. You can hatan a t Japan.
election,
then on Monday next an election shall
Gardiner 10, Rockland 15, Saco 25.
eonsistent w ith sincerity in both operations.— tion by the members thereof, th a t they held a child came on Saturday afternoon, leading a
The previous moral condition and circum lie made from thc two candidates highest on the
The conservative Northern anti-slavery man every man or community of men as enemies of younger daughter and bringing a m iniature like not convince them th a t their village is not the
list.
But
without taking a vote on this resolu
M a in e L e g is la t u r e .
stances of the boys are as follows:— Drank a r
American liberty who were not opposed to the
most enterprising, public-spirited, humane and
finds, of course, that he must preserve different
dent spirits 128 ; previously arrested 200 ; pro tion, the House adjourned until Monday.
ness of the lost one, w ith which to seek the hospitable, though you refer to the “ genera]
traffic in slaves.
M onday , Jan . 9tli.
Congress was not in session on Saturday.
fane 427 ; untruthful 440 ; never regularly a t
attitudes towards the foreign slave-trade and
The resolution also denounces th a t p art of original among the dead. The m inature was
S enate.—Jo in t order passed—th at all pe tended Sabbath School 252 ; used tobacco 285 ;
debility ” of the stores, dwellings and church
the domestic slave system, and for this reason
the Declaration of Independence which holds
1 's : 0 * 1 1 C J l J L M F O I £ * V l* l.
that of a blooming and beautiful young lady es ; or, to their streets whose drifts of snow re titions asking private legislation presented on have parents, one or both of whom are or have
Though he regards both as entirely wrong, the these truths self-evident: ‘ th a t all men are
and after the 10th of February next, be refer been intemperate 230; lost father 189 ; lost
created equal, and endowed by their Creator On a shapclss body, from which the face was main just as the last storm intended and placed red to the next Legislature.
M u l l e t ’s S t a t io n , Jan . 14.—The overland
mother 127 ; have fathers, mothers, brothers or
nation agrees to brand the first as piracy, and with certain inalienable rights, among which burned away, the mother saw a fragment ol
Committee on Treasurer's account was order sisters, who are or have been in prison 153 ; mail with San Francisco dates to Dec. 23, ar
them ; or, to the poor man who was recently
nothing calls upon him to exercise any forbear are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness;
the dress which her daughter had worn, and compelled to go into the streets, after prayer ed to report a t the earliest dav practicable.
idle or no steady employment 400 ; much in rived here a t 8 o’clock this morning.
ance towards it, while the second has a recog and that when any form of government becomes
H
ouse.—Communications received from Geo. dulged 102; much neglected213.
Considerable anxiety is felt at San Francisco
In thcabove
knew she had found the body of her child.— was offered over his wife’s remains, to beg the
W. Ingcrsoll, attorney General elect, and Noah there is enough to account for all the crime of on account of the non-arrival of the clipper ship
nized and legal existence in a number of States destructive of any of these ends, it is the right
of the people to alter or abolish ’ it. The word She fainted and was borne away. There were exercise of common humanity enough to place Smith Secretary of State, accepting the offices.
this large company of youthful criminals. The Golden Age. which sailed from New York for
in the confederacy, where he has nothing to do abolish is embodied in this memorable Declara
other scenes as affecting as these, but we have her lifeless form in the grave.
ages of iadsat time of commitment have ranged th at port in May last.
T uesday , 10th.
w ith it and is not responsible lor it, hut where tion, for which your (to Mr. Smith) and my
Among the recent importations a t San Fran
not space for more.
The place of which we write is farther dis
S enate.—Mr. Thomas declined tho office of from seven to nineteen—the great majority of
he is bound to tolerate it and leave it alone.— father fought through the storm and darkness
Ttic deepest feeling w ith regard to this ter tinguished for its “ codfish aristorracy.” You Treasurer by a communication. A djutant Gen them from ten to sixteen. Ninety-two were cisco, from Japan, are some of the staple arti
The radical Southern pro-slavery man, on tilt- of a Seven Years’ W a r."
cles
of th at country, such as sacks of sweet
fourteen
years
of
age.
eral Tillson aseepts. Councillors elect signify
There seems to us to be but two plain and rible event prevails in Lawrence. I t was made sec codfish in the lilliputian men, the “ exten
The boys are variously employed. Forty are potatoes, equaling those of North California, a
other hand, who maintains that the Southern
a subject of discourse in nearly all the church sion ” women, the “ one horse,” merchant, the their acceptance.
large
quantity of rape seed oil, which finds a
employed
in
the
chair-shop
:
tour
hundred
and
eventual
lines
of
national
policy
to
which
the
Is C onvention of both Houses the Council
slave system is right in itself and beneficent in
fifty thousand bricks have been manufactured good market for supplying better burning fluid
es of the city last Sunday. On Saturday the
twenty dollar lawyer ” and, if a stranger, lors elect were qualified.
its operation, m ust also hold the slave-traffic to | diferent phases of the present slavery conflict
for
the
light-houses on the Pacific than any oth
in
the
briek-yard
;
something
has
been
done
in
Mayor issued a proclamation appointing Tuesday you would by their bombastic and consequen
W ednesday , l l t l i .
lie beneficent and ju st, and must support as point, one of which must he adopted by the
the shoe-shop; a considerable number of the er used. Samples of leaf tobacco exceedingly
as a day of prayer, and it was to be observed tial appearance, suppose two-thirds of the men
I
n Convention o f both Houses the ballot for boys have been employed in the sewing-room, delicate and resembling the Havana leaf, and
country.
Slavery
must
cither
come
to
be
re
right, in his own belief, w hat his country has
as such in all the churches.
are judges, members of Congress, merchant Shite Treasurer resulted as follows :
in which all the clothing of the boys is made ; fruits, isinglass, chestnuts, etc.
declared to he piracy, punishable by the sever garded as rig h t and ju st, free to plant its black
Whole number of ballots,
107
Thc latest news from Carson A'alley represents
a large number are employed on the farm, and
The body of Mr. L. F. Branch, the missing princes, or millionaires.
You look up the
est penalty known to our laws. B ut if he agrees foot anywhere on our common soil, and to reNecessary for a choice,
84
many arc indentured out as apprentices. Thc the weather as very cold, causing almost a total
overseer, was found on Sunday, and was but street,—there comes a pompous, conceited
N athan D ane , had
135
health of the boys has been good. The Library cessation of mining operations. One hundred
w ith the laws of Congress denouncing the slave- nuw tho number of its victims- a t Plcasurc’
slightly disfigured. Up to Sunday evening 72 haughty, swollen gent, who brushes by you as
Levi Morrill,
32
miners were reported to be a t W alker's river
contains abuut 900 volumes.
trade, he cannot m aintain th a t the existing re with fresh hecatombs from the African coast ;
Mr. Dane was declared elected. [He has ac
bodies had been brought to the City Hall. 51 if unconscious of anybody’s personal identity,
mines, but thc snow was three feet deep, and
sults of the negro-trafiic in this country are good or, on tile other hand, it must be regarded as in
cepted
the
office.j
R epo rt of t h e I nsane H o s p it a l .—There were there was no work doing. Provisions were
of them had been recognized, 12 buried not importance, or rights, but his own ;—you step,
and praiseworthy. He must acknowledge sla its nature and effects wholly an evil, and as
208 patients in the Hospital a t the commence searcc and the miners were leaving in conse
T
uesday , 12th.
identified, and 9 removed.
suddenly, aside for personal safety, and instinct
quence. A t the head of Monroe Camp the snow
very to be an evil, whatever he may be disposed such to be restrained from going beyond its
S enate. —B. W. Norris’s acceptance of the ment of the year—117 males and 91 females
AA'e shall give the result of the coroner's in ively ejaculate “ th a t is a person of importance,
81 males and 01 females have since been ad was five feet deep.
then present limits, and got rid of within them
Land Agency, was announced
to do w ith it.
Thc reported duel between C. R. Godfrey and
mitted,
and
11
males
and
49
females
discharged,
quest
as
soon
as
we
ascertain
it,
and
defer
all
certainly,”
hut
are
told
th
at
he
is
only
a
small
Mr. Bridges presented petition of Jesse
We arc not disposed to disagree w ith the as soon as is peaceably and constitutionally pos
remark upon the probable causes of the catas grocer, oposite, or a superannuated school Coombs to be annexed to Castinc ; of James leaving 227 inmates Nov. 30th. Of thc dis \Ym. B. .Stoddard a t Shasta did not come off.
Stoddard
failed to appear and his second Mar
charged
58
have
been
pronounced
recovered,
enumeration, by President B uchanan,in liisan- sible. W hat is at present demanded lit' the
trophe until th at time.
master, or a Custom House officer, or shoe ISrophy to extend w harf into tide waters of and 22 improved.
quis Levi took his place and was wounded.
nual message, of the 'evils which would flow South will never be the settled policy of this
Castinc harbor.
The latest reports give the following state maker.
Thc
amount
of gold shipped by the steamship
The
aasigned
causes
of
insanity
in
those
ad
country.
It
is
silly
and
useless
to
expect
it.—
F riday , 13th.
from the opening of the slave trade, by this
mitted during the year are put down as follows : Sonora on thc 20th of Dee. was §1,812,536,
ment of the number of the dead, wounded and
This is lion-hunting, degenerated into mouseH ouse . —Jo in t order passed to contract with Ill-health, twenty-seven ; intemperance, four and'by the steamship Orizaba, on the same day,
country, but there is much sophistry in his The black tide must roll on till it has free
hunting. Home lady has said “ gentility w ith the lowest bidder, to do the Printing and Bind teen ; domestic affliction, eleven ; puerperal §250,000. The latter was destined for New
complacent statement of the present condition course, or else the strong arm of the people
120
Dead,
ing for tiie State for the current year, propos state, te n ; exposure and taking cold, nine; Orleans.
out means, is like pudding w ithout salt.”
of the American slave. He says of the slaves must turn it back and keep it back forever.
119
Injured severely.
als to he open the 20th inst.
There is no improvement in business from the
over-exertion, five ; jealousy, five ; spiritualism ,
The three churches are partly tilled, on Sun
200
Injured slightly,
in this country th a t during a period of half a
Petitions presented and referred.—Of Soeka- four ; loss of property, three ; disappointed af country.
86
Alissing,
days, by common respectable people, hut main basin, for reinbursement of money advanced to
century “ their advancement in civilization has T he C alam ity a t L aw ren ce— B u rn in g
The display of diamonds, Japanese fine
fection, three; masturbation, th ree; repelled
ly by codfish. One church has a huge codfish build a church on Oldtown Island.
eruption, tw o ; general paralysis, tw o ; fright, crockery, silks, books, and other holiday arti
far surpassed th a t of any other portion of the
o f th e R ich m on d T heater, in 1811.
525
Total.
cles
for holiday sale exceeded anything ever
two
;
physical
injury,
tw
o;
seduction,
one
;
in
on
the
apex
of
its
spire,
which,
like
the
myAfrican race. The light and the blessings of
F ire at P ortland.—On Sunday evening, a
We print on the first page of our present is
A few more bodies may perhaps he found in thologyicnl gods, presides over the destinies of
ordinate use of galvanism, one ; use of tobacco, known in Sail Francisco before, and the dis
Christianity have been extended to them, and sue an account of the late awful calamity at
lire
luoke
out
in
thc
brick
block
on
Temple
position
to purchase was in proportion to tiie
o n e; disappointed ambition, one ; inordinate
the ruins, and the remainder of the missing itsehildren. The member from this town in the
both their moral and physical condition have Lawrence, filling several columns, which wc
usual display of every thing offered.
will doubtless he accounted for by those who Legislature made his maiden speech on and in street, owned by Moody F. W alker, Esq. Tiie grief, one ; unknown, thirty-two.
A little more than nineteen years have elapsed
been greatly improved.” “ The light and the publish for the benefit of those of our subscrib
M c m a ^ e o f flic G o v e r n o r o f W i s c o n s in .
went to their homes immediately after the ac favor of “ Codfish.” (Vide his talented re inside of thc building was almost completely since the Hospital was opened for the reception
blessings of Christianity have Iteen extended to ers who do not have the opportunity uf rend
cleaned out, leaving little hut thc walls. Thc of patients, during which time two thousand
C hicago , Jan . 12.—Tho annual message of
cident, w ithout reporting tlirmsei-vcn tv the-au marks.)
them !” They “ have no rights which the ing tho daily papers, and th a t we may have a
lire
caught
III tile m ilk room o f Jlcooro. Drake mic (mn-ircct and twenty-seven persons have en Cfov. Randall, of Wisconsin was delivered to
thorities. According to the most reliable state
The Lincoln Advertiser is published here, and
white man is bound to respect” —the dearest record of the most terrible catastrophe whicli
joyed its benefits. One thousand eight hundred thc Legislature of that State to-day. Thc finan
& Ilannaford, insured for §2200.
ments the number of persons who escaped un we are no prophet if the worthy publishers do
tnd ninety have been discharged, of whom eight ces of the State are shown to be in a prosperous
domestic ties and the most sacred domestic vir has ever transpired in this country. The ocean
T he State V aluation. —The Bangor Whig hundred and seventy-one recovered, three hun condition. The slavery question is discussed at
not find th at “ Republicans am ungrateful.” —
tues arc made mockery to them 1))- those who has beer, the scene of disasters resulting in injured was less than 300.
dred
and sixty-nine improved, three hundred considerable length.
says
that
the
new
State
Valuation
will
run
up
There are two Banks in this vicinity ; one is
“ extend to them tiic blessings of Christianity.” greater loss of life, hu t we think th a t in our
He takes the Republican view of the various
to about §175,000,000,—which is an increase and eighty-three unimproved, and two hundred
owned
here,
the
other
a
t
the
“
Mills.”
The
To be beaten, debauched, sold, separated from history wc have no record of such a terrible
questions involved in that subject. He favors
B and of H o p e F a ir . —The fair and levee held
of seventy-live per cent, in ten years. Very and sixty-seven died.
The institution has been crowded for several no compromise; denounces the disunion senti
all to which they are hound by instinct or af casualty on land. An event, however, which a t A tlantic H all, on Thursday of last week, for Lincoln Democrat which h as'nt “ been out fair for a State generally considered among fast
fection, are the “ blessings” which they receive, approximated to the terrible nature of the ca- the benefit of the Band of Hope, was a very doors ” since last fall, on account of indispo young men as a slow country to live in. Port years past. The total accommodations ars 250. ments which are allowed to be expressed in the
sition, is about to be restored to health. This land goes from seven to twenty-live millions.— L'he Superintendent, Dr. Harlow, recommends halls of the National Legislature as unpatriot
and to be taught the hard conviction th a t there tastrophe of last week in its sacrifice of human j pleasant and successful entertainment.
The
Bangor from §3,900,000 to over $0,000,000.— the enlargement of the Asylum or tho building ic, undignified and disgraceful, and declares that
is a ju s t God in heaven, whose arm they have lives,and even, perhaps, in some of its aspects hall was well filled, and the large audience ap astonishing cure is the work of Drs. Converse, Lewiston from §580,000 to $2,400,000. Cherry- of another in some other section of the State. every attem pt at disunion should he rewarded
with the halter.
Dr.
Dixon
and
Dr
field has gone up seventy per cent. Calais is
never seen interposed between them and the op
exceeded the horrors of the later calamity, was peared well pleased with the diversions which i Babson, and Cunningham
pressor, is the consolation which their Christian the burning of the Richmond Theater, in De- i "'cre presented. The misses of the sewing cir- ^ ter Stono ar® tbe m°st Bklll‘“1 Physician^ m aboat sixty per cent, in advance. Rockland
R epo rt of t h e S u pe r in t e n d e n t of C ommon
B lew h is R oof o ff .— A correspondent writes
figures up §2,704,071, B ath, §0,298,050, botli S chools . — AVe have before us the report of Hon.
teachers bring tiiem. If the slave-trade were comber, 1811. At the time of its occurrence ! «le displayed a creditable array of useful and the town, and Coffin, French, Duncan and Mrs. cities having nearly trebled their valuation.—
the Belfast Journal th at an honest hat not over
M. II. Dunnell, Superintendent of Common cautious old farmer, living in AVinslow, had a
n_ Pike, arc the best lawyers.
re-opened, Mr. Buchanan tells us, this enviableThe average is generally diffused, and all Schools for the year 1859 ; and it proves to be
ibis sad event thrilled the whole country, and | f«ncy articles of needlework, Ac., and well-sup
Back Meadow is a beautiful farming region, branches of industry share in it. Some purely an able and interesting document. It appears keg of powder for blasting purposes, which lie
condition of the bondmen would be changed,
an account of the calamity will be read with plied tables of refreshments, the latter of which i
farming towns, Windham for instance, in Cum that 115 school houses have been huilt during kept in the attic of his house. Going up to
t
the
eastern
part
of
the
town,
which
has
and the present beneficent relations between
interest a t tiie present time. We find the fol presented only bare cloths a t a comparatively | hl the eastern p art of the town, whieh has berland County, have more than doubled since the year, at a cost of §01,851. The whole num till a bottle from it one night a few weeks since,
.
been
occupied
for
more
than
a
century,
by
some
master and slave would be destroyed. But let
1850. One poor town in W ashington county, ber of scholars in attendance was 168,357— he got his candle in contact with the powder,
lowing in the Portland Advertiser o f last Friday : earlv hour. Tho tableaux vivants, which were
returns Sheep a t an average valuation of 55 which leaves about seventy thousand of the le and an explosion took place that knocked tho
us see how much this present enviable condition
“ As the public mind is now deeply interested exhibited from the gallery, giving the audience of thc noblest specimens of manhood, tillin;
of the negro is owing to the “ philauthrophy ” in the shocking calamity which has ju st oc a better opportunity fo ra general view than if! tbo soi!>and cultivating and inculcating such cents ! The Calais Advertiser asks if thc asses al scholars as absentees, of whom the Superin old fellow several times bis length, and deposi
sors think to pull wool over the eyes of the tendent thinks forty thousand present cases of ted thc roof of his house in the yard. The
of the master. Speaking of the slave, the curred at Lawrence, it may be well to bring to shown from the stage, were entirely creditable 1religion, morals and politics as were peculiar to gtatc Committee a t th a t rate?
moral from this incident is that powder is an
culpable neglect. This class can bo reached by
tiie notice of this generation a like catastrophe
the
Revolutionary
times.
One
of
its
original
President says:
extremely dangerous material to set fire to in
public sentiment alone. The am ount of school
which heft-1 the people of Richmond, Va., on to thc ladies under whose direction they were
largo quantities.
“ A t present he is treated witli kindness and the evening of Dec. 2Gth, 1811. It is some arranged, and to those who represented the va settlers brought w ith him from Massachhsetts a
O ur L ocal F ish ery N avigation I n t e r e st .— money required by law for the year was $345,humanity. He is well fed, well clothed, and what different in its nature and extent from
willow cane, which he stuck in the soil of his Camden, second only to Castinc, is probably the 928, hut §59,134 in addition thereto was ac
The Bangor AVhig snys B. D. I‘cck was re
not overworked. His condition is incompara- that of the Pemberton Mills, and yet in many rious subjects. \Yc remember thc “ Group of
largest fishery depot in the state. AVe learn tually raised, making a total average of §2 29
new
home,
and
which
is
now
nearly
twenty
leased from jail AVcdnesday the 11th inst.—
bly better than that of the coolies, which mod,ects not !eK3 horrible. In the burning of S tatuary,” “ The Tem ptation,” “ Mercy’s
that the amount of bounty money paid out per scholar. A comparison of the school sta
The
amount of bail required, §60,600, was fur
feet
in
circumference.
Back
Meadow
has
a
era nations ot high civilization have employed thJ Theatcl. a,)01lt Btvc„ ty
j persons lost their D ream,” and the ?• Doctor’s Visit ” as all ex
: from the duputv collector's office there, for the tistics of 1859 with those of 1854 shows a very
i a substitute fui* African slaves. Both the lives ; and among these were Geo. AA'. Smith, cellent. B ut thc most beautiful and pleasing flourishing A gricultural Society, in which ques : year ju st closed, is §18,440; an increase over gratifying progress, particularly in the am ount nished front 1‘ortland.
philanthropy and the self-interest of the mas Governor of the State, and Abraham B. Vena
trade, exchange of products, last year, of some §3000. The amount of ton- of money raised, the length of schools, and the
tions of farm
A machine shop in Brooks, owned by Mr.
ter have combined to produce this humane re ble, President of Richmond Bank. Those who spectacle of the evening was the fairy panto1age a t th at office was 4911 tons, which a t six average attendance. Teachers’ conventions
sult. But let this trade be re-opened, and what perished were generally from the first families, mime entitled on the hill “ A Glimpse into j and markets are discussed. AAe were gratified quintals to the ton, would amount to 29,400 were well attended during the year, and a State Isaiah Forbes, was consumed by Ere last week,
says
the Belfast Age. Air. I’orhes was a very
will tie the effect? The raise, to a considerable
•and composed the youth, the beauty, and the Fairy Land.” I t was pcriormcd by seventeen ; to hear one of its members comparing Rock- quintals. There have been granted the past Teachers’ Association was organized, from ingenious mechanic in almost every branch,
extent, as on a neighboring island—the only
fashion of the city" The w inter opened with hildren, mostly little girls, beautifully cosi- j land as a m arket, and her merchants, with year 155 cod-fishing licences, and 10 maekered which good influences are expected. The Su and had one of the largest collection uf tools
spot now on cartli where the African slave trade
an uncommon rage foramusements of all kinds, turned as fairies, and was greeted by the audi other places in the county, and concluding with licences. The outfitting is done by the long- perintendent rencwedly urges the establishment in the county, which he had been collecting for
is openly tolerated, and this in defiance of sol
established houses now under thc names of S. of a State Normal School. .Many sensible sug
and on this fitted evening there was to be a new
emn treaties with a # power abundantly able a t
ence, a t its close, with loud applause. It un the recommendation to go to Rockland with , G. Adams & Co., and N. B. & S. A. Jones, who gestions are recorded upon the subjects of text many years. These were all burnec! together
play for the benefit of Mr. Placidc. Crowds
with a large stock of various kind.- T iuinher.
any moment to enforce th e ir execution. There
swarmed to the Theater—it was the largest doubtedly surpassed any representation of tiie their produce, if they had no more than ten i lna^e their own importations of salt, twine, &e. books and the duties of parents, and other mat The fire took probably from some defect in the
the master, intent upon the present gain, ex
house of the season, and not less than 000 were kind ever presented a t an entertainm ent in this dollars worth to carry, and wished to he treated In the coasting business thc year past there ters bearing directly upon the interests of com stove pipe, while he was absent to his house for
torts from the slave as much labor as his physi
present. The play went off—the pantomime city, and had there been time for the prepara like gentlemen. He said lie had been there a have been granted 85 licences and 54 enroll mon school education.
a few moments. Undertaking to save a part of
cal powers are capable of enduring—knowing
ments. In the port, one ship and four large
began—the first act was over, and all around
his tools he came near losing his life by suffoca
th a t, when deatli comes to his relief, his place
tion of tho stage in the manner desired and at few times, and the merchants treated him so re schooners have been built, and several vessels
was m irth and vanity. At this moment the
His loss is estimated a t §800 ; no insur
spectfully,
politely
and
fairly,
th
at,
for
the
R
epo rt of t h e L and A g e n t . —Thc Teceipts of tion.
can be supplied a t a price reduced to the low
scenery caught fire, and in a few minutes the first intended, the effect would have been even first time in his life, he felt th a t his profession rebuilt have been admitted to new admeasure the Lind Office, in cash, for the year 1859 have ance.
est point by the competition of rival African
whole building was w rapt inflam es! Theory much more brilliant. The vocal music, by the of “ farmer ” was honorable, and so considered ment .— Belfast Journal.
had
$44,248,56
;
and
the
total
number
of
acres
slave traders.”
ol' lire ! fiic! passed w ith electric velocity
Tho Bangor Whig says th at Zehulon Thomp
S. II. C.
conveyed for the same time is 80,928, as fol
Aud so, after all his whitewashing, Mr Bu throughout the whole house, and the scene puartettc choir under the direction of Mr. Lib by those with whom he dealt.
Mrs. AA'ilson, charged with killing her adopt lows ; for cash and cash securities 549 acres; son, a poor laboring man was drowned in a t 
chanan admits that the slaveholder has not so which followed was horrible beyond description. by, and by the juvenile class directed by Air.
y jp The many friends and customers of the ed son and burning the remains, in Searboro’, under resolves of the Legislature, 30,256 ; for tempting to cross on the ice from Us!e an Hunt
much regard for his negro as the northern farm There was hut one door for the greatest part of Stabler, was a pleasing and im portant feature of old drug establishment, in thc city of Boston last summer, pleaded guilty to the charge of road labor securities, 45,700 ; on surrender of to Burnt Island, a distance of fifty rods, on
the audience to pass. Men, women and chil
er for his horse or his ox, and that if he were dren were pressing upon each other, while the the entertainment, and was well performed.— of which Messrs. R e e d , C utter & Co., are the manslaughter on Saturday, and was sentenced outstanding certificates, 3,911 ; under the treaty the evening of Friday week. I t is supposed
that he fell through the ice and was drowned.
given the opportunity to replenish his human flames were seizing upon those behind. Most The favorite duet entitled “ Moonlight, Music, heads, will ho pleased to learn th a t such has by Judge Davis to six years confinement in the of AVashington 412 acres. The sum expended He leaves a wife and six children.
State Prison. She made a confession in which on roads and bridges is §5,100. The States in
Love
and
Flowers
”
was
sung
by
Misses
H
utch
if
not
all
those
who
were
in
the
pit
escaped,
live stock a t prices reduced by the competition
been the increase of their business during thc she stated that during a dispute with the boy he terest to township 4 It 17 and the N. E. quar
while those in the boxes were unable to get ings and Tibbetts to general commendation.
C ommerce of B angor .— During the year just
of rival slave-traders, lie would not scruple to
past year or two, th a t thc place has become assaulted her, when in self-defense she seized ter township 5 It 16 has been exchanged for thc closed there were 3252 arrivals, and 2252 clear
down the stairs before the flames overtook them.
The
only
spoken
exercises
by
members
of
the
her husband’s loaded cane, and struck him a east half of Plm outh, and the Eaton grants
work it to death !
Those behind, urged by the pressing flame,
“ too s tr a it” for them and th at they have re single blow, which caused his death in a short with Messrs, Drew it Mansur, the proprietors ances from the port of Bangor. The foreign
Baud of Hope were two declamations, one a
As a matter of abstract morality, it is useless pushed those out who were nearest the windows,
moved to large anil handsomely furnished rooms. time. Frightened a t the result, and having thereof. Township 0 . It. 2, has been set apart arrivals were 38 ; foreign clearances 101, 16 of
and people of every description began to fall selected piece, “ Temperance Soldiers,” by Mas
read the trial of Dr. AVebster for killing Dr for the benefit of common schools in lieu of which last were lor the Mediterranean and the
to separate the slave-traffic from its results, de
one upon another—some with their clothes on ter Everett Jones, six years of age, and the oth Nos. 109, 111 and 113 in the New Granite Parkman, she attempted to burn the remains township 14 R. 3, whieh was designated by a South of Europe. The imports were as follows:
nouncing the one while we eulogize the other. lire, and some half roasted! The most heartBlock on Broad St., 4th block south of Mill:
Molasses;
2848 hhds.
in the oven, and accidentally set fire to the resolve of the Legislaturo.
er an adaptation for the occasion of a parody
B ut still we see the South acquiescing in the rending cries pervaded the house. Wives ask12,000 bush.
St., where may be found all of the staple house, which was destroyed.
In speaking of the sales of lands for settle Salt,
on
the
old
familiar
lines,
“
Y
’ou'd
scarce
expect
Flour,
111,237 bbls.
Drugs, Patent Medicines, and Fancy articles,
national denunciation of thc slave-trade, while ing for their husbands—females and children
ment, the agent say s:
shriekin g, while the gathering element came one of my age,” &c., spoken by Master Geo. E. pertaining to their business. Don’t fail to call,
134,542 bush.
“ The quantity sold for settlement, will com Corn,
a t thc same time it loudly maintains the justice rolling on its curling flames and columes of
The existence of coal in Sumatra has been pare favorably w ith the sales in former years. Pork,
2,995 bbls.
Torrey, 7 years of age. Both tho little orators
for you will be sure to find the same courteous long known ; in the island of Banka, too, and
and beneficence of the slave system, and brands smoke—threatening to devour every human be
Coal,
7,612 tons.
acquitted themselves finely and were rewarded treatm ent, together w ith increased facilities for in many small islands whose geographical fea Still we have in this office numerous notes, and
aud curses him who utters the mildest opinion ing in the building. Many were trodden under
applications for lands in the townships and
by a fervor of applause which was not bestowed selecting from a much extended stock of mer tures have been as yet only superficially sur
Some school children in Springfield were
tracts recently surveyed, for whieh we have not
adverse to this view of its “ peculiar institu foot. The stair-ways were blocked up, and thc
veyed, the Dutch, however, have as yet made been able to make 'conveyances, for want of the sharply reprimanded by the teacher for tardi
throng was so great that ninny were raised sev upon older performers. The following is the
chandise.
tio n .” I t is not long since th a t an Irish-born eral feet over tiie heads of thc rest. AVithin
little or no progress in working their coal mines Surveyors’ returns. And the numerous applica ness, and required to produce a w ritten excuse
parody spoken by Master Torrey.
citizen in Columbia, South Carolina, fell under ten minutes afier the fire caught the whole
R ev . M r . B utler I n v it e d to A u bu rn . —The and instead of procuring it from their own tions for lands, and letters of inquiry from per from their mother, who sent the follow in'':—
T h e L it d c T ca u p cra u cc O r a to r .
possessions, they import it from Australia into
the vengeance of Southern chivalry for such house was w rapt in flames, and the scene which
Maine Evangelist learns that the new Spring Batavia, and their other ports in the Archipela sons in other States, as well as the older coun “ Miss------: Please excuse God for making it
ensued it is impossible to paint. AYomcn with
You’d scarce expect one of my age
ties of onr own State, give favorable indica snotv so hard this morning th a t my children
cause. He is an intelligent young man, twentyTo plead for Temperance on the stage,
Street Baptist Society in Auburn has invited go— Singapore Times.
|.dishevcllcd hair, fathers and mothers shrieking
tions that thc flow of immigration into the still couldn’t get to school in season.”
And should I chance to fall below
three years of age, who was employed about the out for their children—husbands for their wives,
Rev. N . Butler, of this city, to become its pas
Portraying all the drunkard’s woe,
unoccupied and fertile region of our public lands
Don’t view me with a critic’s eye,
State House. The only opinion which he ever brothers for their sisters, filled the whole area
N
orombega
B
a
n
k
.
—
A
meeting
of
thc
stock
is yet to continue. The beautiful crops raised
tor, and that Mr. B. has given encouragement
Nor puss my simple stoiy by.
Appeals for aid for the Jewish sufferers by
holders
of
tho
Norombego
Bank,
Bangor,
was
expressed against slavery was that it caused the outside of the building. Sonic who had escaped
the
past season in Aroostook county, have not
Large streams from little fount ait is flow,
that he will accept the invitation : The Evange
plunged again into the flames to save some dear
Great sots from moderate diinkers grow,
held a t their banking rooms on Wednesday af only crowned the labors of thc husbandmen thc war in Morocco have been quite successful
white laborer a t the South to be looked upon as object ol their regard, and they perished.—
in
this country, and a ship will leave New York
And, though I now am small and young,
list say s:
ternoon last. The Bangor AYhig says it is un with success, but have afforded a substantial
No rum shall ever touch my longue.
an inferior and degraded mail. But for this Others "were alike frantic, and would have
“ AVe are gratified to hear of this success, for derstood that the stockholders are ready to take proof to the hundreds who have ju st immigrated for G ibraltar early next week, freighted with
Is not our Rockland as renowned
As any other sister town ?
the Aigilanee Committee had him arrested and rushed to destruction hut for the hand of a
Mr. Butler has the reputation of being one ol the bank from the hands of the Receivers, and there, of the fertility of the soil, and its capa provisions.
Yet where’s the town, go far or near,
the ablest and most successful ministers of that commence the redemption of the bills. Messrs. bilities lor production."
thrown into a cell, whence he was afterwards friend to keep them hack. The bells tolled;
That sells the rum as we do here ?
“ H ealing on its AVin g s , ” say all who have
almost the whole town rushed to thc fatal spot.”
Or where's the boy but three feet high
denomination in the State. The work on the Schwartz, Thurston and Hill were appointed a
For the protection of the public lands, thc
taken, carried out of the city, stripped, beaten
That hates RumseUin§■ worse than 1 ?
now
chapel which this Society is constructing is committee to settle with the Cashier.
Agent states th a t he has adopted a course simi made use of Dr. AVistar’s Balsam of AVild Cher
These thoughts inspire my youthful mind,
w ith thirty-nine lashes, tarred and feathered,
ry
and by such use cured themselves of coughs,
progressing rapidly, and it is expected that it
To banish grog-shops from mankind,
lar to th at of last year, by committing them to
~5T We desire to express our obligations to
Which, pouring forth their poisonous flood.
will be ready for occupancy early in the
and p ut in the train for Charleston, receiving
Mr. Iverson, of Georgia, in his speech in thc the oversight of experienced and reliable sealers coltis, and consumption. The prudent wili al
Mr. D. T. Savage, telegraphic operator a t Bath,
Still claim to be A Public Good !
Spring.”
every indignity and insult on the route. Here
Senate 13th inst., spoke ot Edward Everett, who were employed also to scale on lands con ways keep this remedy by them.
and Mr. L'pham, the very courteous and oblig
The gross receipts of the occasion were about
Robert AVinthrop and others, as “ old and inert tiguous to those belonging to the State.
he was conveyed to prison by the police, and
Q u it e an A rmy . —Could the thousands of peo
S ad A cc id en t . _Capt. Nicholas Everet, Road fogies, who never eon trolled_a vote or gave form
ing operator in this city, for the despatches §108, and the nett proceeds a little more than
“ Interspersed as these lands arc, over hun
after remaining a week was sent to New York.
dreds of miles in extent, and bordering as they ple who have experience the beneflcal results
repativc to the Lawrence catastrophe published §75 , which will he applied for thc benefit ol Master on the Grand Trunk Railroad, was run or shape to a political meeting.”
which attend the use of Redding s Russia Salve
And this is the treatineut giveirto a free citizen
do,
upon
thc
territory
of
a
foreign
country,
over by the inward bound train a t thc Yarmouth
in tho Gazette of last week.
be convened together, their numbers would ex
thc children’s organization hereafter.
by the party which is demanding, in the name
George AA'. Hackett, a well known citizen of with lumbering operations all around ; and ly ceed thc roll of thc British Army. It is the
The free levee for the children took place on (water) station. Nine cars passed over him
ing in close proximity to, and, in some cases, in Sovereign Remedy for cuts, burns, scalds,
of thc constitution and national loyalty, that
Manchester,
N.
II.,
died
very
suddenly
in
a
fit
B and L e v e e . —The Levee of thc Rockland Friday evening, and was, as nearly as was prac shockingly inano-lin" and crushing his left arm
common w ith lands owned by proprietors, it w o u n d s ’ chapped hands, sores, bunions, corns,
on Thursday evening.
the N orth shall protect their beneficent institu
may be difficult, if not impossible to detect, in etc. Price 2 d cents a box, sold everywhere. **
Band, a t Atlantic Hall on AArcdnesday evening ticable, a repetition of thc entertainm ent of the and leg, aud breaking in his side. Help was
tion of slavery in all the territories of the
every instance, the trespasses which may be
of last week was a very pleasant occasion. A previous evening. A lthough ail improper use instantly obtained, and he was taken into the
P ersonal A ssa u lt . —On Saturday forenoon a committed upon them ; still, it has been my en
U nited States, or else lie branded as traitors.
The free negroes of Arkansas compelled to
goodly company were present, and all seemed was made of tickets in some instances, and Station house, aud thence to the St. Lawrence personal assault was made by Hon. John Babson deavor to make plundering upon the public lands
Southern consistency is being admirably man to find much enjoyment. The music was ex
emigrate or become slaves, are leaving by hun
■nany obtained admission who were not entitled Hotel, where he mained until death relieved on Hon. Flisha Ularke, a t the office of the lat an unprofitable business to those concerned in it, dreds for the free States. They don’t seem to
ifested a t our national capitol. AArc think that cellent and the refreshment tables presented a
him from his sufferings on Sunday morning.
ter, in Bath. I t grew out of a past business by a faithful execution of tho laws of the
to it, the occasion passed off quite pleasantly,
transaction. Thc Times says thc affair will State. For the timber cut in 1857-8, upon appreciate the privilege of becoming slaves.—
an intelligent citizen of a foreign State must be very tempting display of choice edibles. The re
l’he tables were well supplied and presented an
S T O iir thanks are due Charles A. Miller,Esq, probably he brought to thc notice of the Grand lands near the Canada line, under the opera This act of Arkansas can be classed only w ith
sufficiently perplexed in ohserviug our public ceipts of tho occasion were about §85.
Ju ry , if not adjusted before they meet.
array of good things not inferior in quality and and others, for Public State Documents.
tions of J . and S. Glasier, of Now Brunswick, the cruel expulsion of tho Jews from Spam .
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P\ROJVI l E i m O P J E .

In Liberty, Jan. 10th, Eddie A., son o f Tolman and Al
mira T. Young, aged four years.
Once we had a fragrant blossom,
Marshal ' s O f f ic e , Jan. 11. 1860.
Full of sweetness, full of love,
Complaints having frequently been made that certain
DR. Ma TTISON’S INDIAN EMMENAGOGUE.
And the angels came and pluck’d it,
W ashing to n , Jan . 17.
For the beauteous realms above.
Thia celebrated female medicine, possessing virtues un
persons are in the habit of RIDING through ihe streets of
the City in nn immoderate manner ; and that others are in
S en a t e .—After the introduction of several known of anything else of the kind, ia prepared from an
Little Eddie was our darling,
Indian Plant, used by the natives lor the same purpose
Pride of all the hearts at hom e;
the habit of using FIRE ARMS, in violation of the Ordi
bills a ballot for Printer was taken. Whole from time immemorial, and now for the first lime offered
But the breezes floating lightly,
to the public. A knowledge of this plant was obtained
nance respecting their use, to the great danger of the
Came and whispered, Eddie come.
number of votes was 48 of which Bowman from
lives and property of the inhabitants of said City, I
OLD S H E N A N D O A H ,
received 27. Adj.
huve thought proper to publish Chapters XII and XV of
Years may pass, and still we’ll miss him,
on Oneida Chief, who lived near Syracuse, New York, to
And
our
hearts
ne’er
throb
with
glee,
the Revised Ordinances of said City, and to"give notice
H ouse . —There being a slim attendance there
very great nge. Ir is neatly put up in two ounce bot
that all violators of the same will be promptly prosecuted.
tles, with full directions for using, and is warranted to
was a call of the House. Mr. Pennington bring
on the monthly sickness in cases of obstruction,
T. W. CIIADBOURNE, City Marshal.
withdrew his resolution proposing the adoption often in twentj -four hours, after all other remedies have
Little Eddie was our darling,
been tried in vain. This may seem incredible, but if it
Pride of all the hearts at home ;
C
H A PT E R X I I .
of the plurality rule.
fail in any case, the price will be refunded.
But the breezes floating lightly,
r PURELY VEGETABLE,—containing nothing in
Caine and whispered, Eddie come.
No balloting for Speaker.
O f U n l a w f u l a n d I n j u r i o u s P r a c t ic e s *
the least injurious to health, and may be taken with per
fect safety at all times.
S ect . 1. No person shall ride on horse-back, or drive a
LADIES, therefore, in w an t o f a m edicine of this kind,
T ren to n , N. J . Jan . 17.
horse or horses attached to a carriage of any description,
had better G e t t jie B e s t , instead of w asting tim e nnd
or cause them to be driven through any part of the city
Chas. J . Olden was to-day inaugurated Gov. m oney in trying o th er things w hich a re alw ays eith er un
upon an immoderate g ait; and any person or persons who
safe or uncertain, and therefore n ev er w a rran ted , as is
shall violate this provision shall forfeit and pay for each
of N. J . in presence of a largo number of citi this GREAT REMEDY.
and every offence the sum of live dollars, to be recovered
by Express to all parts of the country. Sold only
PORT OF ROCKLANDon complaints by the City Marshal or his Deputy, in the
zens and military. His inaugural address was at Sent
l)n. MATTISON’S REMEDIAL INSTITUTE for
name of the City Treasurer, to the use of the City,
SPECIAL
DISEASES,
N
o
*
2
8
U
n
i
o
n
St«*
P
r
o
v
i

strongly conservative—in favor of the Consti d en ce* R . 1*
S e c t . 2. N o person shall drive any carriage d raw n by
Arrived.
one or m ore horses through an y p a rt o f the c ity , w hen
(O* SENT FREE, by enclosing one stamp, as above,
tution and laws including the Fugitive Slave
Jan 11th, schr Florence, Jameson, Norfolk, lath, schrs the streets, lanes, alleys, public sq u ares o r h ighw ays shall
a Pamphlet on DISEASES OF WOMEM, and on Private Vendovi,
be covered w ith snow o r ice unless th e re shall be three or
Bray,
Camden;
Equal,
Kellar,
Boston.
14th,
Law.
and Chronic Maladies generally ; also CIRCULARS, giv •chs Renown, Arey, Portland. 15th, sch Sarah, Holden, m ore bells attach ed to said horse o r h o ts e s o r th eir haring full information, with undoubted references and testi- Portland; 16th, schs Peru, Thomas, Portland; Wm Grego
i’lls, without which, no medicine of the kind is de ry, Smith, do; Lnura Frances, Higgins, Boston; Sisters,
c*e c t . 3. No owner or driver of any carriage, carl,
gp- We have received from the publisher. J . serving of A ny C o n fd e n c e W h a t e v e r .
Thompson, do; Medora, Rhoades, Salem; ‘A arrior, Crock truck, wagon, sled er sleigh, for pleasure or burthen, shall
Orders by Mail promptly attended to.
ett, Beverly; Lucy Ames, Ames, Frankfort; Concordia. st*«p or place such carriage, cart, truck, wagon, s’led or
December
22
,
1859.
Iy52
Marsh a pretty piece of music entitled “ F or
Pratt, Boston.
sleigh across any street, side-wa’k or cross-walk so as to
prevent other carriages or foot passengers from passing
t h e M o t h e r ’s S a k e , or, Let me kiss him for
on the cross-walk, except such teams as are loading and
Sailed.
unloading; and not more than twenty minutes shall he al
his M other.” The poetry is by T. Mackellar,
M I'S ANDREWS will visit Rockland on the 12th of
Jan 13th, brig Henry Leads, Grant, Mobile; schrs Mel- lowed lor that pnrpose, unless by consent ol the City Mar
and the music by H. Goldsmith. ThiB is a new December and offer to the ladies of this city and vicinity boarae, Spear, Richmond, Va; Minnie Cobb, Ham, New shal. If any person or persons shall violate any of the
lew and beaulifnl
provisions of this or the preceding section, he or they shall
port.
piece of music and not identical with the piece
forfeit aud pay a sum not less than three dollars, to be re
S K IR T S U P P O R T E R ,
covered on complaint by the City Marshal or his Deputy
w ith the same title which has been frequently Which for neatness and comfortable adjustment cannot be
[Reported by A. Parker.]
in the name of the City Treasurer, to the use of the city .’
urpassed.
S e c t . 4. No person being the owner, or havin'* the
sung here.
TENANT’S HARBOR. .
She has also SHOULDER BRACES, and other SUP
charge of anv beast shall unreasonably or cruelly beat or
PORTERS, which, besides their real merit of giving to
otherwise abuse such beast within the city of Rockland.
A R R IV E D .
vearei COMFORT, are the next very im portant step
S e c t . 5. No person shull carry or cast', o r cause to he
Jail 15th, sch Joseph Pish. Bickmore, Camden.
j y The following is the Jo in t Standing Com to regain health.
carried or cast into any o f the streets, lanes, o r o th er pub
ss A, lias letters that will be sure to satisfy, and the
lic places in said city , any dirt, dung, soot, garbage, c a r
mittee of the Legislature, on the State Prison : things that will recommend theinselveB at the
S A IL E D .
rio n , shreds, shavings, filth, soil, lobster shell*, dead* ani
m als, ollal, sto n es, bricks, m ason or brick lay er’s rubbish
Jen 10th. sch Leader, Hart, Bath.
Messrs. Skoltield, Thissell, and Bridges, of
F IR S T S IG H T !
o ra n y nuisance w hatever.
the Senate ; Hopkins of Bluehill, Williams of She may be found at the residence of MRS. FOSTER,
S e c t . h. No person shall expose any goods for sale at
on
W
ater
Street,
where
she
will
remain
a
short
lime.
DOMESTIC PORTS.
pnblic auction, in any street or lane, or upon any sidewalk
Rockland, Houston of Eastport, Thomas of
501f
any other public place within the city, or on any vacant
NEW ORLEANS—Ai 26th, barques Ella, Howes, As- or
Newburgh, Teague of Turner, Brown of Brownlot of land within forty feet of any public street or lane
pinwall
1st
inst;
Sachem,
Atkins,
Boston;
brig
Myra
W
ville, and Elliott of Knox, of the House.
without a permit from the Mayor and Aldermen or some
Holt, Hodge, Bluehill.
person
by them authorized.
Towed to sea 16th, ships R Jacobs, Montebello, Moun
Col. Williams, Representative from this city,
S e c t . 7. No person snail carry, cast or lay any large
taineer; 2.’st. Arthur, John W att.
heap of snow in any si reel, lane, or public
is also a member of the Committee on “ Banks
Towed to sea 28ih, bnrques II S Fisk, Rambler; brig T body of ice
W Rowiand; 29th, Bhip Ruthven; barque A H Kimball; quare ol the city, or cause the same to be done, without
,
. ~
oHcti iiuo small
and Banking.”
1st inst, ships £.agl*, M E Campbell.
Adv, ship Lemuel Dyer, for Havre with quick despatch. Pieces and spread upon such street, lane or public square.
pted—at 2 o’clock and 6 1-2
S ec t 8 . No person shall pass wiih a wheel-barrow,
Ar 6 th, sch Ouatavia, Jameson, Havana.
hand-sled or hand cart on any sidewalk within the city, or
o’clock, A. M, The 2 o’clock Stage will connect with the
Ar
14th,
ships
Cavalier,
Butler,
and
Margaret
Pollock,
D eath or M acaulay . —I t will be seen by the cars leaving at 10.40, A. M-, for Portland and Boston, and
sutler them to stand thereon ; nor shall any person place
Cruikshand, London
connects with the Damariscotta and Gardiner Stage.
S a Va NN a II—Ar 3d, brig Susan, West, Rockland; schr any box, Imle of goods or other article on any sidewalk so
last foreign despatches, th a t Thomas Babington also
ns to encumber the same, nor suffer the same to remain
RETURNING—Will leave HATH for Wiscasset, Dam G E Prescott. Pendleton, Roc.klund.
Waldoboro’, Warren, Thomaston and Rock
RICHMOND—Ar 10th, Lion, Furbish, and Benjamin thereon during the night : provided a reasonable time
Macaulay, the eminent English historian, died ariscotta,
shall be allowed for receiving and delivering goods or mer
land at 8 A. M. Second Stage will leave at 3 P. M or on Willis, Staples, Rockland.
or other articles into or from any store, shop,
a t London, on the 28th of December, a t the arrival of the train from Portland and Boston.
WILMINGTON, NC—Ar 12th, sch Cameo, Cooper, chandize
house or other place.
A Stage also leaves MAINE HOTEL, D a m a r i s c o t t a Kockpi-rt. Cld I21I1. brig Delaware; Cobb, Boston,
age of 59 years.
S e c t . 9 No person shall hang or cause to he hung any
for Gardiner, immediately on the arrival of the 2 A. M.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 13th, barque Canton, Ameshury,
Stage from Rockland, on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fri Brunswick, Ga: sch L S Levering, Corson, Cienfuegos
goods or other thing over any sidewalk ; nor suffer his
days passing by Damariscotta Mills and through Ainu,
BOSTON—Ar 15th, brigs P Lacoste, French, Mobile Dec cellar door or passage from the sidewalk into any cellar to
be kept open when not In immediate use, nor in Htiy case
D irigo L e v e e . —Dirigo Engine Company, Whitefield, East Pittston and Pittston arriving at Gardi- 3, via Holmes 1 Hole and Portland; Lyra, Barton, Calais.
in time for the Boston train of cars and also the
Ar 16th, barque Nineveh, (of Thomastoh) Robinson, N after sunset, except a good and sufficient light be constant
No. 3, will hold their annual levee on Tuesday Stage for Lewiston.
Orleans 26th ult, SW Pass 29th. Saw 7th inst, lat 28 37, ly kept at the entrance of such door or passage ; nor suffRETURNING—Will leave Gardiner for the above nam Ion 79 07, barque Harriet S Fisk, (of Thomaston) Fisk, frill
any spout to lead water on the aide walk over the head
evening, the 14th of February.
' any passenger.
ed places on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays on the •\ew Orleans for Nantes.
arrival of the above train and Stage arriving at DamarisS e c t . 10. No person shall hitch any horse, ox, orany
HOLMES’S HOLE, Jan 14—Ar schs Lonson Dean, Pack
cotta in season to connect with the Stage from Bath to ard; 1 C Horton, Spoffurd; Ralph Postt, Bucklin, and Jus- other beast, or feed or cause to be fed any horse, ox or any
; y We understand th a t Rev. G. S. Slattery, Rockland. F a r e $ 1 , 2 5 .
tina, Brewster, Rockland for New York; Lebanah, Steele, other beast, on or across any sidewalk 01 cross-walk in
any part of the city.
J . T . BERRY 6c CO., P r o p r ie t o r s .
Calais for do; v hallenge, Hall, St George for do.
Rector of St. Peter's Church in this city, has
klnnd July 14. 1BN9
29if
S ec t . 11. No person shall pass with any horse, oxen or
San 15—Ar sch Beauchamp, Haskell, Norfolk for Cam
other 1east, nor with any cart, wagon, chaise or other ve
den.
received an invitation to assume the pastoral
hicle, along or across any side-walk in the city.
rH lT o R ^ flF lfiW G ia S H REMEDY.
^ ect . 12. No person shall play at the game of hat and
charge of a Church in Philadelphia.
FOREIGN PORTS.
ball, nor strike any ball with a bat, nor throw any stones,
SIR JAM ES CLARKE’S
, “..... .r clubs
*'"u_ i the streets, lanes or public squares
Ar at St Jago, Dec 22d, barque Zidon, Grie, Savannah. brick-bats
Sid prev to Dec 12th, from Callao, ships Northern Chief, of the city.
C e le b r a t e d F e m a l e F i l l s .
j y The ladies of the Free W ill Baptist
S e c t . 13. N o person shall plnce o r affix aw nings to his
Veazie, and Abner Stetson, Stetson, Cork.
At Bombay Nov 26th, ship Clarissa Bird, Bird, for Hull, house, shop o r sto re in any stre e t in the c ity , unless such
Church and society will hold a Fair and Levee, Prepared fro m a prescription o f Sir J. Clarke,
aw nings or sh ades 6hall extend to the o u te r line o f the
E, gels $1 15s, and others.
alk and he safely affixed and supported in such m an 
M. D ., Physician Extraordinary lo the
a t Granite Hall, on Tuesday evening next, Jan.
Ar at Liverpool, Dec 24th, Camden, Tallman, CI1&1lea- sidew
ner as not to interfere w ith passengers, nor unless th e sam e
ion; 25th, John Spear, Spear, New Orleans.
Queen.
24th. There is no pleasanter way to unite ra
be, in the low est p a rt, seven feet above the s tre e t o r side
Ar at Queenstown 27th, Alice Counce, Singer, Callao.
w alk under them .
This invaluable Medicine is unfailing in the cure of al
tional enjoyment w ith the contributing to a those painful and dangerous diseases to which the female Ar ut Cuxhuven 28th, Baltic,*11noper, Miuatitlan.
S ect 14 Any person or persons w h o shall be guilty of
constitution is subject. It moderates all exeess, and re
a violation o f any provision o f the fo u rth , fifth, sixth, sev 
worthy object than by patronizing these pleas moves
en th . eighth, n in th , ten th , elev en th , tw e lfth o r th irteen th
all obstructions, and a speedy cure m aybe relied
DISASTERS.

LA TEST N EW S.

THE GREAT INDIAN REMEM

B y Telegraph to Bath Times o f the 18th inst.

-----F o r F e m a l e s * -----

ICE TOOLS Great Bargains.

City of Rockland.

MARINE

JOURNAL.

A Card to the Ladies.

Stage and Railroad Notice.

OP

EVERY

FO R

DRUGS, MEDICINES

DESCRIPTION

T H E Subscriber

wishing to close oat his

SALE

BOOTS, SHOES, RUBBERS,

large Stock of

— AT THE—

°

CHEM ICALS!
HAVE just returned from Boston, with the largest and
best assorted Stock ever offered before in this City__
IBought
at the low est C
M
, 1 w ill sell at an honor
ash

ark

able profit.

F. G. COOK, City Drug Store.
Rockland, October 27, 1859.
44 if

HATS, CAPS, FURS,

AGRICULTURAL ROOMS,

Lard Oil and Sperm Candles,
DEC EIV ED thia day, at
JY
47tf
F. G. COOK’S City Drug Store.

FIJR1Y1 SUMJYOG G O O D S,

— OF—

Curtis’ Core for Baldness.
F. G. COOK’S,
City Drug Store.

offers them to purchasers at greatly reduced prices

G E O . II i M O U S E &. CO
N o , 26 N o rth M ark et S treet,
BOSTON.
January 1, 1860.

American and Foreign Patents.

FO R 6 0 DAYS.
Persons in want of anything in this line will do well to
call before purchasing elsewhere as the goods will all be
sold at some price in the next 60 days
G W. KIMBALL, J r .,
No* 7 K i m b a l l B l o c k .
Rockland, Dec. 7, 1859.
50tf

Drugs, M edicines and

R . EC. E D D Y ,

S p ald in g’s* P repared G lue,
^ ^ s ^ l^ a t1^113^ ^ aaB* Earthen and Wooden Ware, for
47lf

Q F Drug., and Patent Medicine., received thie day t t
U tf

66 State S treet, o p p osite K ilb y Street,

F. G COOK’S,
City Drug Store.

D Y E STU FFS,

J

BOSTON.

UST received at

J. S. HALL 6c CO.’S,
No. 3 Spear Block.

49tf

JyJEW RAISINS,
an extensive practice of upwards of twenty
AFTER
years, continues to secure Patents in the United
S tates; also in Great Britain, France, and other foreign
countries. Caveats, Specifications, Bonds, Assignments,
and all Papers or Drawings for Patent, executed on liberal
terms, and with despatch. Researches made into Ameri
can or Foreign works, to determine the validity or utility
of Patents or Inventions,—nnd legul or other advice ren
dered in nil m atters touching the same. Copies of the
claims of any Patent furnished by remitting One Dollar.
Assignments recorded at Washington.
This Agency is not only the largest in New England, but
through it inventors have advantages for securing patents,
or ascertaining the patentability of inventions, unsurpass
ed by, if not immeasurably superior to, any which can be
offered them elsewhere. The testimonials below given
prove that none is MORE SUCCESSFUL AT THE PA
TEN T OFFICE than the subsciber ; and as SUCCESS IS
THE BEST PROOF OF A !»VANTAGES AND ABILITY,
he would add that he has abundant reason lo believe, and
can prove, that at no other office of the kind are
charges for professional services so moderate. The im
mense practice of the subscriber during twenty years past,
has enabled hint to accumulate a vast collection of specifi
cations ami official decisions lelative to patents. These,
besides his extensive library o f legal and mechanical
works, and full accounts of patents granted in the United
Stales and Eutope, render him able, beyond question, to
offer superior facilities for obtaining patents.
All necessity of a journey to Washington, to procuren
patent, and the usual great delay there, are here saved in
ventors.
—

CITY DRUG STORE.

Swedish Leaches.

SO L IC IT O R OF P A T E N T S ,
Late Agent o f B. S. Patent Office, Washington,
(under the Act of 1837.)

F. G. COOK’S, City Drug Store.

A n oth er Invoice

Silver Soap.
at
F OR polishing Silver dice.,
F. G. COOK’S, City Drug Store.
C oughs , C olds ,

and

the H acking C ough in C on su m ptio n ,
B r o n c h it is , W h o o pin g C ouoh , A sth 
ma , C a t a r r h , relieved by BROWN’S

CITRON,
CURRANTS,
TAMARINDS,

BRONCHIAL TROCHES, or Color
L o z en g es .

LIMES,
&c., &c.
Just received and for sale low bv
J. S. HALL ir. CO.,
49tf
No. 3 Spear Block.

S h a k er H erbs,
TjlRESII and r

H oa rsen ess

I n fl u e n z a , I r r it a t io n . So r e n e ss , or
any affection of the Throat CURED,

FIGS,

“ A simple and elegant combination for Cooohs, dec.
Dr . G. F. B ig e l o w , Boston.
“ Have proved extremely serviceable fo r H o a r sen ess . ”
R ev . H enry W ard B e e c h e r .

“ I recommend their use to P u b l ic S pe a k e r s .”
R ev . E. H. C h a p in , New York.
u Mcst salutary relief in B r o n c h it is .”
R ev . S. S m o f r ib d , M orristow n, Ohio.

v, for sale by

. rf. HALL 6c CO., No. 3 Spear Block.

A d m in istr a to r ’s Sale.
to a license from the Ho.v. 3
F
P URSUANT
Judge of Probate, within and for the County of Lin
coln, I shall sell at public Auction, on the premises, at one
b d er

alsl

o’clock P. M., on Tuesday, January 31st, 1860, all the
right, title and interest which HORACE WILLIAMS, ol
South Thomaston, had at the time of his death to the idlowing diserihed Real Estate, it being the homestead of
the said Williams, and where he lived at the time of his
death being the same premises conveyed to the said Wil
liams by Wm. McLoon.
M. W. FARWELL, Administrator of said Estate.
3wl

“ Beneficial when Compelled tc apeak, suffering from
R ev . S. J. P. A n d er so n , St. Louis.
Effectual in removing Hoarseness and irritation o f
the Throat, so common with S pea k er s and S in g e r s .”
Prof. M. STAC x JOHNSON, LaGrange, Ga.
Teacher of Music, Southern Female College,
“ Great benefit when taken before and after preaching,
as they prevent Hoarseness, b rom their past effect. I
think they will be o f permanent advantage to me ”
R ev . E. Bo w l e y , A. M.,
President Athens College, Tenn.
Sold by all Druggists, at 2 3 cents per box.
Also, Brown ’s L a x a tiv e T roches , or Cathartic Los
enges, for Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Constipation, Headache. Bilious Affections, SfC.
October 28, 1859.
6m44
C o ld .”

TESTIMONIALS.
“ I regard Mr. Eddy as one of the most capable and
successful practitioners with whom 1 have had official in
T E N PE R CENT. BONDS
tercourse.”
CHAS. MASON,
OF THE
Commissioner of Patents.
“ I have no hesiiation in assuring Inventors that they
An experienced Nurse and Female Physician, presents to
cannot employ a person more competent and trust
the attention of mothers her
worthy, and more capable of putting their applications in
$ 4 3 ,0 0 0 D U E 1879,
a form to secure for them an early and favorable consider
ation at the P atent Office.
EDMUND BI llKE.”
Late Commissioner of Patents.
“ Boston, February 8, 1858.
Principal and Interest payable at American E x
Hr. R. II. Eddy has made for me THIRTEEN appli
change Bank, New York.
cations, on all but o ne ol which patents have been grant
which greatly facilitates the process ol teething, by soft
ed, and that one is now pending. Such unmistakable
ening the gums, reducing all infiimation—will allay ALL
proof of great talent and ability on his part leads in
W E offer for sale $43,000 of T er P er C e n t . B onds , is PAIN and spasmodic action, and is
ecoinmend all inventors to apply lo him to procure their sued by the City of St. Joseph, Missouri, for the “■River
SURE TO REGULATE THE BOWELS.
aicnts, as they may he sure of having the most faithful and W harf Improvement.” The loan, authorized for this
attention bestowed on their cases, and at very reasonable purpose was $100,000, of which $50,000 was issued in Depend upon it, mothers, it will rest to yourselves, and
charges.
JOHN TAGGART.’
R ELIEF AND HEALTH TO YOUR INFANTS.
1858, and we now offer the balance. The bonds are is
From Sept. 17th, 1857, to June 17th, 1858, the subscrib- sued under a special Act of the Legislature, approved by a
We have put up and sold • th is article for over ten
in course uf his large practice, made, on t <•ice rejected direct vote of the people ; and the payment of principal y e a rs,n n d can sa y , in coN-P*f f id e n c e and t r u t h of it,
and interest is provided by a S p e c ia l T a x , which is irre- ! what we have never b e e n a b l e to say o f any other
sections of this o rdinance shall fo tfeit and pay for each applications, SIXTEEN APPEALS, EVERY ONE ol penlable until the bonds are fully paid.
an t entertainments. Let everybody go.
Ship
William
Stetson,
(of
Thomaston)
Stimson,
(before
which
was
decided
in
m
s
f
a
v
o
r
,
by
the
Commissioner
ol
medicine----NEVER
H a S |- J IT FAILED IN A SINGLE
and
every
offence
no
t
less
th
an
three
n
o
r
m
ore
than
five
TO M A R R IE D L A D IE S
Saint Joseph is situated on the Missouri River, at the INSTANCE, TO E F F E C T -^ A CURE, when timely
Putents.
reported burnt at sen) was discovered to De on lire on the
s peculiarly suited. It will, in a shot time, bring on 1st Dec, about 4 o’clock, A. M., when smoke was discov dollars.
western terminus of the Hannibal and Saint Joseph Rail used. Never iliJ we knovv^H an instance of •lissatisfao
r*KCT. 15. All regulations in this or any other ordinance
R.
U.
EDDY.
Rev. Mr. Dunbar of Penobscot received a
road,
which
makes
it
the
gateway
to
the
great
territories
ered in the forecastle. The forecastle was taken off to get of the city iu relation to streets, highways, lanes, alleys,
e monthly period with regularity.
i by any one who usedj^. it. On the contrary, all
Boston, Jan. 1, 1860.
iy 2
ol Kansas, Nebraska, Utah, dec., and as it is the most
visit from his parishioners on the 22d u lt.,
the cause of the smoke but the smoke increased so public squares, or sidewalks, shall apply to all streets,
delighted with its o p e r -|^ ations, ai»d speak in terms
Each bottle, Price One Dollar, bears the Government at
wes’ern point reached by railroad, it is the great outfitting of highest coiuinendationrt^ of its magical effects and
alarmingly that immediately all was stopped up to check highways, lanes, alleys, public squares or sidewalks which
which resulted in an increase of hi3 capital Stamp of Great Britain, to prevent counterfeits.
point for ihe new gold regions ut Pike’s Peak. From its medical virtues. W e sp eak ^ ^ in this m atter “ w h a t w e
the combustion. Smoke was soon after seen coming up uie actually opened and used by the public, whether the
stock of more than fifty dollars. Two barrels
geographical position, it must always command a large do k n o w ,” after ten year’s e x p e r i e n c e , and pl e b o c
the pumps and through the decks. Bore up for the W est same have been laid out and legally accepted or not.
C A U T I O N .
share of the trade with the vast country which stretchts our r e pu t a t io n for t iie W f u l f il m e n t of w h a t w e
ern Islands, being then about 501) miles distant. Towards
of flour were hauled by the energetic young
S eo t . 16. No person shall knowingly sell or offer for
beyond it to the Rocky Mountains
These Pills should not be taken by females during the evening saw the ship W V Moses, from New Orleans for sale within the city any unwholesome, stale or putrid ar
h e r e d e c l a r e . 1it a lm o stn r every instance where the
ladies.
It is the second city in Missouri, ranking next to St. infant is suffering from p a in ^ I and exhaustion, relief will
(which carried them to Liverpool,) and finding ticles of provisions, nor any meat that has been blown,
M R. BARNS
F i r s t T h r e e M o u th * of Pregnancy, as they are sure Liverpool
Louis, in population and commercial importance. Its tax he found in fifteen or tw en-j-^ ty minutes after the syrup
the speed of the fire so rapid as to make all efforts to
raised
or
stuffed,
nor
any
measly
pork,
nor
any
diseased
Will commence a New School in able properly has increased over $750,uOO in the last year, is administered.
Capt. Benjamin Houston, of Searsport, while to bring on m iscarriage; but at any other time thev are press it hopeless, the captain and crew took refuge on I meat of any kind And if any person shall violate any of
t**d This valuable prepara
and the city revenue has increased over twenty-five p^r tion is the prescription oi>14 one of the most INEXPE
board that ship, saving nothing but their clothes. Soon j the provisions ol this section lie shall forfeit and pay for
plain dancing,
engaged in his cellar, on Friday last, was sud safe.
cent, during the same lime. Its growth is rapid, substan RIENCED and SKILL-,- . FUL NURSES iu New
after the ship burst out all in ablaze. The captuin is of each and every offence the sum of live dollars,
denly seized with a lit, of which he died almost
In all cases of Nervous nnd Spinal Affections, Pain in opinion that the fire was caused by friction in the hold, the j S e c t . 17. No person shall place nor caused to be placed
C o n t r a D a n c e s , C o t il l o n s tial and legitimate. The population now exceeds $12,000, England, aud has been u s e d U 1 with never f a il in g «UC
the taxable property is four and one quarter millions ol cess in
instantly. He was about 00 years of age.
he Back and Limbs, Fatigue on slight exertion, palpita ve sel having worked and strained considerable after leav
laid in any street, lane, alley or public square in said
n n d S p a n is h D a n c e s ,
dollars, and the gross revenue for the present year exreeds
ing Mobile; or by fire that by some means had got into the
T H O U S A N D S ^ OF CASES.
y, within one mile of the Boat Office, any lumber, frame,
tion of the H eart, Hysterics, and W hites, these Pills will cotton before being shipped.
$52,000. Its financial affairs are managed in the most con
tree for a mast or other purpose, boards, shingles, granite•be
N
E
W
H
A
L
L
,
O child from pain, but invig
servative munner, and the rate of taxation is only six mills
Barque Elberta, from Rio Janeiro for New Orlean*,
It not only relieves the--*
lion Nathan Dane has accepted the office of effect a cure when all other means have failed, and al wrecked
k, limerock, cord-wood or any things which shall en
on the dollar, including both general and special taxes.
on the Colorados 20th uU., was 346 tons, built at cumber said street, luiu, alley or public square. And the
orates
the
stomach amlv/d bowels, corrects acidity,
though a powerful remedy, do not contain iron, calomel, Penobscot Me, in 1819, where she was owned, aud rated
We invite the attention of capitalists, and parties who and gives tone and energy _ to the whole system. It
State Treasurer.
i sufficient
City Marshal or his deputy may remove such lumber,
desite a sound security, at a high rate of interest, to this will almost instantly re-GG lie/e
A2 The Elberta ha 1 a cargo of 5000 bags of coffee.
antimony*, or any thing hurtful to the constitution.
granite, and liu.e-rock, or any other articles, when left in
loan.
Brig Pres Z Taylor, of Belfast, from Port Ewen for Bos any street, lane, alley, or public square aforesaid, ut the
James Crangale, an Irishman, has been im Full directions accompany each package.
TERM S :
Orders per mail will receive prompt attontion. For fur
ton abandoned at sea in a sinking condition 29th ult, was expense
GRIPING IN
N T H E^. 1
of
the
owner
thereof
;
provided
however,
that
For
Gentlemen
and
Boys
for
12
lessons
$2,00,
payable
in
Sole Agents for the United States and Canada,
ther information apply to
prisoned, tarred and feathered, and expelled
built at Belfast in 1847, 149 tons, and rated A 2 1-2.
\VlN D j> (
when any person shall have no suitable or proper place advance.
JOB MOSES,
Brig Winyaw of Bucksport, al New York from Paler near his dwelling-house, store, shop or office, iu which
from Georgia, under an accusation of abolition
For
Ladies
and
Children,
for
12
lessons
$1,50,
paya
bl
mo, bad hoisterons weather for 10 days off the Western
and
overcome
convulsions,^^
which if not speedily rem
(Late
I.
C.
Baldwin
6c
Co.)
ood
for
immediate
use,
as
fuel,
can
be
sawed
or
prepared
ism, got up by a man from whom he tried to
in advance.
Islands, and lost foretopgallunt, Ac.
BANKERS,
N
edied,
end
in
death.
VVe^n believe it the b est and
such person may deposit the same upon the side of the
MR. BARNS can be seen daily for particulars at the
Rochester, N. Y,
collect a debt.
December 29, 1859.
SUREST REMEDY in t h e M w o r l d , in all cases o f
street, lane, alley, or public square so as not to obstruct T h o r n d ik e H o t e l . Private lessons given infancy ande
DYSENTERY
AND
D
l-#
}
ARRHCEA
IN CHIL
N . B. $1,00 and 6 p o stage sta m p s enclosed to an y au
the travelled path or side-walk, a time sufficient to have tasliionable dancing.
SPOKEN.
DREN, whether it a r is e s |_ frem teething, or from any
the same sawed and prepared, not exceeding twenty-four
A P a triarch F a l l e n .— Mr. Joseph Stimpson thoiized A gent, will in su re a b o ttle o f th e Pills by retu rn
Rockland, Jun. 10, 1850.
3w3
other cause. We w o u ld ^ j say to every mother who
Dec 17, lat 31 45. Ion 72 1-2, ship Edward O’Brien, 13 hours, without the permission of the City Marshal, and
died in Elliot, Me, Jan . 2d, 1800, aged 89 mail.
days out from New Orleans for Liverpool.
hits a child suffering fro m ^ j any of the loregoing com
when the owner of any of the aforesaid articles or things
plaints—do s o r LER YOUR
PREJUDICES, NOR THE PRE
Dec 25, oil'Cape Antonio, brig Lillian, of Eastport, from
years, 10 months. He was born in Charles
For sula hy Cl. I». FESSENDEN, J. S. HALL & CD.
4 < l i n i l l i ! * t r .T t n i - V K a le .
JUDICES ON o t h e r s , stiitid^^ between your suffering
shall be unknown, it shall be the duty of the City Marshal
town, Mass., in 1770. His grandm other, whose Rockland 5 and one Druggist iu every town in ihc U nited
Y virtue of a license from ihe Judge of Probate for the
child and the relief th a i^ ^ will he SURE—yes, AB
or
his
Deputy
to
cause
the
same
to
be
cried
by
the
com
Slates.
County
of
Lincoln,
will
be
sold
at
private
sale,
on
name was “• Bunker, ” gave name to the cele
SOLUTELY
SURE—
to
#
follow the use of this med
M .S. BURR, A* CO„ No. 1 Cornhill, Boston Whole
mon crier; and unless such articles or things shall be duly Monday, the 13th day of February, A D., 1860, at the
icine, if timely used. Full--T directions lor using will
removed within forty-eight hours after the same shall have dwelling house of the subscriber, in the City of Rockland,
brated Hill of that name, having owned a large sale Agents for New England.
accompany each buttie.—
None genuine unless ihefac
11. 11. HAY 6c CO., Wholesale Agents for the State of
been so cried, and the cost thereof paid, he shall sell the so much of the Ileal Estate of the late Edmond Grover, as
tract of land, embracing that renowned spot.— Maine.
simile of CURTIS 6c P E R -^ ^ KINS, New-York, is ou
seme at public auction, and after deducting the reasonable
will raise the sum of six hundred dollars. The said Es For sale only at
When Joseph was a boy, another small boy was
the outside wrapper.
charges, shall pay the balance into the C ry Treasury.
March 11, 1859.
12tf
tate consists in lot of land and the buildings thereon, situ
Sold
by
Druggists
through-*^
out
the world.
S
e
c
t
.
18.
No
person
shall
occupy
any
street,
Jane
or
W
IGHT
&
CASE’S.
COBB,
shot down a t his side, by the Regulars who
ated in the North part of the City of Rockland, bounded
And all who doubt it should come to
M A N S F I E L D ’S
Principal office, No. I3f!!f Cedar S u, New-York.
public square far the purpose of placing wood, lumber
the Southeast by Front Street, Northeast by land of
43tf
Rockland, Oct. 19, 1859.
were passing the house where they were.
any material intended to be used iu erecting or repairing on
Sold In Rockland by C. P. FESSENDEN. J. S. H A L L*
Francis
L.
Jones,
Samuel
H.
Tyler
and
the
Alexander
BarVEGETABLE M I T I G A T O R .
any building on any land abutting on any of the streets, rows lot, Northwest by Lincoln Rhoades and Silvester
CO., and F. G COOK.
lanes, public squares or other pnblic places withm the Manning’s, Southwest by road leading from Camden street,
January 18, 1859.
]y4
F rom M ex ico . —Tho people along the nation
In preparing this Medicine for public use, the author has
w thout the license of the Mayor and Aldermen or so called, at the dwelling house of Josiah Acborn, to the
A N D S E E F O R T H E M S E L V E S . city,
some poison hy them authorized for that purpose. And aforesaid
al road had organized a Vigilance Committee, spared neither pains, labor, nor cost, to make it worthy of
Front street at the plaie of beginning.
M
I
N
T
O
J
S
L
E
N
publtc patronage and a name which it privately claims.
the
Mayor
aud
Aldermen,
or
such
person
as
they
may
appleasant village of South Thomaston
and hung 100 highwaymen who had infested Its qualities are not produced hy a combination of cheap
LUCY GROVER, Administratrix.
p o in t,;
hereby authorized to grant such permission in
January 9, 1860.
3w3
rith Garden, Well of w ater Ac. Also a
the road. Travel is now safe from Vera Cruz ingredients, but are the result of a union of superior and
rui allot such a part of the stteet or other pubT. A. W entworth has a trade
Cook Stove and Household Furniture, (if desired.) The
costly articles. Its real cost is double that of many medi
fic pla as they may think necessary and sufficient for
That
never
will
diminish,
to the capital.
above
must
be
sold
by 'he first o f March next, and can be
cines in the market w hnh pretend to have equal excel
the purpose, aud so us to leave convenient room for carls LINCOLN, SS.—At a Court of Probate, held at Wiscas
Because his goods excel all,
lence -its superiority is beyond dispute. This statement
set, within and for the County of Lincoln, on the ihiid purchased at a GRE a T BARGAIN, it applied for soon,
and carriages to pass therein ; and the part so allotted 1
for Cash, Approved Credit, or in ext hange for Neat Stock,
day oi January, A. D. 1860.
be used for placing all materials for any such building
The Morse telegraph patent expires in 1801, does not test upon my single assertion, but is corroborat
In Material, Style and Finish.
Domestic Goods or other movable property.
N O . 2 P E R R Y ’S N E W B L O C K ,
by the testimony of the first physicians in Massachu
other purposes, and for receiving the rubbish arising there- p
AMANDA IIE a I.EY, Widow of D odge H e a l e y ,
and will then be free to the public. It will ed
His Hats and Caps of every style.
JOEL ADAMS.
setts and Maine, to whom the formula has been presented.
and ull*the rubbish a lining therefrom or thereby VJo laie of Thomaston, in said County, deceased, having
So. Thomaston, Nov. 24, 1859.
49tf
His Boots and Shoes in fashion,
Lime Reck Street, 2 Doors West of Post Office.
cause considerable extension of telegraph lines, The great virtue of the Mitigator consists in the extraor
shall be fully and entirely removed, and carried away at presented her application for dower in the Real Estate of
strength and perfection to which its composition
the expense of the person so building or repairing and
and will give rise to a good deal of competi dinary
which the said deceased died seized and possessed :
Are waiting ready to be shown
j has been carried, nnd this is shown by its rapid, complete,
occupying said street or other public plnce, in such time
O
r
d
e
r
e
d
,
That
the
said
Widow
give
notice
to
all
per
To all who are without them.
tion ?
and successful operation in cases of neuralgia, pain, swell
as shall lie limited and expressed iu such license aforesaid sons interested, by causing a copy of this Order to ba
ing and stiffness of the joints, rheumatism, nervous and
S e c t . 19. The owner or driver ol any truck, cart, published three weeks successively in the Rockland Ga
His Ladies’ Furs, a monstrous pile,
headache, scrofula, dyspepsia, bronchitis or sore
vagon, sled, sleigh or other carriage, shall place the same zette printed at Rockland, that they may appear at a Pro
y “ Time ” will show w hat that one line sick
All ready for inspection,
throat, canker and old ulcerous sores, cramps, cholera,
lengthwise of the street and as near as possible to the post bate Court, to he held at Wiscasset in said County, on the
i choice an assortment of NEW YORK
Are
capable
of
shedding
warmth
dysentery,
diarrhea,
flesh
wounds,
burns,
lameness
of
the
orcu.bstone of the side-walk of the street in which he seventh day of February, A. D 1860, and shew cause, if
under our Special Notice head doth mean.
back, side or brf-ast, iuflumation 0 ! the bowels, and all
shall stand ; nor shall any carls, trucks or other curriii
To all the down-east na lion.
any they have, why the same should not be allowed.
moibid conditions of the system. It may be used inter
so stand a- to prevent the free passage of two it
BEDER
F
a
LES,
Judge
of
Probate.
'
His Rubber Gloves and Overshoes—
nally or externally.
abreast in the streets, lanes or other public places, aud
Card.
Copy—Attest :—E. F oote , Register.
3w3
Confectionery and Sugar Toys,
P repared only by W m. P , M a n s f ie l d , R ockland, M e.,
1 really cannot mention—
they shall be arranged by said owners or drivers, under
The members of the Rockland Band embrace this op
1 w hom all orders m u st be addressed.
the order and by the direction of the City Murshal. Anil
One half this Gent, now has to sell
portunity to return their grateful acknowledgements lo the
For sale at C. F. Fessenden’s, Rockland, and in dtug
any person violating any of the provisions cf this section, LINCOLN SS.—At ;t Court of Probate held al Wisrasset
Nuts. Fruits, Raisins, Prunes, Currants, Figs, Dates <Scc.,
Ladies who so generously and kindly projected the Levee
For a small consideration.
within
and
for
the
County
of
Lincoln
on
the
third
day
of
ores generally, throughout the country
shall forfeit aud pay a sunt of not less than one dollar nor
as the market affords.
January, A. D. 1860.
of last Wednesday evening, aid which they carried for
41 tf
October 5, 1859.
No wonder that when days are fair
more than three dollars.
ALSO,—Some of the best brands of
manufac
ward with such successful results. The satisfaction of tile
EVI SMALLEY, named Executor in a certain instrutured, namely : Flemming’s Golden ALE, Taylor’s, Boyd
Ills ptyce is always crowded,
members of the Band at so agreeable an enieitainment
J ment purporting to he the lust will and testament of
A. Brothers, Massy’s, Collins, Mackintire’s, M. Vassers 6c
is only equaled by their appreciate n of the kindness which
CHAPTER XV.
No wonder it is just the same
W il l ia m W S m a l l e y , late of St. George, in said County,
'llE subscriber would respectfully inform the Co.’s
prepared it, and they will hold in grateful estimation the
deceased, having presented the same for Probate :
When the heavens above are clouded ,
U se of F ir e A rm s.
public that he has taken the
efforts of the Ladle* which have conferred upon them a
O rdered , That the said Executor give notice to all per
material benefit, and the kindness of their fellow-citizens
For not on this Atlantic shore
PALE A N D A M BE R ALE,
If any person shall fire or discharge any gun or pistol irom sona interested, by causing a copy of this order to be post
which made those efforts successful.
Cun Ladies and Gents be suited.
PALM ERS
BLOCK,
the top or window of any house or other building, or in or ed up in some public place in the town of St. George and
Rockland, Juu. 16, 1859.
Iw4
constantly ou draught and for sale. ALSO,—Meakin’*
across any street, lane, alley, public square, field, grove or by publishing the same in the Gazette printed at Rockland
As well as by this man—whose claims
SION BI.UE MORTAR.
lou Pale Ale and Porter, a superior article. ALSO,—
wharf, or in any yard or garden, within half a mile of any three weeks successively, that they may appear at a Pro O n L im e R o c k S t r e e t , P e r r y ’* B lo c k ,
Have never been disputed.
4tf
R. Byass & Hibbert’s London Porter for sale by the bottl*
U~r Ladies’ thick-sole heeled Congre: a Boots, $1.25,
dwelling house in the city, such person shall forfeit and bate Court to be held at W iscasse;, in said County, on near the Post Office, where he will remain a short time.
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in DRUGS, M EDICINES
cask.
pay lor every such offence, a fine o f not less than one dol the first Tuesday of March next, and, shew cause, if any
w ithout heels, $1 00, at W e n t w o r t h ’s No. 2 Spoffbr CHEMICALS and PATENT MEDICINES o f everv ap
All kinds of pictures made from a Cheap Ambrotype to or
they
have,
why
the
said
instiun.ent
should
not
be
proved,
geod assortment of Pickles, Olives, Limes,
lar. nor more than five dollars ; provided, that nothing
proved Kind, CHOICE PERFUM ERY, HAIR DYES
a Photograph, and small rainatures enlarged to Cabinet a LSO,—A
45tf
Block.
Capers, Ketchup, Olive Oil, Mustard, Pepper Sauce,
herein contained shall be eousirued as to prohibit any per- appoved, and allowed us the last will and testament of or Life Size.
SOAPS. COSMETICS. JELLIE S, OLIVES, CITRON,
Brandy Peaches and Cherries, Extracts, Syrups,
from exercising the right of self defence, defence of said deceased.
MACE FIGS, LARD and LINSEED OILS, PAINTS.
Positive and Negative Collodion for sale.
BEDER FALES, Judge of Probate.
Jellies,
Jam s, Orange Flower Water, Rose
property,
aiding
civil
officers,
or
obeying
the
orders
ol
the
STUFFS, PAINT BRUSHES and PORTERS j^ R . YOUNG may be consulted at the
O - PLEASE GIVE HIM A CALL.
A true Copy—A ttest:—E. F o o t e , Register.
3w3
W ater, Lemon Syrup, Tamarinds. ChamL IM E , W OOD & CASK M A R K E T DYE
officers of any military company, when drilling, parading
BURNING FLUID. All of which will be sold at the
paigne Cider, Tobacco, Cigars, Sar
n duty.
V. C T A R B O X , A rtist,
lowest market prices for c a s h o r a p p r o v e d c r e d it*
C O M M E R C IA L H O U SE ,
dines,
Cooking Extructs, dec.
To the Judge o f Probate within andfor the Coun
Rockland, Dec. 26, 1859.
Uf
Rockland. October 7, 1857.
41tf
Reported for the Gazette, by
till Monday, January 23d.
ty o f Lincoln.
A L D E N U I-iM ER , I n s p e c t o r .
T ho m a sto n , Georges Hotel, Monday and Tuesday, Jan.
Meerschaum Pipes and Cigar Tubes,
M A R Y J. TILSOX, Administratrix of the Estate of
R ockland, January 19, 1860.
^ m p o r t a n t ^ ^ cov^
y T
23d and 24th.
i i l CHAS. S. T1LSON, late of Thomaston, in said Coun
PORT MONAlES and CIGAR CASES.
U n io n , Wednesday and Thursday, Jau. 25th and 26th,
A N D F U L L ASSO R TM EN T O F
Lime per cask,
62
Agent fo r the Sale o f
RELIEF IN TEN MINUTES ! !
ty, deceased, respectfully represents. That the Personal
l the Kural House.
Casks,
16 I® 18
Estate of the said deceased is not sufficient by the sum of
W aldoboro ’, Willet House, Friday and Saturday, Jau.
Leather Bags, and Purses. Fancy Bracelets, Cologne, and
Kiln-wood, per cord,
$ i,5u B R Y A N ’ S P U L M O N I C W A F E R S
five hundred dollars, to answer his just debts and charges R O A D ’S
are unfailing in tne cure of C o u g h s , C o l d s , A sthma 27th and 28 th.
Parian Images, Hair Oil. Perfumeries, Soaps,
of A dm inistratioushe therefore prays that she may be
Former patients and others are invited to call.
Tooth Powders, dec.
B r o n c h it is , S ore T h r o a t , H o a r sen ess , D if f ic u l t
empowered and licensed to sell and convey so much ol the
Rockland, Jan. 18, I860.
4lf
BOSTON CRACKERS,
Together with a large assortment of
Real Estate of the said deceased as may be sufficient to
Br e a t h in g , I n c ip ie n t C o n su m ptio n , and D is e a s e s of
raise
the
said
sum
with
incidental
charges,
either
at
public
PILOT BREAD.
t h e L ungs . They have no taste of medicine, and any “ It lias stood the Best of all Tests,
TO Y S A N D F A N C Y A R T IC L E S ,
or private sale. And she would further represent that a
child will take them. Thousands have been restored to
part of said estate consists of a lot o! meadow land, situate SODA BISCUIT.
Rockland, Dec. 15, 1559.
51 tf
'jHIE Public tiro hereby notified that at
in Thctnasron and Rockland, bounded on the East by mead
health
that
had
before
despaired.
Testimony
given
in
hun.
W
IN
E
BISCUIT.
••It has stood the Best of all Tests.”
ow ol E. G. Dodge, on the South by Blackington farm Co.,
dreds of cases. A single dose relieves in ten m in u t e s .
nation for
MILK BISCUIT.
N
o
,
5
C
U
S
T
O
M
H
O
U
S
E
B
L
O
C
K
(U
p
S
ta
ir
*
)
West
by
meadow
of
P.
Tflson,
and
North
by
land
of
But
Sec Advertisement.
3in4
of the highest respectability
Ask for Bryan’s Pulmonic W afers—the original and only
ler 6c Tolman, that an advantageous oiler has Leen made
GRAHAM CRACKERS.
O
prescribe it, and thousands of families keep it on hand as
for the same, to wit, the sum ol thirty-five dollars by Tim PIC-NIC CRACKERS.
genuine is stamped “ Bryan.” Spurious kinds are offered a Standard Family Medicine. The
They can find a very fine assortment of
o a
othy Williams of Rockland, wherefore s^e prays to be li
O ' “ Alas, 1 have lost a day !” We are too prone in for sale. Twenty-five cents a box. Sold by dealers gener
OYSTER CRACKERS.
W IG S ,
V E G E T A B L E P U L M O N A R Y BA LSA M ,
censed to sell and convey to the said Williams agreeabiy to 1
the butterfly chase of childhood to disregard the warnings
the terms of his suid offer.
T O P-PIE C E S,
WATER CRACKERS.
of time ; mankoed comes and goes, and we are suddenly ally.
prepared hy the well known druggists, Messrs. Reed, Cut
JOB MOSES, Solo Proprietor, Rochester. N. Y.
MARY J . TILSON.
stopped in our aimless pursuits by the sad and cold real
ler 6c Co., is we have good authority for laying, one of
F R IZ E T T S,
At Wholesale and Retail, at Boston Prices.
sale in Rockland by C. P. FESSENDEN, J . S. the best remedies for
3 X
ity that we are growing old. Then come profitless regrets
B R A ID S,
Cor. of Main and Lime Rock Sts.
3
for a life mis-pent, and the demon Remorse follows us up HALL A CO., and by one Druggist in t ery town in the
LINCOLN, SS.—At a Probate Court, held at Wiscasset,
C
O
U
G
H
S
,
C
O
L
D
S
,
A
N
D
A
L
L
United
S
tates.
Rockland, Nov. 22, 1859.
4m4S
CU
R
LS
&c.,
and down the highways and byeways of life, giving us
within and for the County of Lincoln, on the third day
3
k
ki a
March
16.
1859.
I2 tf
P u lm o n a r y C o m p l a i n t s ,
neither rest nor peace. Some there are who from their
of January, A. D. 1660.
of the French Style which are sure to retain both shape
eurliest years seem to have beet acquainted with the
ever offered to the public ”—[Boston Journal.
Oil the foregoing I’etitirn, O r d e r e d , That the said
and color until worn out.
a l " 3
prirele s value of lime. Prominent among those, may be
Ladies in particular are .requested to call at my rooms Petitioner give notice to all persons interested in said Es
REV. DR. LYMa N BEECHER
HE undersigned having been appointed Commissioners
named the eminent American Chemist, D r . A y er of Low
and examine the work, as I am sure they will be satisfied tate, that they may appear at a Court of Probate, to be
w rites,—“ G e n t l e m e n :—I have used your V eg e t a b l e with both price and n aterial.
to receive and examine all claims of creditors o the
ell, Mass. His life has been spent in perfecting remedies
holden at Wiscasset, within and for said County, on the
Q <1 n 5
P
ulmonary
B
alsam
m
yself
w
ith
benefit,
and
have
know
n
Estate
of
Russell
S
Ileuly,
late
of
Rockland,
in
slid
Coun
for the diseases incident to our climate, and his success is
O rders fo r C ustom W ork p rom ptly executed and 7th duy of Fecruury, next, by causing a copy of said Pe
it to be used w itlt good effect in families around m e.”
such as always attends persevering and well directed ef
tition, with this order, to be published in the Rockland ty of Lincoln, deceased, represented insolvent; and six
en tire satisfaction w arranted.
i o
£ 3 !
fort. Ilia preparations (C h er r y P e c to r a l , S a rsa pa r 
T he L a te REV. Dll. LEONARD WOODS
Grateful for the liberal patronage bestowed upon my Gazette, printed at Rockland in said County, three weeks months are hereby allowed to the said creditors for bring
3 o
il l a and C a th a r tic P il l s ,) are reliable remedies—such
ing in their claims. Notice is heieby given that we shall
to said Court.
’■A 'A —
wrote,—G e n t l e m e n
“ From a long use of your Vege humble efforts to please the public in the past, I shall en successively, previous
as can only be produced by long years of patient study
meet at the office of Stanley 6c Ayer, in said Rockland, on
N O . 5 K IM B A L L B LO CK .
UEDER FALES, Judge of Probate,
« 3 J
5.
table Pulmonary Balsam in my family circle and among deavor to use my best effoits to retain the present trade
and research —Fredericton (A D ) Reporter.
the
first
FRIDAY
of
February,
April
and
June
1860,
from
A
ttest:—E.
F
o
o
t
e
.
Register.
theological students, I have been led to regard it as a safe and respectfully solicit an extention of the same.
2
till
5
o’clock,
P.
M.
of
each
day
to
receive
and
examine
A true copy—A ttest:—E. F oote , Register.
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and eiflcacicus medicine.”
R O C K LA N D , M E.
S H A V IN G D E P A R T M N T .
auch claims.
r o
~ A a O
ROBERT CROCKETT,
Shaving, Hair Cutting, Shimpooing, Coloring, Curling,
“ G e n tlem en
We, the undersigned, Wholesale Drug
n
CHARLES L. ALLEN.
gists, having for many years sold your Vegetable Pulmon a.id Frizzling done a little better limn at any other estab
s-i S 25
It gives more light, and in fact is superior to all other
lishment
in
the
State,
this
is
what
the
people
say.
Rockland,
Dec.
12,
1859.
*6m51
ary
Balsam,
are
happy
to
bear
testimony
to
its
great
effi
d -j r
.
~
‘e bv
cacy in the relief and cure of Pulmonary complaints. We
a
a
^
PERFUM ERY
C. P. FESSENDEN.
know of no medicine which has deservedly sustained so
T h ic k
T h ic k
Iu this city, -»an. 7th, by Rev. N. Butler, Mr. Gardiner L. high a reputation for so long a term of years, or which of all descriptions for sale at this establishment.
more rarely disappoints the reasonable expectations of
MR. .1 L. GIOFR a Y will challenge the world to pro
Robinson, to Miss Nancy J. Burns, all of Rocklaud.
C H IL D S & S Y L V E S T E R ’S.
In Belfast, by Rev. Wcoster Parker, Jan. 6 lh, Mr. Lo those who use it.’’---(Signed by m anv of the largest ami duce a Salve equal to his
renzo D. Moore of Frankort, mid Miss Maty E. Durham, oldest Druggists in the U. States and Canadas.)
S a m a r ita n S a lv e ,
of Belfast, Also, Jan. 7th Mr. Hanson C. Pitcher of Ban
“ G e n tlem en
In an extensive practice of tnyself and
—ALSO—
gor, and Miss Lydia A. Lancaster, of Belfast.
ms we have prescribed large quantities of your Vegetable which is for sale at his establishment and by Druggists
!n Hope. Jan. 7th, by Rev. II- Murphy, Mr. Charles F. Pulmonary Balsam, and are happy to say have found it
CUSTOM-MADE
generally.
Every
mother
should
not
fail
lo
have
a
box
in
an efficient and reliable remedy. We consider it inval
Sweetland and Miss Sarah W . Ilew ett, both of H.
ol &U kinds kepi constantly on hand.
the house in case of accident.
In Thorndike, by D. Bryant, Esq., Nelson Webb, and uable.
'
d . t . Pa r k e r .
R O C K I, A N D S T R E E T , X o r lh E n d .
J. L. GIOFRAY.
Farmington,
N.
IL,
Dec.
16,
1859.
Miss
Almira
Webb,
both
of
Unity.
6in47ROCKI.ANI).
Mu.
To the B E R R Y B L O C K , T h i r d S to r y , where
Rockland, Sept. 20, 1859._____________ 3w39
In Belmont, Jan. 8 th, Mr. C. C. Wyman to Mrs, Eliza
be may be found at all times prepared to attend to all Or
Beware o f Counterfeits and Imitations ! ! !
Manufactured to order, for sale at very low prices, at
beth Crawford, both of B.
PS
ders for Binding
B. LITCHFIELD 6c SONS.
Enquire for the article by its w h o l e nam e ,
Rockland, October 26, 1859.
44tf
M u sic, M agazin es, N e w sp a p e r s, P e 
“ VEGETABLE PULMONARY Ba LPAM,”
1 A A A A LBS. Fine Feed ami Shorts. Oats, Rye,
Prepared only by REED, CUTLER A CO., Druggists,
r io d ic a ls and P a m p h le ts
Boston, Mass., and sold by Apothecaries and Country Mer
w i U W Barley, W heat Meal, and Buck Wheat
Somethin!!; \ew , Useful and Cheap. AFlout
chants generally. Price, large size, $ 1 ; small size, 50
in siore and for sale by
of every deicripl inn in any style desired.
O. B. FALES.
cents.
3 m4
Thankful lor patronage already bestowed, he is in hopes
HOW LOST, HOW RESTO RED Rockland, Dec l, 1859
49if
iflE subscriber offer, for sole, or In exchange for s farm
to receive a still larger share.
E would call the attention ol all who wish to have a
In
Senraport,
Jan.
6
th,
very
suddenly,
Mr.
Benjamin
in the country, hi. dwelling hou.e .itu.led on Lima
Rockland, Nov. 30, 1859.
48tf
Just Published, in a Sealed Envelope,
good understanding, to the above named article,
Houston, aged 62 years.
Hock St., near llrnwn’a Coiner. Said Hou.e i. a 1 1-1
whose
merits
are
too
numerous
to
mention.
In Unity, Jan. 3d, Mrs Nancy Weed, of Burnham, aged
ON THE NATURE, TREATM ENT AND RADICAL lory house with Ell and Stable. The lot contain, ffflyIt
is
so
arranged
as
to
admit
of
being
worn
with
or
79 years.
*
CURE OF SPERMATORRHOEA, or Seminal Wenknew
me
rot!.. It is an excellent stand, (peth.
HE
Committee
on
Accounts
nnd
Claims,
will
meet
at
without heels, also wiih Rubbers—adapted alike for
Sexu.il Debility, Nervousness ami lnvoluulHry Emissions,
In Lincolnville, Jan. 9th, Capt. Benjamin Carver, aged
the Store of Leander Weeks, the first Friday of each including ImpDiency and Menial and Physical Incapacity.
Ladies or Gentlemen’s wear.
70R sale at the lowest prices at
To all persona suffering from Rheumatism, Neuralgia 61 years, son of the laie Benj. Caver.
It is easily and securely fastened to tile foot, and it is month, at 7* o’clock, P. M-, for the purpose of examining
In Knox, 29th ult., Mrs. Jannette Stenhenpon, aged 89 '
B. LITCHFIELD, Jr., 6c SONS.
Cramp in the limbs or stomach, Qillious Colic, or Tooth
W RU ELL
Bt r o b . j . c u l v e r w e l l m . d .,
claims against the city.
but the work of an instant to remove it. For sale at
Rockland, Nov - 10, 1859.
46tf
ache, we say Curtis 6c Perkins’ Crump and Pain Kjller is, years and 7 months. Mrs. 3. was ihe last ol ’eight sisters,
R
O
m
W . H. TITCOMB, Chairman.
Aulhor of “ The Green Book, Ac.”
No# 3 , P a l m e r B l o c k , ,
of all others, the remedy you want. It operates like mag six of whom lived to the age of over eighty years. They
Rockland, May 23, 1859,
22tf
The world-renowned author, in this admirable Leciure,
ic ; it has cured the above complaints in thousands of were the daughters of Mr. John Brown, one of the first
J
.
P
.
W
I
S
E
,
A
g
e
n
t
.
clearly prove, frmo his own experience that Ihe nwlul
cases after long years of suffering, and when all other rem settlers nnd the first selectmen chosen in the town.
Rockland, Jan. 2,1858.
3w2
In Unity, Charles, son of Geo. Runlet, Esq., aged about
consequences of self abuse may be effectually iemoveit
edies that have been tried have failed.
HE best assortment of Lanterns in this City may be
m
M
without Medicine and without dangerous Surgical opera D EC E V ED
For sale in Rockland by C. P. FESSENDEN, J. S. 2 years.
found at No. 2, Thorndike Block.
K
L m
Jn Janesville, Wis., Mrs. Celinda Sinclair, a native of
HALL A CO., and F . G. COOK.
HE Annual Meeting of the Stockholders of Atlantic tions, bougies, instruments, ring* or cordial*; pointing
L. WEEKS.
m
Castine, aged 49 years.
*
January 18, 1659.
Jy4
Ship W harf and Lime Manufacturing Company will be out a inode ol cure at once certain and effectual, by which
Rockland, Nov. 15, 1959.
47tf
In New York, Jan. 8 th at his brothers house, George
every
sufferer,
no
matter
what
his
condition
may
be,
may
holden at the Counting Room of F. COBB, at Store of
33
Washington May, late First Lieutenant U. S. A , second
Cobb, Wight 6c Case, on TUESDxVY-, the 24th day of Jan cure himself cheaply, privately and radically. Tbia Lec
F you wou d b SURE o ho
I
T 0 N
Y A R N S
ALUABLE
son of Rev. Edward Harrison May, deceased. Mr. May
uary, 186u, at 10 o’clock, A. M., for the choice of officers, ture will prove a boon to thousands and thousands.
A T H IS R E S ID E N C E ,
distinguished himself at the battles of Palo alto aud ReaSent under seal loany address, post paid, on the receipt
and the transaction of such other business as may properly
ea de la Palma, the taking of Monterey, the siege of Vera For sale a t Wholesale or retail, a t H HATCH'S First Door from MAIN ST11EET oa PARK STREET, come beiore them.
of two postage stamps, by addressing Dr CH. J . C.
BE T KERO ENE O L
May be seen and purchased Ht the CHEAP CASH STORE Cruz, aud the battle of Cerro Gordo.
KLINE, M. D., 480 F ust Avenue, New York, Poet Box
R o c k la n d *
Millinery Room. No. 4 Perry’s New Block, a full asso rt
Per order of the directors,
opposite Berry’s Block.
I r Cienfuegos, previous to 1st instant, Mr. John Billings ineni of the celebrated W ilto n f a r m .
4586.
O * All operations warranted
d. I. LOVEJOY. Secretary.
Rocklaud, Dec. 27, 1859.
8 vrl
of Trenton, about 40, l i t officer of brig Umpire of Boston.
Dec, 6, 1859.
(491y)
2
Rocklauil, Jau. 5, 1859
Stf
Rockland, J an. 3,1850.
3w2
Rockland, Oetober 18, 1859.
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MRS. WINSLOW,

City of Saint Joseph. Mo.

S OFOorTCHhildren
I N G T eeth
S Y RinUg ,P ,

Cheap Dancing

SPENCER, VILA & CO.

RICHMOND’S

H

CALF & THICK BOOTS,

THAT’S SO.
NO. 2, SPOFFORD BLOCK.
=3? 231

F o r Sale.

T

*

OYSTER SALOON,

TH-Correct Likenesses,

K E E A 'E ,

r

F. Gr. C O O K ’S

CITY

IP. / / .

T

DRUGSTORE,

W S i M f M M M Ip

Second V isit to R ockland!

T O

T I I S

A.

jNTEW

W. E. TOLMAN

Celebrated

SPECIAL NOTICES.

No Blowing.

-

No Humbug.

T IM E !

.

Z fl

a
a

C ou im issioA er’s n otice.

C. P. FESSENDEN,

%3 § u

T

Druggist and Apothecary,

C o.ilin e.

Corn Balls.

MARRIAGES.

Corn Balls.

W. A. BARKER,

BO OTS!

C o n f e c t i o n e r y ,

J3001C

B IN D E R Y

Q
-1
JH
H
a
a
3

Fine Feed and Shorts.

The American Heel Cork-

MANHOOD,

Kerosene Oil,

W h y w ill yon su tle r ?

W

Notice.

Lanterns.

N otice.

T

w

S. E. BENSON,

L
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ssu
y
h
q
Q Q »PS
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E
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T

X
O
Q
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For Sale or Exchange.

I

T

I

C U R IO S IT Y

A. S. RICHMOND’S
B O O T S ,

DEATHS.

Av

B O O T S !!

Kerosene Lamps

M. E. THURLO,

IM P O R T A N T

N O T IC E

EE. H A T C H ,

TO

MERCHANT

TAILOR, C alifornia_Passengers.
XO. 3 e r S T O M H O U S E B L O C K ,
OLD ESTABLISHED LINE to California, con
with the Steamers of the
THEnecting
J J A S iu S to r e a c h o ic e S to c k o f
have removed their Office in New York to the New Pier of
the

and other CLOTHS, together with a full stock of
T A I L O R ’S T R I M M I N G S ,
which he will be pleased to make up to order from meas
ure, warranting every garment mode, not only as to style
ami set, but also as to quality of material, while he will
ensure perfect satisfaction as to ih t price ofgoods and gar
ments. He has also i lull stock of

Foot of ('ANAL STREET, North River, whence will be
despatched, on the

No. 4 Perry Block,

Is now opening n new and desirable assortment of

FALL AND WINTER MILLINERY

one of the North Atlantic Steamship Co’s well known
and commodious Steamers

Adriatic, Baltic, and Atlantic,

ANU

FANCY

34if

CREAM OF TARTAR SUBSTITUTE.

WILL TAKE RISKS ON

ALSO,—KNITTING and TIDY COTTON, WOOLEN
X. H .-T h is is ilie ONLY Lille lisving an EXTRA
YARN, ZEPHYR and GERMAN WORSTED
STEAMER, ALWAYS at Panama, thus insuring no de
in great variety
tention.
Rates of Fare as low as by any other Line, and NO EX
TRA expense at PANAMA.
SHETLAND YARN in all its shades.

C A U T IO N T O T H E P U B L IC .

T

E M B R O ID E R IN G M A T E R IA L S ,
Such as SADDLERS and EMBROIDERING SILK,
Tainbo, Moravian and Nuns Cotton, Linen Floss,
Gold Braid, and other small articles too
numerous to mention.

O ffice i n W i l * o u Sc W h i t e ’* B l o c k ,
R O C K L A N D , M e.
:
D. FLANDERS, M. D., Belfust, Maine.
J. JOSLYN, M. D , Mohegitn, It. L
L. W, HOWES, E sq , Rockland, Maine.
N. B. Dr E. Intends making .tockland his permanent
place of residence and solicits a share of the public pat
ronage
Rockland, Sept 28, 1859.
40lf
r e f e r e n c e s

AGENT

C. L. BARTLETT

SUCCESSORS TO FIERCE & KALBR.

of the best manufacture in the United States, which he
keeps constantly on hand or orders at short notice.

DEALERS IN

5 0 0 P o u n d s o f H ood W orsted

GREAT E A S T E R N -

PRESSED.
42tf

in
the business is worth anything it is the purchas kuV gratuitously . I have on hand a large lot of

moron a, iysu.

T 'H E S u b s c rib e r w ould re s p e c tfu l
^ ly inform the citizens of Rockland and
vicinity that he has lilted up an OFFICE in
Wilson Sc White’s block, for the practice of Dentistry —
lie is prepared to insert i.rtificial teeth and to perform all
operations connected with his profession in the most skillful manner.
. P. CHASE.
Rockland. No -.17, 1858.
471y

STOCKINGS AND YARNS,

OF THE

the Yarns are in the following colors :
B l u e M i x e d 3 o r 1 |>ly.
D iff e re n t * h ad e* o f D rn b < .
C riu iM o u a n d S c a r l e t , p l a i n c o l o r * .
CriiUM Ou a n d W h i t e , r a n d o m .
S c a r le t a n d W h ite ,
do
B lu e a n d W h i t e ,
do
O ra n g e a n d W h it* ,
do
F r e n c h B lu e , p l a i n c o lo r.
P l a i n W h i l e Y u r n * , d i f f e r e n t *ize*.
The skeins are larger than the Wilton, and a greater
ariety of colors and will be sold for a less price by
JO H N M . GOULD.
Rockland, November P, 1859,
P.

Everybody in pursuit of any article of

IH tY

GOOD«

had belter look here before purchasing as we si
Goods for a little money.

W estern M assach u setts In su ra n ce Co

■q

PITTSFIELD, .MASS.
Cash Capital and Surplus, over
$ 2 0 0 ,0 0 0 .
E. II. K ellogg , Pres’t.
J. G. Goudridce , Sec’y.
S P R IN G F IE L D

F ire and M arine In su ran ce Co.
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
CashCepitn),
Assets, over
E dmund F reeman, Prea’t.

HOTEL.

TEST THOUSAND THANKS

R alph G il l e t t , Preit’t.

H A N O V E R

W IL L IA M F. JO Y ,

Shipping and Commission

It id a Hftur.'B of just pride in us. ns well ns thn«* thm t o
W lw rf.
o f P r n t l S tr e e t
are so unfortunate as to loose their Hair, either by sick
B A L T IM O R E , M d .
ness or hereditary baldness, that we have at last, by con
such extremely low stant study u> (1 practice, introduced an article into this
Attends specially to purchasing und shipping Crain.
country, called the
Flout. White Ook Ship Plank, Locust Treenails, and to
sales of Lumber, Ice Ac.
G recian H air R e sto r a tiv e,
Freights nnd Charters procured.
H o o ts S h o e s a m i S lu b b e r s ,
That will absolutely produce a beauttful growth of Hair
Refers to Messrs. 11 ITt HCOLK, FLYE &. CO. Damuron bald heads, of its original growth, color and beauty.
iscottaj DANIEL LEW IS &. CO. Boston.
for Ladies nnd Gentlemen. A full assortment.
Among the ten thousand preparations for the Ilair,
November 29, 1859.
49tf
there is none that has, or will compare with this uniivalled preparation. It is the best Hair Dressing ever
M ETCALF & D U N C A N ,
200 T R U N K S , V A L IS E S and
known in the world, and to those thht use it lor a dress
ing, it will produce the most beautiful curls that their fan
cy eun desire. It prevents the Hair front falling off, rids
T R A V E L L I N G B A G S . All sizes and patterns.
the head from dnuilrutl, cleanses the scalp, and will cure
headache quicker than any article.
2 .1 S O U T H
S T R E E T ,
Heretofore it has been with great difficulty that we could
supply our orders, our facilities are now such,that we can
supply
our friends at the shortest notice.
great variety. GUN FIXINGS, SHOT POUCHES,
B. F. Metca lf , ?
Manufactured by E. F. MANVILL & Co.,
S ami.. D u n c a n . £
ju n e 3, 1859.
(23)
POWDER FLASKS BULLET MOULDS, <*c.
469 Broaaway, New-York.
All orders must be sent to
RUFUS SMALL, Biddeford, Me.,
Th3 oaly wholesale agent for Maine, where a full supply
ill he constantly kept.
A COMPLETE ASSORTMENT.
Piico 50 cents per bottle. The usual discount made to
dealers.
The above goods were purchased for CASH and C a * h
Kept for sale at retail by N. II HALL, Rockland ; EDN O . IO Sc 1 2 S O U T H W H A R V E S ,
W
a RD Da NA. Wiscasset -, J. T. GILM a N, Bath ; WM,
O n ly , I feel confident that 1 can sell 2 0 P e r C e n t
t l i u n y o u d o p a y ut tiny establishment iu this BARKER, Brunswick i und by the Apothecaries generally.
P H IL A D E L P H IA .
October, 19, 1859.
I>43
Co
Especial attention
1 keep a well selecicd Stock of
und sales of Lime,
charters.
liefer to FRANCIS COBB «fc CO.. Rockland.
S E A .1 1 J E J V S C J L O T H I J Y O
PHILADELPHIA BANK, Philadelph
' —OF—
March 1, 1859.
ly iO
AND OUTFITTING GOODS,

a n d .

C A P S ,

SHIPPING & COMMISSION

Portland and New York Steamers.
S E M I-W E E K L Y

L IN E .

The first class Steamships “ CIIESAE ,” Captain Sidney Crowell, and
r k : jftPEPAaKTAPSO,”
Captain L. 11. Lax field, will
hereafter form a semi-weekly line between the P uns ol
New York and Portland, leaving each Port every W ednes
day and Saturday at 4 IV M.
Puss age, including Meals and State Rooms $5.00
The great dispatch given to freight by this line makes it
the most desirable freight communication between New
York and the E ast. No commission charged at either
end lor forwarding
Dra\ age iu New York between connecting fines by con
tract at lowest rates.
EMERY a FOX, Portland.
H. B CROMWELL, A. CO., New York.
October 25, 1859.
6in44

Tin Eastern Express Co.
I

N T

K

R

-jT L

Arrangement.

M e rc lia n ts ,

4» U.YS and P IS T O L S

NEW YORK.

TW ELLS & CO.,

Jewelry and Fancy Goods,

Shipping and Commission

FA LL

Of all descriptions, which I can sell exceedingly low.
My stock is too extensive to particularize iu an adver
tisement. The public are particularly requested to call
and examine my slock before purchasing elsewhere.

IMPORTATION

Flour, Corn, Fine Feed.
W. I. Goods nml Family Groceries,

Skates, Skates.

Houses for Sale.

Apples, Apples.

Be Sure You’re Right

T H E N GO A H E A D !

KEROSENE
9 0

Cts.

OI L!
9 0

Cts.

Downer s Celebrated Kerosene Oil
J S now being sold by the subscriber, at the

L ow P r ic e o f 90 c ts. p er G allon ,

iu qiiHiilities of 5 Gallnna am1 upwards.
This oil i- ror\ L ight C olored nod free from offensive
O O M E F O L K S g e t d e c eiv ed n o w a n d t h e n b j odor, while the qualit y i* warranted superior to any of the
D not finding the right place, and thereby pay exhorbi- new OILS in Hie m arket,
~
tant prices for their BOOTS, SHOPS and IIATS ) tube m i n e , Columbian Oil, Axright please observe the sign
Rockland, Sept, 28, 1859.
“ T . a . W e n t w o r t h ,”
which still hangs over the door where the only TIP 1 OP
assortmeu Is kept in Rockland, and where they are sold a
Teasonublet prices.
Rockland, October 27, 1859.
44tf

FLOUR! FLOUR!!

X p R E S II G R O U N D O h io . M ic h ig a n a n d S t.
-L Louis, various grades, just received.
----- a l s o ----Graham Flour from pure Genesee W heat. By the baricl, half bbl. or dollars worth, for snle low by
a v in g recently sold to N .H HALL, Botanic Drug
W . U. FULLER,
gist, my entiro stock ol Medicines, crude and com
Spear Block.
pound, 1 hereby iuform my friends that hereafter all my
Rockland, Aug. 1C, 1R59.
34ft
compounds prepared by myself will be sold by him di
rectly, under my office.
______
71
7
DR. C. II. COFFRAN.

SOLD AGAIN.

H

\Vnrj», W a r p .

N. B. Having made an agreement with him to com
pound said Medicines m> self, the public may be assured
of obtaining genuine articles.
tL H. C.
Rock And, Dec. 14, 1859.
6w6i

M A R B L !l

W H I T E C O T T O N W A R P , a s u p e r io r a rti*
’ ’ cle, for bale by
W . O. FULLER,
_ ,
Spear B'ock.
Bockland, Aug. 17, 1859.
S4lf

5 0 0 BBLS‘ NEVV Y0RK FL0DR-

lyK

......... ; ........

M ERCHANT,

22 S o u th S t r e e t, (U p S ta ir s,

L .

Y O R K .

JA C O B R O S E V E L T k SO N .

SHIP CHANDLERS,

S W E T T

rc h a s e d th e e n tir e I n te r e s t o f th e
H AlateV INfirmG ofp uCOBB
«fc SW ETT, together with their
stock,fixtures. <fcc., hereby gives notice that lie has asso

DEALERS IN

S T O R E S ,

Agents for “ The Eagle L ine” N ew York
Packets
39 N A TC H EZ S T R E E T ,
44t f

OHIO AND KENTUCKY

3 0 0 (Round
BBLS Hooped) FLOUR.
100
i> 0 0
i n n
IU U

MARBLE WORKS

NEVV ORLEANS.

N. B O Y N T O N & CO.,

BBLS. RICHMOND FLOUR.

COMMISSION M E R C H A N T S
B 15LS- C A N A D A

fl o u r

AND SELLINO AGENTS FOR T1IE

.

B B L S . W I S C O N S IN A N D I O W A
FI.OUR.
B U SH E L S best N O R F O L K an d
YELLOW CORN.

Bedding & Co., Proprietors,
N o . 8 S ta t e S t r e e t , B o s to n .

BARNES & PARK, W holesale Agents,
N EW YORK.
November 2, 1859.

NEW

451y

ENGLAND

A IL M E N T S ,

—AND—

TH E ONLY REMEDY.

D R. J. I lO S T E T T E R ’S

Celebrated

Stomach

Bitters

But that numerous class who devote themselves to lit |
erary nnd other sedentary pursuits, and in consequence of
a want of physical exercise, become the victims of languor i
slid debility, without nerve or appetite, have hitheilo
sought in vain for some invigoratii g , life giving medicine
whose effects upon the system shall be both speedy and
perimmeui Physicians of eminence, and profoundly accotn-

A. B. COBB & Co..

R O B B IN S CO R D A G E CO.,
P L Y M O U T H , MASS.
COM PANY'S,

EMDEKSEIBieilFS*

D Y E

WARREN FACTORY
Y arns, F lan n els &c.

C. A Y E R

L O W E L L ,

& CO.

M A SS.

P r i c e , 9 1 p e r B o t t l e ; S ix B o t t l e s (o r { 3 .

Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral
has won for itself such a renown for the cure of
every variety of Throat and Lung Complaint, that
it is entirely unnecessary for us to recount the
evidence of its virtues, wherever it ha3 been em
ployed. As it has long been in constant use
throughout this section, we need not do more than
assure the people its quality is kept up to the best
it ever has been, ana that it may be relied on to
do for their relief all it has ever been found to do.

Ayer’s Cathartic Pills,
POE, THE CUBE OP

Costiveness, Jaundice, Dyspepsia, Indigestion,
Dysentery, Foul Stomach, Erysipelas, Headache9
Piles, Rheumatism, Eruptions and Skin Diseases,
Liver Complaint, Dropsy, Tetter, Tumors and
Salt Rheum, Worms, Gout, Neuralgia, as a
Dinner PiU, and fo r Purifying the Blood.
They are sugar-coated, so that the most sensi
tive can take them pleasantly, and they are the
best aperient in the world for all the purposes of a
tfimlly physic.
Price 25 cent3 per B ox; Five boxes for $1.00.

BALSAM
BALS1M
BALSAM
BALSAM

An oij estate consisting t.f several thou-nmia or acres of
productive soil has been divided into Farms of various
•
izes to suit the purchaser.
A population of some Ffteen
Hundred from various parts of the middle Stutes and New
England have settled there the past year, improve their
places, nnd raised excellent crops. The price of the land
is at the low sum of from §15 to $20 per acre, the soil is
of the best quality for the production of Wheat. Clover,
Corn, Peaches, Grapes and Vegetables. It is considered
the best fruit soil in the Union. The place is perfectly se
cure from frosts—the destructive enemy of Ihe farmer.—
Crops of grain, grass and fruit are now growing and can be
seen. By examining the [dace itself,.a correct judgment
can be formed of the productiveness of the land. The
terms are made easy to secure the rapid improvement o
the land, which is only sold for actual improvement. The
result has been, th u within the past year, some three hun
dred houses have been erected, two mills, one steam, four
stores, some forty vineyards and Peach orchards, planted,
nnd a large number of other improvements, making it a
desirable and active place of business.
T H E
M A R K E T ,
as the reader may perceive from its location, is the
BEST IN THE UNION.
Produce bringing double the price than in locations away
from the city, and more than double the price than the
West. It is known that the earliest and best fruiis and
vegetables in this latitude came from New Jersey, and aie
annually exported to the extent of millions
In locating here, the settler has many advantages He
is within a few hours ri.ie of the grest ci ies ol New Eng
land and Middle States, he is near his o.'d friends and as
sociates, hei s iu a settled country where every improve-j
meat of comfort and civilation is at hand. He can buy i
every article he wants at the «heapest price, and sell his |
produce for the highest. (in the West this is reversed.) he ,
has schools for Ins children, divine service, and will enjoy j
an open winter, and deligh'ful climate, where fevers ate
utterly unknown. The result of the rlt ittge upon those
from the nor'h, has generally been to restore litem to an >
excellent state of health
Iu the way of building and improving, lumber can be oh- ;
miiied at the mills at the rate of S10 to $15 per thousand j
Bticks from the brick yard opened in the place, every ar- I
tide can he procured in the place, good carpenters are at !
hand, and there is no place m the Union where buildings j
and Improvements can be made <heaper.
The reader will at once be struck wilh the advantages
here presented, and ask lnuisell whv the propertv has n it |
been taken up before. The reason is, it was never thrown
in the market ; arid unless these statements were correct,
no one would be invited to examine the land before pur
chasing. This all are expected to do. They will see land
under cultivation} such is the extinct of the sett lenient
tqiit they will no doubt, meet persons, from their own
neighborhood * they will witness ilie improvements and
can judge the character of the population. U iney come
with a view to settle, they should come prepared to slay a
day or two and be ready to purchase, as lucitlious cannot
be held on retus ti.
There are two daily trains to Philadelphia, and to all set
tlers who improve, t h e R ailroad C ompany giv k s a F r e e

in those desdrous of obtaining Marble Work ol any des
crip ion astlvey use W a t e r P o w e r to finish their work,
thereby waving 25 percent, in cost of manuluciuie. We
are prepared to furnish Coruage and Duck of the best ate prepared to sell
T ic k e t for s ix m onths , and a h a l f - p r ic e T ic k e t for
TONS FEED TO ARRIVE.
quality , at the lowest manufacturers’ prices.
TIIKEE YEARS.
2 0
N BOYNTON,
)
No. 134
THE TOW N OF I1AMMONTON.
We purchase our Goods exclusively for Cash nnd with
E BOYNTON,.IR >
Commercial Block,
In connection with the agricultural settlement, a new
G rave S ton es, C him ney P ie c e s,
S
BOSTON.
twenty ye ns experience in the trade, buy at all the bem
and thriving town has naturally arisen, which presents in
1)4
tnnrkets in the States and Canadas.
C o u n t e r a n d T a b l e T o p * . S h e lv e * S e e , Scc . ducements for anv kind of business, particularly stores and
The above GOODS will be sold wholesale or retail at
ALSO,-SOAP STONES, SINKS, and STOVE LIN tttanufactories The shoe business could be carried on in
prices to defy competition, by
BARRELTS
INGS A c., 20 per cent less than former prices by calling this place and munuiaetoiies of agricultural implements or
B. LITCHFIELD, & SONS,
foundries tor ca-ting small articles. The improvement has
at our place
Rockland, October 27, 1859.
44tf
so rapid as to insure a constant and permanent In
1*t D o o r N o r t h o f C o b b . W h i t e Sc C a s e ’*, been
crease of business. Town lots of a good size, we do not
OFFICE, 140 WASHINGTON ST.
sell small ones, as It would e.tiect the iinurovemeut ol ihe
ROCKLAND,
BOSTON.
place, can be had at from $100 and upwards
or at Shop formerly occupied by A. CLARK, Camden
The Hammonton Farmer , a monthly literary and agri
HIS well known establishment, supplied with the best Harbor.
sheet, containing full information ofHummonton,
Machinery known, nd with every facility for the
Rockland, Nov. 29, 1859.
______ 49tf___ cultural
can be obtained at -5 cents per annum.
prosecution of the dyeing business ill the very best style,
continues to dye and finish Ladies Dresses. Cloaks,Shawls,
Title indispittabla—warrantee deeds given, clear of all
and every article of Ladies’ wearing apparel ; Geiirlemen’s
incumbrance when money is paid. Route to the land •
W„ O. F U L L E R ,
leave Vine street wharf, Philadelphia for Hainnionton by
Coats, Overcoats, Rants and Vests, in a style never sur
passed.
^HE best Oil in the rcarket is undoubtedly Railroad, at 7 1-2 A. M. or 4 1*2 P. M. Fare 90 cents SPEAR BLOCK,
II. HATCH, No. 4 Perry Block, Lime Rock Street,
• the New Cancimene Oil. It gives a superior light to When there inquire for Mr. Byrnes. Boarding convenien
A g e n t fo r th e W a r r e n F a c to ry ,
Ihe Kerosene Oil. burns longer, and is entirely free from ces oil hand. Parties had better stop w :th Mr. Byrnes, a
A g e n t fo p R o c k l a u t l a n d v i c i n i t y .
smoke ami disagreeable odor It will burn in the common principal, until they have decided as to purchasing, as he
J J A S o n h a n d a g o o d s to c k o f t h e ir
Rockland, November 2 1859.
45tl
Kerosene Lamps. The cheapest Kerosene Oil is §1.25 per will show them over the laud fn his carriage, free of ex
gallon, hut we will sell the C anckminB for §1.10 per pense Letters aud applications can be addressed to
Y A R N S , F L A N N E L S , C A S S IM E R E S A N D
G R A P E GROWERS CAN CARRY ON their gallon, and warrant it to give belter satisfaction than the Landis & Byrnes, Hommonton P. O., Atlantic Co., New
Jersey, or S. B. Coughlin, 202 South Fifth Street, Phila
S a tin e t!* ,
__
v J business most successfully at Ilamiiionton, free from other.
delphia Maps and information cheerfully furnished.
I1EW ETT & 8AFFORD.
which win be sold at the Factory prices for Cash or W ool frosts. See advertisement of Hammontofl Lands, another
July 27, 1859.
316m
Rookland, October 5. 1859.
41if
Bockland, Aug. 17, 1859.
31tf
column.
3 1 6m

R U S S E L L M IL L S, and Mt. V E R N O N
D U C 7'

PREPARED BY

D R . J.

WILD C IIERRL
W ILD CHERRY.
W ILD CHERRY.
WILD CHERRY.
REMEDY
T I I E B E S T REMEDY
T H E B E S T REMEDY
T H E B E S T REMEDY

TO ALL WANTING FARMS,

Commission Merchants, ami Ship

WE HAVE OX H M D AND TO ARRIVE

P rice, 25 Cents p er Box.
"*
Put up in large size metal boxca, with an engraTet
wrapper, similar to the above engraving, without
which none ore genuine.
Sold in the United States and Canada by all venders of
Patent Medicines, Druggists, at most of the
country stores, and by

A Rare Opportunity in a Delightful and Healthy
Climate 25 miles Southeast o f Philadelphia,
on the Camden and Atlantic Railroad,
New Jersey.

CORN!!

O

«

New A g ricu ltu ra l Settlem en t.

SH IPPING AN D COMMISSION

S H I P

p

W O K K S.

GEO. L. H A T C H ,

N E W

,

tsi stimulant to the recuperative energies of the system
yet iliscovered. It restores the appetite, gives fresh vigor
to the pere-fiv.* organ.,
biawt tfrrousfi the vehis
wiih it more lively current, corrects a tendency to de
CO NN EC TICU T M UTUAL
pression of spirits, and fits a man for the transaction of
business with a cheerful he-irt and an active minds. Un
Great numbers of Clergymen, Physicians, States
L IF E I N S U R A N C E ' C O M P A N Y , |
ities which have been devised for the same
men, and eminent personages, nave lent their
bjoct, the B I T T E R S do u..i act spasmodically, or
H A RTFO RD , CONN.
names to certify the unparalleled usefulness of these
with a temporary power—the influence of the remedy is
lasting. And if a patient will but give some attention to
remedies, but our space here will not permit the
Accumulated Capital, $3,000,000.
..
.
.
, securing pi oper exercise, after the relief has been nffordinsertion of them. The Agents below named fur
ADO\e are the oldest Life Insurance Csmpanies in the ed. he need fear no return of the affliction. The debility
nish gratis our A m erica n A lm anac in which they
United Slates. The insured participate in the profit
of years upon the bodily
' natural’ ”to the encroachments
v
are given; with also full descriptions of the above
[ frame it- also alleviated by this great strengthening medi
complaints, and the treatm ent that should be fol
C H A R T E R OAK
cine, thus enabling the aged to puss their declining days in
lowed for their cure.
physical e a se; whereas they are tu.w suffering from exDo not be put off by unprincipled dealers with
L IF E I N S U R A N C E
C O M PA N Y , I trcine weakness and nervousness To this venerable class
other preparations they make more profit on.
j of people, IIOSTETTKR’S BITTERS may be commeudH A R T F O R D C O N N '.
I ed as invaluable
The proprietors ot this invigoraior
Demand A y e r ’s , and take no others. The sick
; have, in iu addition, a deep gratification iu assuring
want the best aid there is for them, and they should
Capital Stock and Surplus, $500,000.
I NURSING MOTHERS that t >e> will find the BITTERS
Life Insurance effected as above, on either Stock or the best and safest of restoratives. Very few medicines j have it.
All our remedies are for sale by
are sanctioned by physicians as prttper to he administered j
Mutual plan.
during the period of nursing ; and this lias obtained an j Sold by F G. COOK, and C, P. FESSENDEN, Rock
univer-al
preference.
land ; E Dana, Jr., Wiscasset *, R. C Chapman, DamarICC E. H. COCHRAN, thankful for the ITT Those who desire to purcha:
Bond,
liberal patronage heretofore received pledges for Dyspepsia and Debility should remember* the prec
on ; J.
ti’le, HOSTETTER’S CELEBRATED STOMACH BIT- B VVetherhee, W arren ; O. W . Gordon, Thoniu
i ; and
himself to give the most careful attention to TERS.
I« i* put up in quart bottles with the name, D I L 1all Druggists.
all business entrusted to him in the Insur J . I l O S T E T T E R ’S S T O M A C H B I T T E R S ,
blown on the bottle, and also stamped on the cap covering
ance line.
the cork, with the autograph of IIOSTETTER Sc SMITH
Rockland, November 24, 1858.
4^tf
on the label. These things are important, on account ol
the numerous counterfeits now in the market.
Prepared und sold by .IO STETTER Sc SMITH, Pitts
WISTAR’S
burgh., Pa. und also sold by all druggists, grocers, and
dealers generally throughout the United Stales, Canada,
WISTAR’S
South America and Germany.
Sold by C. P. FESSEN DEN, Rockland ; W . M. COOK,
WISTAR'S
Thomaston *, J. II. ESTABROOKS, J r., Camden.
WEEKS vy POTTER, Boston, general Agents for the
WISTAR’S
New England States.
May 24. 1659.
221y
T H E BEST

SAINT JOHN , New Brunswick.

32if

o in t m e n t

BOSTON', MASS.

Frcif/hls and Charters procured.
R e fer en c e —Burkin Snow, Esq.
March 2, 1859.

e x c e l l e n t

Ijj E V EEY MOTHER W IT H CHLLDREH, Q
y
a n d a l l H e a d s o f F a m ilie s ,
y
V
Should keep a Box in the cupboard, or on the thel&
p
handy to use in
,
c a se: o f a c c id e n t .

This compound will be found a great pro
moter of health, when taken in the spring, to
expel the foul humors which fester in the
blood at that season of the year. By the time
ly expulsion of them many rankling disorders
are nipped in the bud. Multitudes can, by
the aid of this remedy, spare themselves from
the endurance of foul eruptions and ulcerous
sores, through which the system will strive to
rid itself of corruptions, if not assisted to do
this through the natural channels of the body
by an alterative medicine. Cleanse out the
vitiated blood whenever you find its impurities
bursting through the skin in pimples, eruptions,
or sores; cleanse it when you find it is ob
structed and sluggish in the veins; cleanse it
whenever it is foul, and your feelings will tell
you when. Even where no particular disorder
is felt, people enjoy better health, and live
longer, for cleansing the blood. Keep the
blood healthy, and all is w ell; but with this
pabulum of life disordered, there can be no
lasting health. Sooner or later something
must go wrong, and the great machinery of
life is disordered or overthrown.
Sarsaparilla has, and deserves much, the
reputation of accomplishing these ends. But
the world has been egregiously deceived by
preparations of it, partly because the drug
alone has not all the virtue that is claimed
for it, but more because many preparations,
pretending to be concentrated extracts of it,
contain but little of the virtue of Sarsaparilla,
or any thing else.
During late years the public have been mis
led by large bottles, pretending to give a quart
of Extract of Sarsaparilla for one dollar. Most
of these have been frauds upon the sick, for
they not only contain little, if any, Sarsapa
rilla, but often no curative properties whatev
er. Hence, bitter and painful disappointment
has followed the use of the various extracts of
Sarsaparilla which flood the market, until the
name itself is justly despised, and has become
synonymous with imposition and cheat. Still
we call this compound Sarsaparilla, and intend
to supply such a remedy as shall rescue the
name from the load of obloquy which rests
upon it. And we think we have ground for
believing it has virtues which are irresistible
by the ordinary run of the diseases it is intend
ed. to cure. In order to secure their complete
eradication from the system, the remedy should
be judiciously taken according to directions on
the bottle.

Ao.cnmulatcil Capital, §1,200,000.

ciated with himself MR. JACOB M cCLUtlF, and re
moved the business to their
N E W ST A N D O X M A IN S T R E E T ,
One
door South of S iwyer & Colson’s Cabinet Ware
C O R D A G E , O IL , P A IN T , T A R , P IT C H
house ; where they will constantly be prepared to supply
their old friends and customers with all varieties of work
O A K U M & c.
in their line including
M o n u m e n t* . G r a v e S to n e * . M a n t l e P ie c e * ,
C h im n e y P ie c e * , M a r b le S h e lv e * .
PROVISIONS AND GROCERIES,
T a b l e T o p * . S in k * , W n * h
B o w l S la b * . & c , S e e ,
2 2 S O U T H S T .. & 3 3 C O E N T I E S S L I P
All
of
which will be warranted in style of workman
NEW YORK.
Manila Rope, TarM Rope, Anchors anil Chaioa, nnnlinc ship, quality of material, und price, to give entire satis
Flags, W hile Lead, Pain! Oil, I.amp Oil, Patent Wind faction.
The lact that Mr. McClure has been for the past five
lasses, Ate.
years the foreman of the late firm of Cobb & Sw ell, and
S T O R A G E .
as such has executed their best jobs of work, will be a
JACOB ROSEVELT.
MARCUS ROSEVELT.
sufficient
guarantee to the friends and customers o f the
April 23, 1857,
17 ly
old firm of the quality of the work which may be ex
B- L IT C H F IE L D , J k.,
ecuted by us, ami we can only add that no pains will
W m C rbevy .I
[C has A. F arw ell .1
he spared to merit nnd secure a continuance of the pat
N O . I K I M B A L L B L O C K ,
ronage ol our friends and the publ;c.
CR EEV Y & FA R W ELL,
L. S w ett ,
J Mc C lure .
SW ETT Sc McCLURE.
FFERS as usual, the largest and best selected Stock of
Rockland. January 11, 1859.
3tf
Flour and Corn to purchase from in the city, wholesale
or retail,
B h O K liR S .

CORN!

m il E two double tei lent Houses with the Land, known
AR RANG EM EN T.
1 as the Whiling II
es, on Oak Street, will he sold at
Bargain.
/"’R a NE A CO.’S Express will leave Rockland for I’ort- a Great
Enquire of
L land and Boston, vin Bath, every Tuesday und Friday
Rockland.
Oct,
6,
1859.
morning.
R eturning — W ill leave Boston Every Monday and
Wednesday evenings, arriving in Rockland every Wednes
day and Friday mornings, proceeding to Bangor same d«.ys
The Messenger leaving RocHand for Bangor Wednes
day mornings, will receive business for Boston, to be done
B A RR ELS B A LD W IN
by a Messenger from Bangor by Cars direct to Boston.—
Making by the Hbove arrangement
AND CHOICE VARIETIES,
T h r e e t h r o u g h E x p re a w c * w e e k l y to B o a l o u .
for sale at low prices
Business for Portland will be attended to.
LITCHFIELD, J r ., & SONS.
M o n e y , P a c k a g e * . O r d e r * a n d F r e i g h t for
warded, and D r a f t * a n d B il l * collected.
L oomis T aylor.
c . L C rane .
E. H. COCHRAN, Agent.
N o . 2 B e r r y ’* B lo c k . ( I p S ta i r * .)
Over E. Barrett's, Dry Goods eitore.
Rockland, December 27. 1859.
Itf

.1 I U T U A L

F lo u r , F lo u r .

Crane & Co.’s Express.
W IN T E R

ENGLAND

— AND—

LIGHT, LIGHT,
90 cts. Per Gallon.

B R O K E R

NEW

L IFE

Commission Merchants,

0 . H. PERRY,
N o . 1 P e r r y ’* N e w B lo c k
Lime Rock Street, one door West ol the Post Office.

HE Express for Boston will leave Rockland for Port
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
land and Boxtnn via Bath every Tuesday and Friday
mornings at 2 o’clock.
___J R assortment, well worthy tin
Returning will leave Boston, Wednesday and Saturday,
purchasers before buying elsewhere.
arriving in Rockland ever Monday and Thursday evenings.
N. B. The subscriber will attend to his business pe r The Express also leaves Rockland for Bangor every sonally , and not having any S tore R ent to P ay, and j 5 Q Q B A R R E L S F L O U R .
Tuesday and Friday Mornings at t» o’clock.
havinsr dispensed with a C lerk making his expenses
Returning, will leave Bangor every Monday and Tltui ■ j One T housand D ollars L ess than those who pay rent
day mornings, arriving in Rockland same evening.
and hire Clerks who are in the same business in this city. 4 Q Q Q B U S H . N O R F O L K Y E L L O W C O R N .
Business received lor all Towns on the Kennebec River,r’ j O ne T housand Dollars is thereby saved to my
and forwarded by the Company’s Messengers via Bath or
,r 1C ustomers.
O. II. P.
Bangor on their regular days as above stated.
Rockland, Sept. 22, 1859.
39tf
2 6 0 0 0 LBS' FIlNE FEEDM oney, P a c k a g e * . O rd e r* a n d F r e ig h t
F o r w a r d e d to all parts of the Country.
2 0 0 BUSHi RYEN o te * . B il l * , D r a f t * & c „ c o l l e c t e d . B ill* !
o f E x c h a n g e on Ireland purchased in sums to suit ■\T7E have succeeded in making the OI«l S l a g n
| Q Q B U SH . OA TS.
and all other business iu the Express line promptly at
t r c o m e d o w n on the KER< >sEN E OIL from
tended to.
$ 1 . 5 0 Io 9 5 c t* . P e r G a l l o n .
Persons sending money by this Express desiring receipts
The most of this immense stock was purchased for
We will now try what more we can do. I am now pr
returned will pie «se notify. When so requested this Com p tred
CASH, in a Southern Market (Philadelphia). Having se
to sell that beautiful article
pany always return receipts.
lected my wheat and had the same ground, I offer some
Per-ons calling or sending to the office f r return receipts
thing that never has been before iu this city.
C A N C 1 M E N E O IL
will please deliver the origin'll receipts taken of the Agent. at the extreme low price of
C a l l a t N o . 9 , K i m b a l l B lo o k .
P R O P R IE T O R S ,
No* 9 i* t h e p l a c e t o c o m e ,
F. H. H odgmax, Bangor,
J. N. W inslow , Portland.
L. C. PEASE,
CHARLES
W.
SNOW.
G. J?. C arpenter , Augusta, F. W. C arr , Boston,
Rockland. Nov. 12 1859.
47tf
Rockland, Nov. 23, 1859.
48tf
J. R. llALI,. Superintendent.
G . \ V . B E R R Y . A g e n t.
OFFICE,—No. 3 Lime Rock Street, directly opposite
the Post <tffice
A L A R G E a s s o r tm e n t o f L a d ie s ’ a n d G e n t ’s
Rockland, Jan. 2, 1660.
2tf
i-A Skates may bo found, at
V E A Z IE ’S ,
•15lf
Vo* 2 A t l a n t i c B lo c lt.

T

STEWART & Me LEAN,
S H IP *

M
jM
jfe MrsURjurcE~
effected in the following sound C ompanies , ..oing busi
ness on the inoit approved pluna, and ollering induce
ments second to no other Companies.
Premiums may be paid Quarterly, Semi-Annually or
Yearly.

S T R E E T ,

71 A A V I L I

For introducing into this country, the
C E L E B R A T E D G R E C IA N

0

r r il E Eastern J u te s , included in that section of the
I Union which is most widely known as “ New Eng
land,” contain a thrifty, industrious, intelligent people,
who have achieved nil uncommon degree of prosperity ;
with a climate extremely trying to certain constitutions,
and a soil of small fertility, they have contrived »o sur
pass more favored communities in almost every thing that
conduces to social comfort ami happiness Unfortunately,
they are occasionally so absorbed in business and mental
cultivation, that they neglec t the precautions which are
essential to bodily health. Dyspepsia and physical de
bility are prevalent among a ll’classes. The first disease
is produced by iimttentiou to the digestive organs, which
are so susceptible of derangement Thousands are now
paying the penally of this neglect, ami suffering daily the
most trying pains, almost without a hope of relief. They
havecoine to believe thot their ailment is chronic, nnd that
they must bear with it to the end. It gratifies us exceed
ingly to announce to these afflicted individuals that they
may now command a remedy nl unquestionable potency
and
virtue, which has never been found to iail iu all cases
Penobscot Mutual insurance Co.
of digestive weakness or derangement
Hmulieds ol
i ia n g o r , .m e .
tongues are ready to grow el- quetit in praise of this won
E .L . II amlih , Prea’t.
I). P lu uv eb , Sec’v derful conquerer ol dyspepsia, which is known as

J. E. MERRILL, Proprietor.
38L

0

J oseph II. Sphaouk , S e t’,

The .subscriber having renovafed mid pm Hampden Fire Insurance Company,
ill the ninsi perfect order the above lining,
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
will receive company on and after MON
DAY NEXT, July llili.
Ca pi t a l and A s s e t s $ 2 2 0 , 0 0 0
lie would inform the traveling commuui:y
J. C. P ynchon , Sec'y
and ihe public generally that every effort W m. B, C alhoun , Preset.
w’ill be made by unremitting attention to the wants of hi*
guests, and by careful catering lor the table to secure foi
Conway Fire Insurance Company.
them all that can induce to their comfort und home-reeling
CONWAY. MASS.
during their stay with him, while his charges will ever lit
kept as low as they can be and at the same time secure fo.
Capital,
$200,000.
his patrons all those conveniences nnd comforts upon which
J. S. W u it x e y , £ pb£ i__________ D G. R oger , . Sec’y
their happiness end his reputation depends.
Single persons or small Families can he accomodated
with hoard (together with rooms furnished or unfurnish Holyoke Mutual Fire Insurance Co.
ed) by the week, on very moderate terms.
SALEM, MASS.
Coaches always in attendance to take guests to and
from the sever 11 steamers.
Capital and Assets, $350,000.
C. W. HODGES, Proprietor.
J. T . Burnham ,S ec’y.
N. B. An excellent stable may be found connected with Augustus S tory ,P rea’t.
this house in charge of careful and attentive hostlers.
Thomaston Mutual Insurance Co.
G. W. If.
Rockland, July 6, 1858.
2-tf
TIIOM ASTON-ME.
atwood L evexsaler . Pres't
W m. R. Ke it h , Sec’y

ARE DAILY BEING SENT

P B£ O F .

$300,000.

S crofula and S crofulous C ojcplaints,
E ruptions and E ruptive D iseases, U lcers ,
P im ples , B lotches , T umors, S alt R heum ,
S cald H ead , S y ph ilis and S y ph ilitic A f
fections , M ercurial D isease , D eopsy , N eu
ralgia or T ic D oulourbux , D ebility , D ys
pepsia and I ndioestion , E rysipelas , R ose
or S t . A nthony ’s F ir e , and indeed the whole
class of complaints arising from I mpurity op
the B lood.

S3

HARTFORD, CONN.

Capital

THORNDIKE

• 4 2 0 0 ,0 0 0 .
4 4 8 ,0 0 0 .
W m. C onner, Sec’y.

Charier Oak Fire and Marine Co.

E E - O P E N 1 1STa

WEBSTER HOUSE.

Moscow Beaver Over Coats,

G O OD S,

Jjf*
kA
™
H
H

Dentistry.

DON’T COMPLAIN.

Q
>r4
{A
»*
J)
j
P
^
IT
H

Ha r t f o r d c o n n .
Cash Capital,
$ 2 0 0 ,0 0 0 .
Assets, over
2 3 0 ,0 0 0
N ath ’l M. W aterman, Pres’t.
G eorgf. D. J i VVETT, Soc’y.

BLOCKS & PU M PS,

A compound remedy, in which we have la
bored to produce the most effectual alterative
that can be made. It is a concentrated extract
of Para Sarsaparilla, so combined with other
substances of still greater alterative power as
to afford an effective antidote for the diseases
Sarsaparilla is reputed to cure. I t is believed
that such a remedy is wanted by those who
suffer from Strumous complaints, and that one
which will accomplish their cure must prove
of immense service to this large class of our
afflicted fellow-citizens. How completely this
compound will do it has been proven by exper
iment on many of the worst cases to be found
of the following complaints: —

4

Fire and Narine Insurance Company.

of

Many Ladies have said to tne
During the last year that the
WILTON YARN di*i not pay for knitting.
Therefore we have purchased a full assortment of the
celebrated Yarns manufactured by 1. C. Morse , E sq.,(late
Morse Sc Coleman,) who are the only parlies who ntuke
those very fine and beautiful Stockings for Ladies and
Children. We can give you the fti'l assortment of

$ 3 0 0 , 0 0 0 .

J. L. C u tler , Pres’t.
J . II. W illia m s , Sec’y
N’E \ V ~ E N G L A N D

FR A N C IS H ARRINGTO N ~
NANUFACTUHER

C. C. W a it e , Sec’y.

AUGUSTA, ME.

A T S T E A M M IL L , U P S T A IR S ,
ROCKLAND, ME,
February, 18, 1857.
8lf

in the latest style, which I will sell'very low. I have
Will be pleased to learn that the Subscriber hus just re ; made
also received a lurge Jot of
ceived a new and complete assortment of

D IIY

ROCKLAND
litf

§250,000.

Elaine Insurance Company,
Capital

ffj
■2
(JJ

conn.

Capital,

C. N. Bowers, Pres’t.

,

g o o d s

N o. 5, SP O F F O R D BLOCK, M ain S t..

J

S T Y L E , Q U A L IT Y a n d P R I C E
are concerned, and if twenty years experience

Ha r t fo r d ,

Cash

Jtrmgit ami Domestic

direct from the Manufactory, which will be sold for less
than can be bought in any other place in the city.
All the above goods will be sold low for CASH, and
CASH ONLY.
BONNETS B L E A C H E D AND
Rockland, Oct. 11,1859.

NEW YORK CITY.

Gash Capital, 1,000,000 | Surplus, 300,000
J . M. S m it h , Sec’y

RUSSIA SALVE CURES BURNS.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES CANCERS.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES SORE EYE8.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES ITCH.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES FELONS.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES SCALD HEAD.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES NETTLE RASH.
HRUSSIA SALVE CURES CUTS.
S3
RUSSIA SALVE CURBS CORNS.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES SCALDS.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES SALT RHEUM.
9)
RUSSIA SALVE CURES SORES.
RUSSIA 8ALVE CURES FLEA BITES.
S3
RUSSIA SALVE CURES ‘WHITLOWS.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES ULCERS.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES WARTS.
<1
RUSSIA SALVE CURES SORE NIFPLE8.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES STIES.
0
RUSSIA SALVE CURES FESTERS,
RUSSIA SALVE CURES RINGWORM.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES SCURVY.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES BUNIONS.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES SORE LIPS.
0
RUSSIA SALVE CURES INGROWING NAILS
(R
RUSSIA SALVE CURES SPIDER STINGS.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES SHINGLES.
0
RU8SIA SALVE CUBES ERUPTIONS.
<+
RUSSIA SALVE CURES MOSQUITO BITES.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES CHILBLAINS,
RUSSIA SALVE CURES FROZEN LIMBS.
tf
RUSSIA SALVE CURES WENS.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES SORE EARS.
H
RUSSIA SALVE CURES BOILS.
0
RUSSIA SALVE CURES FLESH WOUNDS.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES PILES.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES BRUISES.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES CHAPPED HANDS.
RUSSIA SALVE CLUES STRAINS.
HRUSSIA SALVE CURES SWELLED NOSE.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES ERYSIPELAS.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES LAME WRIST.
e+
Bites of Venomous Reptiles are instantly cured by this W

ill

Home Insurance Company,

City Fire Insurance Company,

J

2ill

T. C. A lly .n, Sec’y.

C harles J. Martin , Pres’t.
A. F. W ilmarth , Vice Prea’t.

P
(|fl

Hm been uaed and «old in Boston for th a lost T h irty , .
Years, and its virtues have stood the test of tim e.
M

Surplus o f $210,000

H- H untixqton , Pres’t,

THE

R U S S IA S A L V E

VEGETABLE OINTMENT®

H artford F ire Insurance Co.

and $mmmt Capital 8500,000 with

F R E N C H and A M E R IC A N H A IR W O R K ,

d r y

STOCKS O F GOODS,
R I S K S ON B U I L D I N G S

HARTFORD, CONN
Incorporated 1810......... ...........................Charter I'erpetuai

“ MAYO & KALER,

FOR

3 S *

in process of construction, and all other In
surable property, in the following companies,
known to be sate and prompt in the adjust
ment of their losses.

THOMAS FR Y E ,

m m m im

ALSO, Agent for B a r r e t t ’* M a l d e n D y e H o u s e *
where goods are dyed in the best possible manner.

THREE CHEERS

consisting of almost every article usually called for. Also,
that we will sell a S h a d e lower than anybody else in this
vicinity.
M. GOULD.
43tf
Rockland, October 19, 165

FINISH ING

O F F I C E X O . 4 K IM B A L L , B L O C K ,
(Over the Store o f M. C. Andrews.)
D w e llin g H o u se , o n S p r in g S tr e e t,
opposite Dirigo Engine House.
W H IT E G O O D S .
Lawns, Cambrics, Brilliants, Muslin, Crimpolius, Mar
ALL ORDERS BY DAY OR NIGHT
seilles, and u general assortment of other goods usually will be promptly attended to.
kept iu such an establishment.
Rockland, Nov. 20 1858.
480

16 Rroari S tr e e t, B o sto n .

EVERYBODY

DW E LL IN G HOUSES,
H OUSEHOLD FU R N IT U R E ,
STORES,

w a i t ,

JO H N L. S T E P H E N S & SO N O R A .

DANA FA RRA R & HYDE A g e n ts .

E. H. C O C H R A N ,

DR. J. ESTEN,

GOODS,

consisting iu part of the following articles :

8 3 B r o a d S t r e e t , B o s to n .
On account of the numerous frauds and impositions on
HE a rt'd e is confidently offered to the public as a S u b
Travellers, those bound to California are cautioned to buy
H t i t u te for C r e a m o f T a r t a r , for domestic use. tickets at the only authorized Agencies of the N A. Sc P
The high price which Cream of T artar commands, tr- M. S Cos
getlter with the alarming extent to which its dangerous
T i c k e t * iiiu h I b e
by o n e o f th e C o m 
adulteration has been carried, warrants us in ofteiing this p a n y ’* a ; 'c n t V b e f o r e they will be recognized by
UNEQUALLED SUBSTITUTE, prepared by one of the the AGENT at PANAMA ; and Tickets, thus signed, can
most skillful chemists of the country.
be obtained at th«e only authorized Agency lor the N. A
The following true comparison of its nature, and results *V P M. Steamship Companies, where State Rooms and
o f its use, with those of Cream of T artar, will conviuce Rerihs can be secured, viz: at the old established Office,
the most incredulous of its value.
well known for ten years past,
Cream of T artar is a bi-tartrate of potash. Its SUB
STITUTE is a simple phosphate, ard contains nothing
but what is found in beef-steak, corn, wheat and other
cereals and is therefore highly nutritious.
Cream of Tartar, as every body knows, makes bread
and cake, which when cold are dry and tasteless. The c y Be sure and observe the Name and N u m b e r .
81) BsSTITUTE produces cold bread und cake which are
W. BERIIY, Agent for Rockland.
sweet, moist, and grateful to the palate.
Boston, Nov. 15, 1859.
Iy48
Cream of Tartar, In cooking, requires the use of con
siderable shortening : the SUBSTITUTE requires less.
Creurn of Tartar lias no healthy actiou in food, on the
system, and supplies nothing which the body requires —
The SUBSTITUTE has a health-giving influence, and sup- j
plies that foi which there is a conliuuul demand in the I
system.
It is made of uniform s'rength, equal in all cases to pure
Creum of Tartar, and consequently can always be relied
upou.
The follow ing are Extracts from Certificates, from a
large number iu possession of the Agents: —
JL)r . C. T J ack on ; of Boston, State Assayer, says: —
“ 1 have examined Professor llorsford’s Cream of Tar
tar Substitute, and his Yeast Powders, a d find them io
be suitable for bread making, and I have made use of them
iu in> family cooking for a brief period, wilh success.
“ The Cream of Tartar Substitute is chiefly an acid
phosphate of time, and in mixing with the flour is made to |
act on super-carbonate of soda, so as to produce neutral
phosphate of lime, and phosphate of soda, and to give oil
carbonic acid gas. The resulting salts, are, so far us my
observation goes, liar iu less to iheconsiitini<>n,aiui In many
cases will doubtless act beneficially on the system.”
“ 1 have found that these powders produce good and
light bread, of a pleasant flavor mid quite white.”
D r, N ichols, a dDtingtiished chemist, having a labora
tory oi No. 7, Central tSueet, Boston, sa\s of the (Substi
tute, in a letter under date of May l, 1859:—l*1 have no
lies it lion in recommending it to the public, as a whole
some substitute ibr bi-tartrate of po assa, or Cream of
Tartar in bread making It is found iu whe <t anil other
cereals, and indeed in every variety of vegetation. It is
introduced into the animal economy through the agent of
food, and then subserves a very itnpo.tum end in sustain
P O R T R A IT
P A IN T IN G ,
ing vitality and health.”
G . F
F L I N G ,
P rofessor S hepard of Providence, says:—“ Your
substitute for Cream ol Tartar, is undoubtedly
““►! GRANITE STREET,
ROCKLAND.
ful and important invention. It is substituting a perfect 1;
A lso—Wood Engraving and Designing.
innocent and harmless substance in the place of one. the j
51 tf
continual u»e of which has long been known to produce I Rockland, Dec. 12, 1859
serious gn-tic disturbances.”
N ew’ Y ork , Oct. 8, 1659. j
G entlemen :—Front an examination of a sample of j
Professor Husford’s Cream of Tartar Substitute, as well j
us Loin a knowledge «.f the process by which it is pre
pared, we have no hesitation in recommending it us a 1
cheap and valuable substitute for the article now so uni
versally used, and we believe its use to be beneficial rath
er than prejudicial to the health.
Yours, respectfully.
E verett A Livermore , Analytical Chemists.
Dr .C . C. Holcomb, of Lee Ma*s.,says : —“ Against the
use of the Cream ol Tartar Substitute, to which you have
called my attention, no rational objection can possibly ob
tain. It cuunot tail to do all in the process of bread mak
ing that Creant of Tartar can do. and yet by no chemical • \ y xp TTf C j r i l A n F H T ? f l T r \ rn T J T A T P
change can its constant use become injurious to the uni- j_\
YV U l U v l V U f \ J l j U i_ IT LIN VT,
jitul economy.”
’
Da. C. W too in , of Providence. R. I.; s a y s :—“ While
the continued u^e of Cream of Tartar, and its constant
— AND-~
introduction into the system, through the medium of a ;
prominent article of food, cannot fail of producing injury,
tieutleineu’s Furnisliiiig Goods.
thut of its “ Substitute,” being in its nature highly nutri- j
ous, and heulthful in its effects on the animal organism,
must as certainly contribute much to the welfare of those I
Have just returned from Boston
prime Stock of
who use it.”
Clothing and (it
Furnishing Goods suitable for
D r . S. A. Arnold , of the same place, s a y s :—“ It is fur ; the present and coming
and comprising almost
superior to Cream of Tartar, as a dietetic.”
•ry article in tho C lothing L in e . I have been very
particulai in Fleming tny Stock which is extensive, and
Fur Sitie by the principal grocers.
knowing what will suit my customers in Rockland and viNovember, 17, 1659.
| cini*y, have done my best to please them as fir as

OVER E. BARRETT'S DRV GOODS STORE,
K O C K L A N D .

MAIN S T R E E T ." .r riT r.T ... . . . ..ROCKLAND, ME
P eter T h acher ,
R. P E . T hacheb .
Rockland, Feb. 21, 1856.
48tf

G oods, &c.,

M A Z A IR O N ,

E. H. C O C H R A N ’ S

PETER THACHER & BROTHER.

of 4000 tons and upwards, formerly of the Collins Line to
Europe, known to be unrivalled for
ST3 AW FANCY AND MOURNING BONNETS,
G e n ts ’ F u r n is h in g
C a p a city , S p eed and Comfort!
RIBBONS, FLOWERS, L a CES and EDGINGS
which will be sold as low as the lowest. Persons in Connecting, via the Panama Railroad, with the splendid of ull descriptions.
warn of any articles in his line of trade are respectfully steamers of ihe Pacific Mail Steamship Company,
solicited to call and examine his Stock as he is confident
it will prove of mutual benefit.
GOLDEN AG E, GOLDEN GATE,
H O S IE R Y A N D G L O V E S.
R ockland, A ugust 18,1859.

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla

Fire Insurance.

M A IN E .

IR S U R A N C E A G E N C Y ,
4 Doors West of the Post Office. Attorneys and Counsellors at Law, N o. 2 B E R R Y ’S BLO CK , U p S ta irs.
O F F IC E . XO. 2 K IM B A L L B L O C K .

North A tlantic Steamship Company.

5 th and 2 0 th o f each M onth,

liO C K L A N D

3 7 tf

PA C SR G I M L arEA M SiK U P C O .

B R O A DC LO TH S, C A SSIM E R E S,
D o esk in s, V e stin g s, S atin ets

WILLIAM BEATTIE,

C ounsellor and A ttorn ey at Law,

H O U S E ,

T

Cancimene Oil*

I

F or
F or
F or
F or

Coughs,
Coughs,
C oughs,
C oughs,
A
A
A
A

FOR
FOR
FOR
FOR

Colds,
Colds,
Colds,
Colds,

CERTAIN
CERTAIN
CERTAIN
CERTAIN

WHOOPING-COUGH,
WHOOPING-COUGH,
WHOOPING-COUGH,
WHOOPING-COUGH,
A
A
A
A

FOR
FOR
FOR
FOR

a ll
a ll
a ll
a il

the
th e
the
the

R E L IE V E S
R E L IE V E S
R E L IE V E S
R E L IE V E S

Influenza.
Influenza.
Influenza.
Influenza.

AND
ANO
AND
ANO

SORE,
SORF.
SORE
SORE

T h ro a t
T h ro a t
T h ro a t
T h ro at
AT
AT
AT
AT

THROAT.
THROAT.
THROAT.
THROAT.

BALM
BALM
BALM
BALM

am i
an d
and
and

L unas.
L u n is.
Lungs.
Lungs.

ONCE.
ONCE.
ONCE.
ONCE.

EFFEC TS

PERMANENT
PERMANENT
PERMANENT
PERMANENT
Beware
Beware
Beware
Beware

ASTHMA.
ASTHMA.
ASTHMA.
ASTHMA.

CURE
CURE
CURE
CURE

AND
AND
AND
AND

of
of
of
of

IT

A
A
A
A

GROUP.
GROUP,
GROUP,
CROUP,

S O V E R E IG N
S O V E R E IG N
S O V E R E IG N
S O V E R E IG N

A ffections
A ffections
A ffections
A ffections

IT
IT
IT
IT

and
and
and
and

REMEDY
REMEDY
REMEDY
REMEDY

SURE
SURE
SURE
SURE

BRONCHITIS
BRONCHITIS
BRONCHITIS
BRONCHITIS

A
A
A
A

T or
F or
For
For

OF
OF
OF
OF

of
of
of
of

CURE.
CURE.
CURE.
CURE.

Counterfeits.
Counterfeits.
Counterfeits.
Counterfeits.

The only genuine has the written signature “ I. Bu tts ,**
as well as the printed name of the Proprietors,
SETH W . FOWLE Sl CO., Boston ,
on the outside wrappers, therefore bo not deceived.

FOE SALE
by Druggists and Dealers in Medicines both in City and
Country,

everywhere .
e v e r y w h e r e

.

e v e r y w h e r e

.

EVERYWHERE.
C. P. FESSENDEN, Agent for Rocklnnil ; WM. M.
COOK, Thoma.ton ; JOHN UALCII & SON, Warren j
JOSHUA S. GREENE. Union; J. II. ESTAUROi’K,
CAVDEN ; and fur sale hy all dealers iu medicine every,
where.
July 7
2Uy

